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A note about pronoun usage

One problem facing modern writers is the use of gender neutral
pronouns. In grammatically correct modern English, the mascu-
line third person pronoun (he, him, his, himself) also functions as
a gender neutral pronoun. This isn’t due to sexism, it is simply a
feature of the English language.

Note that some other languages, such as Indonesian and Japa-
nese, are more gender neutral than English. Yet the the male and
female roles in societies that use those languages are more rigidly
defined than in countries such as the UK. In terms of gender poli-
tics, it’s an important issue because we need to reinforce the idea
of woman as protagonist whenever we can in order to increase
female accountability and diminish male culpability.

To get around this problem, I employ something called singular
they. In other words, I use the word “they” to refer to male or
female people, in place of words like “he” or “she”.

Singular they can introduce some ambiguity because the ante-
cedent of the pronoun “they” could theoretically be a male or fe-
male person or a group of people. However, in practice, it causes
few problems and looks better than saying “he or she”. English has
survived the loss of pronouns such as thou (singular you) despite
the consequent potential for ambiguity.

I suspect that singular they will win out in the long run, but
despite its common use in spoken English, it still isn’t universally
recognised as correct. If nothing else, a greater potential for ambi-
guity is good news for sitcom writers.
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Introduction

This book contains the output of my first eighteen months as a free-
lance technology writer. The subject-matter is mostly technology
with some gender politics material.

I’d been ill for quite a long time and when my health began
to recover in 2005, I began to dabble with writing. By 2006 I
had a half-finished sitcom pilot (finished, submitted and rejected
in 2008) and I had begun gathering notes for a book about gender
politics.

Figure 0.1: The returned sitcom pilot and rejection letter. What was the
BBC thinking? I’ve not given up on the idea of a hardcore
geek sitcom though.

I submitted my first tech article (unpaid) in 2006, and the good
reception that it received encouraged me to do more. The first
articles were useful learning experiments and helped me to work
out a workflow for article writing. As Kirk tells Saavik, in Star
Trek: The Wrath Of Kahn, we learn by doing. Getting things in-
front of an audience and reading the subsequent criticism has been
an extremely valuable part of the learning experience. For this
reason, it’s fortunate that I started writing in the Internet age. Back
in the old, print-only days, getting anything published was difficult
and there was no way of getting masses of feedback from readers.
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My approach to article writing

Planning

I start with a planning stage. First, I create a graphical outline of
the main points of the article using mind mapping software. I’ve
used a variety of packages in the past, and you can see examples of
their output at the end of most of the articles in this book. I might
accompany a mind map with written notes, if I deem it necessary.
This is also the initial research stage.

Some people consider planning an article to be too much work,
but I think that it’s worth investing five or ten percent of the total
project time into a planning stage. In the case of a medium or long
article, you probably get slightly ahead because the actual writing
can go faster if you have a plan to work to.

I’ve heard nightmare stories about people pitching an article,
getting a commission and then discovering that there was some-
thing wrong with the basic premise and that they couldn’t finish
the article. On the other hand, thanks to the planning stage, I know
that the article will work before I pitch it.

Pitching

A peculiarity of freelance writing is that you normally have to
create a pitch before writing the article. The purpose of the pitch is
to convince an editor to commission your article. Almost no pro-
fessional publications will accept a finished article without seeing
a pitch in advance. For this reason, there has to be at least some
degree of planning ahead. Naturally, a good plan helps to create a
good pitch.

A quick note on pitching. One thing that I didn’t realise when I
first started was that the pitch has to be worded in a way that sells
the article. This is different from sending a commissioning editor
a quick note that tells them about your great idea. In all fairness,
if you can’t concoct a pitch that engenders enthusiasm in an edi-
tor, how are you going to convey the exciting aspects your clever
insights to the reader? This is particularly important when you’re
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My approach to article writing

starting out and you don’t have a portfolio of published articles to
back you up.

Pitching is everything. Most freelancers probably spend as much
time on pitching as they do on article writing. Fortunately, licking
your pitch into shape isn’t wasted if your article idea is accepted
as it constitutes part of the planning stage.

Writing

As I said, different people work in different ways. What works for
me is to make writing a multi-stage process. After the planning, I
create a rough draft of the article by making reference to the plan.
My rough drafts are really rough. When this is complete, I edit and
improve the article to finish it off. I like to have a break between
both of these final stages. I have got away with starting the article
in the morning, taking a break (a meal and a ep or two of some
sci-fi is sufficient) and then finishing it off in the afternoon.

Writing style

When a critic accused Grace Kelly of simply being herself on
screen, Cary Grant was quick to offer the defence that being your-
self is the hardest thing to do as an actor. Similarly, the hardest
thing to accomplish as a writer is to express ideas in plain lan-
guage. Ironically, it often takes study and a knowledge of the me-
chanics of language to make things sound natural.

Successful writing is all about hitting the right balance for a gi-
ven subject matter and audience. Peppering an article with collo-
quialisms can keep things light, but an entire undisciplined article
on a serious subject can be very hard to read. On the other hand, a
dry list of facts with no style at all is likely to fatigue the unfortu-
nate reader.
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Part I

General Tech
Andrew

Life would be much easier
were she an upper-case
letter G. You could just
walk into her using the
cursor keys. By the way,
any chance you have with
her will be diminished if
you mention Nethack.





1. The return of the home
computer? (2007)

Originally published: 18th Apr 2007
Publisher: OS News (as “The return of the 8 bits?”)
Original URL: http://www.osnews.com/story/17723/

“That was a fun read [. . . ] thank you.”, Andy Chap-
man, an OS News reader.

“While I personally wouldn’t use such machine in any
shape or form, I could see my parents learning their
way into computers using something like this. [. . . ]
But it was a good read nonetheless. Thanks a bunch!”,
DeadFishMan, an OS News reader.

A bit of history

The 8 bit home computer had a great deal to offer the prehistoric
humans of 1985. Having identified the laudable elements of this
class of machine, I’m going to make some suggestions towards a
modern equivalent of the classic home computer.

In the evolutionary chain, the 8 bit microcomputer sits after
the house-sized mainframe and the affordable mini-computer (that
cost more than a car), but before the current era of cheap, com-
modity hardware workstations. To make further use of the evolu-
tionary analogy, as a link, the micro computer is a missing link.
Like some clever primate precursor of modern human beings, it
both enabled the development of and helped to define the nature
of a successor. In turn, the successor, having greater fitness wi-
thin its environment, superseded its progenitor, having rendered it
irrelevant.

I mentioned evolution, and the comparison between the evolu-
tion of living things and trends in the computer market is reaso-
nable. When a new idea enters the computer scene, it must esta-
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1 The return of the home computer? (2007)

blish a niche or it will quickly die off. There is a sad aspect to
this process because a creature, or a computer, dies off as soon as
something similar but more successful comes along.

The other thing that brings about the death of a species a sudden
change in its environment. When all of the trees die or are used up,
the creature with specially adapted tree climbing faculty becomes
less viable than the similar creature that didn’t need to climb trees.

The microcomputer: what was good
about it?

16 bit?

The term “16 bit computer” can cause confusion be-
cause the CPU inside some 16 bit computers such as the
Commodore Amiga A500 and early Apple Macintosh
had some 32 bit features. This naming convention
referred to the width of the data bus rather than the size
of the data registers of the machine. In other words, it
was a 16 bit computer because all but a few aspects of it
were 16 bit.

To add to the confusion, some current processors are
referred to as being “64 bit”. This naming convention is
at odds with old one. It doesn’t refer to to the width of
the data bus, but rather the size of the data registers of
these processors.

The use of term “16 bit era” is not as widespread outside
of the UK.

Reasons for the decline of the micro

As the 8 bit home micro was once a commercially successful class
of computer, it must have had some worthwhile qualities. The

18



The microcomputer

home micro made the transition from popularity to collectors ra-
rity in a relatively short length of time and this change of fortune
must have had a cause. I attribute the decline of the home micro-
computer to two causes:

Firstly, better machines came along. After the 8 bit era, came the
16 bit era. 16 bit home computers such as the Commodore Amiga
and early PCs also occupy a now extinct link in the evolutionary
chain. A 16 bit Macintosh or PC isn’t a particularly interesting
machine to play around with because it is merely a cut-down ver-
sion of the computers that superseded it. I submit that you might
be able to sell or give away almost any 8 bit computer, while, in
contrast, a typical 16 bit machine is doomed upon its discovery in
an attic.

The second cause of extinction for the traditional home com-
puter was related to fitness: the world in which a computer has
to survive has altered since the heyday of the 8 bit micro. These
days, for a computer to have a place within a person’s home, it
must provide features like a GUI OS with multi-tasking, multime-
dia capabilities and network connectivity.

In addition to these baseline features, the contemporary com-
puter user expects to work with a uniform user interface. Some
attempts were made to retro-implement the GUI features of later
OSes back onto the 8 bit machines, but in general, every piece of
software would have its own unique take on how a user interface
should work.

Although the 8 bit micro may have had some meritorious fea-
tures in its day, I don’t find myself wanting to swap my Ubuntu
box for my old BBC Micro. In the same way, if a person without
much money approached me for advice, I’d try to set them up with
an old PC.

What was good about the home microcomputer?

Ease of use: the “You shouldn’t have clicked on that!”
factor

The idea that an 8 bit home computer offered a greater “ease of
use” than a modern GUI equipped desktop workstation might, at
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1 The return of the home computer? (2007)

first, seem counter-intuitive. However, I urge you to give the idea
a chance. Novices struggle to understand concepts such as drive
letters, folders, hardware drivers, managing overlapping windows,
and installing software. Barriers such as these can be particularly
frustrating in the case of a person who just wanted to “write a
letter” or “send an email”.

Compare this to the experience of a person using an an 8 bit
micro computer: launching a program might consist of switching
the machine on with the appropriate cartridge inserted, or pressing
a key combination with the right software tape in the tape drive.

Saving a document might be carried out with a sequence such
as:

• hit [escape] to call up the menu

• press F4

• enter a name for the document

• press return to save to disk.

Such a piece of software might not be as flexible as its modern
equivalent, but for the person who isn’t particular interested in
computers and just wants to complete a task such as “writing a
letter”, it’s simpler.

Modern GUI applications feature keyboard shortcuts, but it’s
difficult to explain to a person who has remembered the right key
combination for “save document” that because they clicked the
mouse in the wrong place, the word processor lost focus. Further
more, they mucked things up by using that key combination in the
wrong window.

“Oh, and by the way”, you add, “that bit that said, Click here for
important information about your mortgage!, you shouldn’t have
clicked on that.”

It’s not just day-to-day application use that suffers from an insi-
dious inflation of complexity. Maintenance of a computer system
presents a constant cycle of small hiccups too. These hiccups are,
unfortunately, insurmountable to the not computer savvy.
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A proposal

This highlights an important difference between the 8 bit era and
the current one. Modern machines have evolved to a level of com-
plexity that has pushed them beyond being a mostly deterministic
system, to a level at which even an expert can be surprised by the
outcome of his or her actions.

Low cost

The first wave of 8 bit home computers was, for many of us, the
only game in town; it was the only piece of general purpose com-
puter hardware that the average individual could afford.

Add-ons were available for the 8 bit micro but there was no real
upgrade cycle as such. The business model that most manufactu-
rers of 8 bit machines adhered to was one of creating a baseline,
standard machine and sticking to that specification throughout the
life-cycle of the product.

Reliability of the software and hardware

The operating system in most home micros was incorruptible as it
resided within the ROM of the machine. Updates to the operating
system were a rarity.

The hardware itself was robust thanks to its simplicity. Upon
opening the case of a typical 8 bit machine, expect to find a mo-
therboard, a few connectors for various expansion ports and a rib-
bon cable connecting the keyboard. No fans. No moving parts.

These computers were cheap but they were not as fragile as a
modern PC. Their designers knew that these machines might be
stored under a teenager’s bed until pressed into action.

The expectation from such a machine was that it could be ready
for use about five seconds after it was powered up. No drivers. No
updates. No conflicts.

A proposal: The Neomicro

The design goals

At this stage, I hope that I have established two points:
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1 The return of the home computer? (2007)

1. The microcomputer had meritorious characteristics that are
absent from modern workstations.

2. The microcomputers of the past would be incompatible with
modern home computing demands.

This begs the question: how can we gain access to merits of the
microcomputer without suffering its shortcomings?

I propose that some of the conceptual goals of the microcompu-
ter could be re-approached with the application of modern techno-
logy. A new machine could be created to embody some of the ad-
mirable qualities of the classic microcomputer while sidestepping
some of its shortcomings. We’ll call this design, the neo-micro.

At this point, it should be apparent that a conceptual neo-micro
computer could not fully encompass the advantages of both the
classic microcomputer and the contemporary workstation. The in-
tended purpose of the two classes of computer conflict with one
another. The modern workstation is designed to be a general pur-
pose machine that can be adapted to just about any type of com-
puting task; it is impossible to support this level of adaptability
without an accompanying increase in complexity.

The neo-micro is to be a casual use computer with low barriers
to access. The barriers to access are lowered in this case through
a combination of low total cost of ownership and simplicity of
operation. In a way this limitation–of singular design ethos–is a
blessing because it frees the design from a need to compete with
workstations. It would be impossible to create a machine that was
both cheaper, less complex in operation yet as powerful as a mo-
dern workstation.

Here are the design goals of the project:

Reliability of software and hardware

This could be achieved with a fixed operating system and applica-
tion suite. Hardware reliability could be increased through simpli-
fication and design decisions that avoid use of moving parts.
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Ease of use for non-experts

What features do people need from a simple computer? What fea-
tures are not necessary?

Low entry–low maintenance cost

Again, this can be achieved by stripping the hardware down the
basics.

Fast boot-up and shutdown

It’s difficult to see how a general purpose computer could feature
the nearly instantaneous boot-up that was the norm with 8 bit home
computers. PDAs manage this but that is because they never shut
down, they go to sleep when not in use. Making our modern mi-
cro project work in such a way imposes a number of complicated
restrictions on both the expected usage patterns and the hardware
design of the machine. Making the boot-up simply “fast” in com-
parison to a typical workstation is a necessary compromise.

The machine itself: the hardware

In specifying the machine, let’s start from the outside and work
our way in:

The form factor

The form factor of the Neo-micro is inspired by that of the classic
microcomputer, “one box” design. A detachable keyboard would
only add to the difficulty of setup with no obvious benefits to our
intended market.

Any decrease in the number of components is a win on a ma-
chine of this type. Remember, this is a computer designed for the
casual user, it might be stored under a couch when not in use.

To take this concept further, I’ll add a built in laptop-style touch
pad as the pointing device. A graphic designer or DTP expert
might need a proper mouse, but they are not the intended audience
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1 The return of the home computer? (2007)

Figure 1.1: A Neo-micro mock-up that I made in Inkscape and GIMP.
If you want one of these machines, you’ll have to send me
about three million pounds so that I can start manufacturing
them.

for this machine. A row of dedicated application keys sits above
the keyboard.

The expansion ports are placed along the back of the machine.

Internal hardware

A fast processor isn’t a necessity for the type of applications that
the Neo-micro is designed to run. An ARM processor running at
400Mhz would be sufficient. Such a CPU can be paired with a gra-
phics chip-set that features hardware decoding of MPEG video.
Some ARM designs actually come with such functionality inte-
grated into the CPU. Ramping up the CPU speed beyond 400MHz
wins us less than adding dedicated MPEG decoding.

Such ARM chips also support fanless operation, which is ano-
ther design win.

256 megabytes of main system RAM would be enough for this
computer. That might not sound like a lot but consider this: by
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making a careful choice of window manager and software, it is
possible to build a usable general purpose Linux-based machine
with 256 megabytes of RAM.

Storage

We will give the machine 5 gigabytes of internal flash based sto-
rage. This contains the OS and a small amount of user storage
space. In addition, the machine will feature a pair of memory card
slots. This provides additional storage space, while at the same
time enabling the user to make his or her data portable.

The second memory card slot increases the connectivity of the
Neo-micro. As I’ll specify in a moment, digital photo management
is another possible application for the Neomicro.

The Neomicro shall feature no optical drive. This saves some
money and some mechanical complexity. Optical drives also conflict
with the “no moving parts” design goal. Some might argue that
the utility of operating as a DVD player would be a mark in the
Neomicro’s favour but its worth noting that the DVD playback ca-
pability wouldn’t get much use if the machine didn’t have a remote
control. In short, as stand alone DVD players are so cheap anyway,
the design cost of adding an internal optical drive is greater than
the benefit to utility.

Connectivity

Because this isn’t a general purpose machine, we will include the
sort of connectivity that is almost certainly going to be used rather
than the sort of connectivity that may not get used.

• USB port on back of machine.

• Memory card slots.

• Composite video out (for connection to a TV)

• Analogue VGA out (for connection to a standard monitor)

• Audio L+R out
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• WiFi networking

The USB port on the back of the machine is for connecting devices
such as a digital camera.

Unlike a classic microcomputer, we have no need of an RF out
slot that connects aerial socket on the back of the computer be-
cause most current TVs have at least a composite video input.

The machine itself: the software

The software requirements of this project can be divided into two
parts: the application suite and the operating system. For our
purposes, an operating system can be further subdivided into two
parts: the base operating system and the front end. The user should
be unaware of the base level of the operating system.

To ensure maximum use of financial resources, the smart thing
to do on a project of this sort is to make use of existing software.
This principle applies to both system and application level soft-
ware.

Before specifying either the user interface or the application
suite, we have to determine what the actual application require-
ments of this machine are. In other words, what will people be
using this computer for?

Here are some application ideas:

• Web browsing

• Word processing

• Emailing

• Games

• Photo management

• Media playback

• Programming
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The operating system – the GUI

We’ll start at the top, the part of the operating system that users
will interact with.

For the last 20 years or so, the desktop metaphor has been the
dominant conceptual force in user interface design. Unfortunately,
as I mentioned before, novice computer users find many aspects of
a typical GUI confusing.

Learning from PDA design

Figure 1.2: Where a “Neomicro” would sit in evolutionary terms

The PDA is a technological device that has had to evolve in a
way that maximises its utility. When on the phone to a colleague,
a contacts or agenda application button and gives instant access
to information. This is a point that PDA manufacturer Palm got
right from the start. They asked themselves, “what information do
people need?”

This superiority of the PDA over the desktop PC comes from a
focus on singular usage patterns. Again, the desktop PC suffers by
virtue of being a general purpose tool.

In terms of concept, the PDA and the Neo-micro have quite a lot
in common. They both offer the user a similar approach: a specia-
lised interface optimised to run a few key applications. Dedicated
application keys are a PDA innovation that we shall appropriate
for the neo-micro.
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1 The return of the home computer? (2007)

Figure 1.3: The Psion Series 5, a circa 1997 clamshell PDA. Note dedi-
cated application keys above the keyboard. A great feature
on a great machine.

Perhaps a similar interface could be applied when switching bet-
ween the links or text entry fields on a web site? How about a pair
of dedicated buttons to switch between entry fields on a web page?
The “select as you type” link selection of the Firefox web browser
could be made good use of here. The standard mouse control via
the pointing device can be resorted to as a fallback on those occa-
sions when the website layout and design don’t allow selection by
other means.

Full-screen interface

The designers of PDA interfaces perhaps had limitations of both
processor power and small screen size in mind when they deci-
ded to eschew overlapping application windows. However, I sus-
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pect that in adapting to these hardware limitations they stumbled
onto an important user interface truism. Overlapping windows, al-
though a ubiquitous feature of desktop computers, can confuse and
slow down the novice.

The application suite

I envisage five or six applications. As stated before, these appli-
cations are loaded at the beginning and always present. Each has
its own application key. Press once to switch to the application,
and again to move between multiple documents within that appli-
cation.

The text editor

There is no need to separate word processing, note taking and
emailing into distinct applications. A menu choice can move you
between three different modes. Once the user has learnt to send
an email, it’s a small leap for them to see how they could save that
document, to make a note or print the document out in order to
send a letter.

The web browser

This would be based upon one of the established rendering en-
gines. Perhaps a one of the standard browsers could be stripped
down and placed in a permanent kiosk mode?

Let’s make use of dedicated function keys in place of the icon
strip and pull down menus that feature on standard browsers. So,
instead of clicking on the back icon, the user presses the back but-
ton. Similarly, to find text on the page, the user presses the find
button.

The web browser: web applications

As discussed above, the text editor is a program with a single set
core functionality that works as an enabler to broader functiona-
lity. The web browser should be utilised in the same way. Web
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applications can be used to extend the application functionality of
the Neomicro. We can create a web portal to enable access to the
extended functionality of web apps. Perhaps a fee based, function
unlocking service could be used here.

Educational applications are an area worthy of exploration. Web
applications, specifically tailored to the syllabus of a given course,
could be created. It would all be wrapped up in the consistent, easy
to use environment of the Neomicro.

Programming

Ask any old-timer1 about their happy memories of 8 bit home com-
puters and the chances are they will mention computer program-
ming. I’ve lost count of the number of people who told me that
they started to play around with computer programing on an 8 bit.
Back then, hobbyist programming was part of the appeal of using
a computer. Computer magazines of the time often included pro-
gram listings for enthusiasts to type in and learn from.2

We’ll add a BASIC interpreter to the neo-micro. It might not
be an environment ideal for developing full applications, but it’s a
feature designed to facilitate experimentation and play. The user
should be able to get some graphics onscreen with a few lines of
code. It’s called fun, and modern computers sometimes don’t place
a high enough priority on the concept.

To use an analogy, if you speak more than one language, you at
least know what learning a language involves. Many casual com-
puter users don’t know what computer programming is or what it
involves.

1(ancient, 32 year old people, like myself, for instance)
2To prove my point about casual programing, pay careful attention to Admiral

Kirk’s apartment in Star Trek: The Wrath Of Kahn. In the background, Kirk
has a collection of antiques including a Commodore Pet computer. Notice
that it’s powered up and at the command prompt. Doubtless, when Bones
came over, he was just about to start typing in some programs from ancient
copies of Input magazine.
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Casual gaming

“Casual gaming” is the new buzz-phrase in PC game development.
Casual gamers, as a group, consist of both traditional non-gamers
and lapsed former gamers who don’t have the amount of free time
that they used to. Things like fishing simulations and computerised
realisations of card games are of interest this emerging group.

To the sort of person who lies awake at night worrying about
the shader performance of their graphics card, the gaming pallet of
a casual gamer might seem bland, but the market has spoken and
these people are a rising power in terms of their influence on game
development trends. It would be impossible for our machine to
compete directly with either a decked-out gaming PC or the latest
console but casual gaming is a valuable, under-exploited niche.
Nintendo can attribute much of their early market success in the
latest round of console wars to their focus on a group of potential
gamers that is often overlooked 3.

In practice, gaming would be an application on the task-bar.
Games would be installed via the Internet. An important economy
can be made here as art and other assets from a previous genera-
tion of game development could be reused. A slightly souped-up
version of Doom would be within the capabilities of the Neomicro.

The operating system - the baseline operating
system

The most obvious choice at this point is to use Linux as the ope-
rating system. Generally, when people talk about “Linux”, they
are referring to Linux (the kernel), the GNU user tools, the X11
windowing system, a desktop environment plus whatever else the
distributor has added to the distribution. Hence, a typical desktop
Linux can be quite resource hungry. However, when properly pro-
perly specified, Linux also has a proven track record of offering
services within restricted resource environments such as mobile
phones or media players.

3See the account at http://www.iconbar.com/articles/Wii_Oh_My.../index1105.html
for example[1]
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An opportunity for RISC OS?

A more left field suggestion would be to use RISC OS as the un-
derlying OS.4

Like any OS, RISC OS would need need to be customised to
support the Neomicro design goals. The main customising work
would centre around:

• adding easy application switching

• making applications open full screen

• adding support for multimedia decoding hardware.

RISC OS has in its favour:

• The proposed shared source5 initiative gives access to the
code.

• It thrives in a low memory, slow CPU environment. Current
versions of RISC OS can boot to a desktop with less than
512kilobytes of RAM. Even this could be improved upon
with customisation.

• It’s designed to be ROM loadable with only a few disk ba-
sed resources. RISC OS doesn’t need to be tied to a hard
disk as it doesn’t need a swap file or masses of disk based
configuration. If the OS is installed it ROM, it can even boot
without a hard disk.

• Fast start up and shutdown. On most RISC OS workstations,
there is a “shutdown procedure” but this is mainly to flush
any disc buffers. It’s not a protracted sequence.

• It’s modular: it’s designed to have features added to its core
and to be tailored to a specific task.

4See Chapter 9 for more information about RISC OS
5http://www.riscosopen.com/
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In conclusion

Incorruptible

Whatever the OS chosen, it should be as incorruptible as possible.
To this end, if it boots from flash media, the flash disk should be
partitioned and the core OS files stored on the read only partition.
Another partition exists for user data and some OS workspace.

A salute to the classics

2007 marks the 25th anniversary of the Sinclair Spectrum series
of home computers.Thanks to their affordability, these computers
were very popular in 1980s Britain, particularly amongst young
people. They packed just about enough power to run rudimentary
games and also give many a school kid their first taste of computer
programming.

Perhaps one of the old case designs could be bought up and
used to house a Neomicro? The Commodore 64 is an example of
a computer with a distinctive design, roomy case and a reasonable
keyboard.

In conclusion

I have set out for you a specification for a machine that caters for
a class of user that is all but neglected these days: the casual user.
This is a person who lacks the time, knowledge or interest to be-
come a computer expert, yet is the sort of person who could greatly
benefit from what a computer could offer them.

For a person with a desktop machine, the Neomicro could be
an adjunct to that machine that fills some gaps in his digital life.
As such a user can connect the Neomicro to his existing network,
it could occupy a conceptual space similar to that of Apple’s new
iTV device but somewhat more computer than dedicated media.

In short, anyone who wants to simply plug in and play around
with a computer, without installing software and drivers, upgra-
ding to keep up with the requirements while trying to remember
which cable goes where might be interested in the Neomicro.
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Retrospective

Written in April 2007, this was my fifth article. It’s another one
of the early, long articles and I’m glad that I’ve given myself the
opportunity to produce a definitive version in print form. Being
self-critical, a year later and with more experience under my belt,
I think that the writing seems a bit old-fashioned for such a fun
subject. I’m deeply honoured, as always, that so many people sat
and read one of my 5,000 word articles via a web browser.

It was great fun to write and embodies much of what I want to
convey as a writer in terms of enthusiasm and (hopefully) though-
provoking ideas. I was able to combine retro-computing with spe-
culation. Given the chance, I’d love to write more of these articles
but the market for them is somewhat niche and therefore small.

A year is a long time in technology, and I now find myself at
odds with a couple of the ideas in the article. For one thing, I don’t
think that there is much to be gained from interfacing a computer
with a traditional, analog TV. Even at a low resolution it’s impos-
sible to get a reasonable quality text display out of such a setup.
Old-style applications were able to work around this problem by
making use of massive text, but web browsing on a TV isn’t really
on.

Another point that seems archaic, fourteen months months later,
is the idea of using RISC OS as the operating system. RISC OS
development has mostly stood still since the article was written–
in technology terms, that means that it has declined–while other
solutions, such as Linux, have continued to improve. The baseline
hardware prices have also continued to drop in price.

The term “16 bit era” was not widely used outside of the British
computer press of the time, and I wish that I had known this at
the time of writing. This resulted in confusion for some of the
non-Brits who read the article.

As for the proposal itself, I suggested it for a bit of fun. Both
before and after writing the article, I have heard people muse that
they would love a simple, one-box home computer just like the
classic computers of the 80s. So, I’m quite serious about there
being a need for a machine of this class in the current world. Ho-
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wever, I suspect that I could have been a bit more careful with my
application of grammatic mood as some people replied as if they
thought that I was a actually proposing to build the thing. To cla-
rify: someone could make a machine of this sort, and I think that
they might, and perhaps someone will. Unfortunately, I have no
plans to make one.

This article was referenced on Drobe6, a RISC OS news website.

6http://www.drobe.co.uk/riscos/artifact1932.html
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2. The iPhone: I don’t really
want one (2007)

Originally published: 21st Nov 2007
Publisher: OS News
Original URL: http://www.osnews.com/story/18959/

When computer company Apple announced that they were plan-
ning to make a phone, most pundits were sure that Apple would
produce something a bit different from the crowd. An Apple phone
would be a plush, prestige unit and the product of a thoughtful de-
sign process.

Apple are on a run of good luck: their computers have never
been more popular and their iPod music player is the benchmark
against which other music players are judged. This momentum of
consumer goodwill has sufficiently emboldened Apple to chance
its hand at a mobile phone. On their first go at making a phone,
Apple have decided to be the technological trend setters as oppo-
sed to conservative followers. I know Apple, and I had expected
nothing less.

Apple compete on style, and they make good computers because
their form of style is not style-over-substance. Most of the com-
puter industry regard style as a dirty word and they shouldn’t, be-
cause although style can mean bling, it needn’t. Style can be ease
of use and ergonomics–in other words, how something fits into a
person’s life. Style can be the difference between “plug in and
play” and “become frustrated while fiddling with drivers, settings
and connectors”. In short, style can, and should, mean putting the
user before other considerations.

And at this early stage, it looks like Apple have another winner
on their hands: the press and public love the iPhone. It’s not quite
the market leader in terms of technology and feature-set, and no
matter how well it does at the beginning, it’s going to be years
before they can hope to win a substantial fraction of the mobile
phone market.
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So, why don’t I want one?
For me, the first thing that makes me suspicious of this thing is

the nature of the promotional hype. Most of the previews I have
read espouse the circular logic that its main appeal is its desirabi-
lity; apparently, as soon as I see one, I’ll want one. This diagonal
leap of logic says as much about what Apple make and sell as it
does about malleability of consumer desire.

Let’s be clear, the Apple faithful are extremely faithful but they
are not gullible, nor are they fools for being Apple enthusiasts. I
ask you, is a person who buys a two-seater, open-top, sports car
a fool? Does such a car beat a sensible car in terms of pure uti-
lity? Of course not. But in twenty years time, when that person
reminisces about the glorious hours spent bombing about in the
two-seater, and the frustrating, expensive job of acquiring spare
parts, is he or she filled with regret? Of course not, because they
got something valuable for their money. And this is what Apple
are selling, it’s a product that is more than just simply a product:
it’s a product plus something else.

As good as it is, I don’t really want an iPhone.
Despite being a great product, it falls down in a few areas, and

as it happens, these are the the areas that I am concerned with.
For one thing, it’s very closed. Apple would a claim that it’s ca-
refully integrated: everything has been engineered to inter-operate
smoothly, due to the fact that one company created the whole thing.
However, being a closed platform, the iPhone makes it very diffi-
cult for third parties to develop software for it. I’ll give you an
example: on my much older hand-held computer, I was able to
download a piece of software that let me revisit some of the classic
computer games from my youth by effectively turning my hand-
held into circa 1984 vintage computer. Great fun, but this is the
sort of thing that the iPhone isn’t very good at. It’s not very cus-
tomisable because Apple want to impose a carefully engineered,
standard experience onto everyone.

The iPhone is expensive and for less money I could get some-
thing slightly more powerful and with greater geek-appeal. While
the iPhone is well-featured, it’s not bristling with features. Rival
machines exist that have greater scope for customisation through
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running niche applications, and might even feature a little slide out
QWERTY keyboard that I could use to do a spot of writing while
I’m on the move. Further more, Apple have deliberately restricted
the choice of mobile service providers that work with the iPhone,
and if I’m buying a phone, I want to be able to choose from all of
the packages on the market. These points highlight the iPhone de-
sign ethos: in places where it could get complicated, they’ve opted
to make it slick instead.

Something as expensive and flash as an iPhone can never be
fully rationalised on purely pragmatic grounds, and this presents
a problem: how do you handle an encounter with someone who
is completely under its spell? You can’t reason someone out of a
position that they didn’t arrive at through a reasoned process. The
solution in any such clash of faith is to counter the enthused rap-
ture of the other person with a respectful declaration of disinterest.
Avoid direct confrontation. Turn the head slightly, look thought-
ful, and while nodding, say that actually, you’re not going after an
iPhone. This a sophisticated way of carrying on. To respectfully
allow the other person their contrary position is the action of the
true free-thinker as it engenders an environment of free exchange
of ideas. As baffling to an Apple loyalist as the very concept of
not wanting an iPhone is, subconsciously, thanks to your mature
approach to a tricky debate, that person is now open to your wha-
cky ideas. Problem side-stepped.

This raises the question of how Apple could have made so many
blunders in terms of the feature package that they’ve settled on?
The answer is that they made no mistakes. They’ve made a great
phone but one that doesn’t suit me; I’m not their target. In the
same way that wearing a sports jacket with a t-shirt and jeans
makes some people look cool and some people look like they were
unexpectedly roused from their bed in the middle of the night, the
iPhone isn’t for everyone.
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Retrospective

Believe it or not, of all the articles that I have written this one has
been the most controversial. The truth is that although Apple has
its fans, the company also has its fanatics.

Stylistic approach

I wanted to write something comparable the house-style of some
of the publications that I aspire to work for, such as the technology
sections of the UK national papers. To this end, I employed a
measure of method-acting and affected the confident air of a South
London yuppie with a casual interest in tech. For this article, I was
Guardian Man! So sophisticated am I, that pornography does not
arouse me, it makes me laugh.

I ensured that every statement was grammatically affirmative
and that each sentence was both necessary and concisely worded.
Following the actual writing, I painstakingly cut the article to the
bone. I’m satisfied with the job that I did, and I regard this article
as a milestone in the development of my writing style.

I will admit that the structure of my argument was inspired by a
polemical technique that I read about in a Roland Barthes essay[2].
Barthes pointed out that often, in advertising, the advertiser will
begin by summarising the counter-arguments to their agenda. This
is the marketing trick of not bashing the other guy’s product.

“I believe that my Honourable friend makes some good
points, and his reasoning is sound. However...”

I maintain that I did a good job of journalism; I summarised the
strengths of both the iPhone and of Apple, but ended by pointing
out their shortcomings. A weakness of this approach is that it can
make the debater appear too affable, and psychologically, you can
set yourself up as someone who can be bullied. An article that was
written along the lines of “Why anyone who buys anything made
by Apple is an idiot” could well have engendered a more respectful
treatment from people who disagreed with me.
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I also learnt a useful lesson about the way that humour can come
off as snide when used in a debate about an “emotive” subject. Yes,
I’m still talking about the phone created by the computer company.

The comments

A sharp division between European and US attitudes was appa-
rent in the comments. Although the US press were in love with
the iPhone from the moment it was announced, it was met with
a mixed reaction in the UK. In fact, it had become a bit passe to
talk about the iPhone being over-hyped by the time my article was
published. The Register1, one of the top UK tech news sites, had
already begun to refer to it as the “Jesus Phone”.

It was soon obvious that I had hit a nerve as some of the com-
ments on the website turned nasty and personal, bordering on hys-
terical. I could hardly believe it when the comments included an
accusation that I had “lambasted” people for buying an iPhone.
Another person took offence at the point that I had made about
Apple currently enjoying a run of good luck. Ironically, I feel that
comments of that type proved the points about Apple fanaticism
that I had alluded to in the article.

This was my first personal brush with with phenomenon that Fa-
rhad Manjoo covered so well in an article in his Machinist column
on the Salon.com website entitled “Why Apple fans hate tech re-
porters”2. The article analyses the comment fallout from a praise-
laden review of an Apple product, written by a fellow journalist,
Walt Mossberg. The review in question began

I am writing these words on the most elegant desktop
computer I’ve ever used, a computer that is not only
uncommonly beautiful but fast and powerful, virus-
free and surprisingly affordable.

Long story short: within his review, amongst the praise, he did
find a couple of minor causes for complaint: he thought that the

1http://www.theregister.co.uk/
2http://machinist.salon.com/feature/2008/03/18/true_enough_excerpt_2/index.html.

The online article is an excerpt from his book entitled True Enough: Learning
to Live in a Post-Fact Society[3]
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base machine should have had 512MB of system memory and a
memory card reader as standard. Oops. As a result he was savaged
by the Mac-faithful for daring to criticise the object of their love
and affection. Some even accused him of turning on Apple.

But there is no bigger tribe, and none more zealous,
than fans of Apple, who are infamous for their sensi-
tivity to slams, real or imagined, against the beloved
company.[4]

You said it, brother.
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Introduction

The NIVO is a new “ultra thin” client device currently under deve-
lopment by British, not-for-profit company Ndiyo1. Its principle
intended market is developing nations and the project is based
upon a non-profit model. The aim of the project is to create hard-
ware and software that can lower both financial and technical skill
cost of computer service provision.

Other companies make thin clients, but the Ndiyo takes things a
step further in terms of streamlined, single purpose design, hence
the use of the term “ultra thin”.

At the current stage, the project consists of Linux based software
and prototype hardware. In this article I’m going to explore some
of the issues surrounding thin clients in order to paint a picture of
where a device such as the NIVO sits.

The thin client concept

For those of unfamiliar with what a thin client actually is, the basic
idea is this:

In order to operate, a typical desktop PC requires only a source
of power. It can be connected to network such as the Internet or an
office network but it does not require a network of other computers
in order to work. The independent operation of a single PC is made
possible by the fact that it has a complete set of component parts

1See their website for more info –http://www.ndiyo.org/
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needed to support its basic functions; these components include a
logical and computation facility (the CPU), short term storage (the
RAM), and long term storage (the hard disk).

(a) Typical office PC (b) Typical thin-client

Figure 3.1: The distribution of components in a typical office PC + server
setup compared with a typical thin client + server setup.

The thin client takes a different approach. In a thin client, as
many of the software and hardware components as possible are
moved out of the client computer and onto a server. Simplifying
the client machine in this way reduces its size, power consumption,
cost, and maintenance requirements. This difference in approach
is illustrated in figure 3.1

You’ve probably had a taste of the “thinning out” of a client
system if you have ever worked in a large office: In such an envi-
ronment, it is often considered inefficient to give each computer its
own printer. In such cases, a single, shared printer may be located
in a common area of the office. To consider the idea of thin client
adoption is to pose a question as to whether this idea can be taken
a step further: How much can you remove before the computer
cannot be used for typical office tasks? In most cases, removing
the display and the input device exceeds the upper limit of how far
you can go along the thin client route. Computers without input
methods or without a display do exist but they cannot replace the
functionality of a desktop PC to any meaningful degree.

Thin client adoption

Some of the computer industry heavyweights such as Sun and
Oracle have experimented with the approach in the past but wi-
thout great success. As a result, in most people’s mind, the thin
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The thin client concept

Figure 3.2: Network topography of a thin client setup

client concept will always be associated with a series of early 90’s
network based computers that never really took off.

In fact, the story of the thin client goes back far farther than this.
The earliest thin clients were the dumb terminals used to access
early mainframe computers. Early computers were enormous and
hugely expensive. In order to extract the greatest utility from each
mainframe, dumb terminals (computers with limited processing
power and no local storage) were created so that a group of people
could all share the resources of a single mainframe computer.

In summary, the thin client existed before the desktop PC; the
desktop PC killed off the thin client.

I would argue that some of the difficulties that have frustrated
previous creators of thin client solutions have been of a psycho-
logical rather than purely technical nature. The desktop PC is the
dominant model and consumers need a considerable shove before
they are willing to shift over to a new paradigm. It’s possible to
draw a parallel between thin-client adoption and public transpor-
tation adoption. In the case of the latter, there are cases where
switching to public transport is a sensible idea, but it would take
a lot to get some people out of their car. Boundaries, of pride of
ownership, independence, and security, have to be crossed before
people will give mind-share to something that opposes the entren-
ched usage model.

Of course, there are developing nations that don’t have much in
the way of an established IT tradition. In these environments, thin
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client evangelism might face less resistance. When IT provision is
being introduced to an an institution for the first time, there are no
desktop PCs to pry from the clutches of pleading office workers.

Advantages of thin clients

The main advantages of a thin client solution are:

• reduced cost per unit

• reduced power consumption

• improved reliability due to simplified hardware

• single point of maintenance (the server)

• greater admin control

The single point of maintenance of a thin client is an advantage
that is easily overlooked. Typically, in the case of an office full
of standard PCs, the skills cost of maintenance is a considerable
part of the total cost of operation. In the case of a technical failure,
time spent maintaining a single machine can range from a few mi-
nutes right up to an hour or more. Evaluating the monetary cost of
buying a single workstation while ignoring the admin-time cost of
that workstation is an easy, and very common mistake.

Thin clients are far from perfect though. The main shortcomings
are:

• Single point of vulnerability (if the server goes down, all of
the clients go down)

• Performance: The maximum capability of each client ma-
chine can never exceed the total capability of the server di-
vided by the demands being made by the other clients. So, if
five clients are making maximum demands upon the server
at the same moment, the capability of each client is 1/5 of
the total capacity of that server.
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• Capability: Some applications are not viable over a thin
client network. For example, if I were tasked with speci-
fying the hardware for a video editing suite, my thoughts
wouldn’t, given the current state of the technology, turn im-
mediately to thin client solutions.

The Ndiyo NIVO: an ultra-thin client

Those who have read my other articles will know that I am a sucker
for ideas that challenge the conventions of desktop computer use,
and so I was intrigued when I heard about Ndiyo, a British com-
pany who are developing a series of thin clients. In fact, they refer
to their system as “ultra-thin” because they take the streamlining
concept further than most previous attempts by other companies.

The Ndiyo NIVO (network in, video out) client contains no local
storage capacity, minimal connectivity and minimal on board pro-
cessing power. The unit itself takes the form of a sturdy looking,
metal box with connector ports distributed on either end. VGA on
one side, and keyboard, mouse, Ethernet, and power on the other
end. Internally, there are no moving parts.

Because the NIVO is truly a thin client, it cannot be operated
in isolation, a server is required. The server is a desktop PC with
the NIVO software loaded. The software works under Linux or
Windows. Ndiyo even provide a bootable CD ROM image to make
possible a zero install setup. The zero install image is based on the
latest Ubuntu.

Software-wise, each user is given access to the sort of default
application programs one would expect from an Ubuntu-powered
desktop. This includes web browsing (Firefox), office productivity
(Open Office), Email and PIM (Evolution). Remember, you’re not
restricted to any particular software; you can add anything that
you could add to any other Linux system. Obviously there will be
limitations in terms of what the system can manage to run over a
network; it wouldn’t be reasonable to expect a system such as this
to be able to handle a graphically intensive, high-end game, for
example.
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So, to recap, once the server is up and running, the setup pro-
cedure for a new NIVO workstation would be simply to connect
keyboard, mouse, and monitor to the NIVO and then connect the
NIVO to the Ethernet network.

Stateless operation

Each individual NIVO is stateless in operation; that is, it contains
no local storage. This means that you can disconnect a machine
while it is in use, move it into another room, reconnect it to the net-
work, and recommence work at exactly the point at which you left
things. All of the applications and windows would be in exactly
the state in which you left them because their state exists on the
server. This feature is useful in countries with a poor energy infra-
structure because it means that if the server is connected to a UPS,
a temporary power cut need not be a disaster for the client users.

A home version?

The provision of basic web and office application services to a
network of client machines in developing nations is a logical ap-
plication of the thin client concept. However, I wonder if Ndiyo
are failing to exploit the potential of their device in the consumer
market of first world countries? I doubt that I’m the only person
who would be interested in a home version of the NIVO; as soon
as I started poking around the website I started thinking of things
that I could use a NIVO for around the house.

Let’s dream a little. . .
Such a home version could feature, in addition to the standard

layout, composite video out and sound output. USB might better
be a better fit than PS/2 keyboard and mouse connectors. It would
make an ideal living room or kitchen computer. In some cases, a
terminal that gives access to some standard tools in a robust, low-
maintenance package would be preferable to a full PC. It would
be great for light use such as looking things up on the web, IRC2

2Internet Relay Chat. A type of realtime chatroom that predates the World Wide
Web but is still in wide use today.
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while cooking, or checking the progress of downloads. Using it as
a music and video jukebox is also within the realms of possibility.

Regardless of how easy it is to, for example, setup a computer in
the guest room, it still seems like hassle compared the simplicity
that a NIVO could offer. In addition, I could imagine that many a
geek might enjoy a few points of access, dotted around his or her
geek lair, and all with a single point of maintenance.

An office version?

As most office workers use only a small number of very standard
applications, first world nations could benefit from what the NIVO
could offer. For 90% of “typical office use”, a complete PC is
overkill. Theoretically, a perfect thin client is just what they need.

Tasked with temporarily adding an extra Internet ready PC to
a conference room, I bet many an admin has wished that he had
access to something a bit like the NIVO.

Conclusion

Within the business world, the thin client faces many of the same
adoption problems that are common to other non-standard solu-
tions, such as open source software. The famous IT maxim that
“No one ever got fired for buying an IBM” could be expanded and
recast as “No one ever has the guts to bet the IT part of their busi-
ness on something new and untried.”

Retrospective

I first heard about the NIVO from an Ndiyo engineer whom I met
in a hive of scum and villainy, a RISC OS IRC channel3. As I
could get at one of employees for Q&A at short notice, and I had
always wanted to expound some of my ideas about thin clients, I
decided to make it the subject of my next article.

3#playpen on http://irc.xs4all.nl
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I probably could have spun this off into two seperate articles, an
introduction to thin clients and investigation of the NIVO, a spe-
cific thin client. I’ve always enjoyed explaining things to people,
and this sort of dissemination is part of the job of a tech writer.
From the comments it seemed that it served as an introduction for
people who didn’t know about the thin client concept.
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Introduction

With the proper planning and research, building a Home Theatre
PC (HTPC) should be easy for anyone with previous system buil-
ding experience; it might even serve as a good first project for the
person who has always wanted to give system building a go.

In this article, I outline a plan to build an HTPC using free soft-
ware and the components from an existing computer. This is an
ideal project for someone who has just upgraded and has the in-
nards left over from their old computer. To keep things affordable,
I will impose a £100 budget.

What is an HTPC?

The term HTPC refers to a purpose-built PC that is optimised for
media playback in a domestic setting. To fit in with the average
living room, such a computer should be low noise and conserva-
tive in appearance. It must also interface with standard consumer
media equipment such as a Hi-Fi and a TV.

The noise levels of typical office PC would unacceptable in a
living room. For this reason, a low-noise power supply should be
used. For aesthetic reasons, a case with an appearance that matches
most Hi-Fi equipment is preferred.

Because the usage pattern of an HTPC differs from that of ge-
neral purpose computer, a GUI such as the Windows XP desktop
would be unsuitable. Occasionally, the user might want to get into
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details but ideally, they should be able to point to what they want
to do and have the HTPC carry it out. Ideally, the control interface
should be reduced to a few buttons on a remote control.

Why build?

An HTPC sits between the ease of use of a ready made, shop
bought HD recorder and the general purpose nature of a standard
desktop PC..

In addition to the capabilities of most HD recorders, an HTPC
offers the following advantages:

• An HTPC can be upgraded with some of the less common
media codecs. This allows it to play most downloaded content
without modification.

• Web access: Full, general purpose Internet capabilities would
be pointless on a device that is connected to a TV, but se-
lect access to favourite sites is within the capabilities of an
HTPC. It is also possible to tell the TV listings module to
fetch data about TV shows and films from imdb.com.

• The capabilities of an HTPC can be extended with addition
of extra software. For example, classic games emulators
such as console emulators can be added..

• Distributed content. If the user wishes, the HTPC can play
content that is stored on another computer on the network.

Points against building an HTPC:

• All but the most basic HTPC is more expensive than a cheap
HD recorder.

• Reliability. It’s doubtful that an HTPC can match the same
level of trouble free operation of a good HD recorder. Occa-
sionally, you’re going to have to fiddle with it, and this can
be a problem if it goes wrong just as you are about to sit
down for your tea.
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The software

MythTV1 is a Linux based front media front end. It can either
be run as an application on a standard Linux PC or stand-alone as
a dedicated media system. So, if you don’t feel like setting up a
complete Linux system to then install MythTV, a ready made boot
disk can be used instead. On the other hand, if you already run
Linux on your PC, you can install MythTV in the same way that
you would install any other application. This is handy if you want
to check MythTV out before committing to building an HTPC.

MythTV is built around a client-server model. This means that
the whole system can run on a dedicated single system or split
between a machine that runs the front end and a server machine
machine that stores the actual files. For example, it would be pos-
sible build a machine that boots from a silent, flash drive contai-
ning MythTV, while storing the media files on another networked
computer.

The basic MythTV functionality allows the viewing and recor-
ding of live TV programs. It can also match all of the features
of a standard dedicated HD recorder such as scheduled recording.
However, one superiority of MythTV is that it can be upgraded
though a system of modules. Here are some of the most popular:

• MythBrowser - a small web browser

• MythVideo - Generic video player add on

• MythDVD - DVD player add on

• MythGame - Emulator front end.

• MythMusic - Jukebox application

• MythNews - RSS feed browser

• MythStream - Internet streaming content viewer

A key point common to all of these modules is that are accessed
through the same, consistent interface.

1http://www.mythtv.org/
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The hardware

The cheapest way of building an HTPC would be to convert an
existing computer. This is an ideal approach for an upgrader who
has the innards from an old computer going spare. This specifi-
cation assumes that you have the parts from a working computer
with some video out capability.

An HTPC doesn’t need to be based upon cutting edge techno-
logy. As with media playback on a general purpose computer,
anything below an 800mHz CPU might struggle. A machine with
a 1400mhz processor should be able to cope with at least one vi-
deo stream playback at the same time as recording another video
stream.

• Aplus Case CS-GL-3 Black HTPC Case - £39.95

• SilverPower 400w 12cm Fan SP-400-2C - £27.50

• Hauppauge WinTV Nova-T Digital TV Tuner PCI - £31.16

• Total £98.61

In this specification, you reuse the motherboard, RAM, CPU, hard
drive, video card (with composite or S-Video output) and DVD-
ROM drive from your existing computer.

To stay under the £100 limit, I’ve had to make a few compro-
mises. The quiet power supply is one of the cheaper models. The
case certainly looks roomy but might be considered too bulky and
space consuming by some people.

On the other hand, the savings on the case and power supply
allowed me to specify a TV card that can pick up digital TV and
comes with a remote control. It’s also a card that is recommen-
ded on the MythTV support website and that can accelerate video
encoding.

Tip: Linux support and therefore MythTV support is improving
all the time but before ordering a TV card, do a quick web search
to see if anyone has got it working with MythTV before.

As you can see, given a bit of time, effort and research, even
with modest components, the hobbyist can put together a media
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Retrospective

centre that would blow most commercial HD recorders out of the
water in terms of capabilities.

Retrospective

This article was written for a little project that never actually came
off, and it’s been sat on my HD for the last few months. As most
publications don’t want to deal with finished articles, I thought that
I’d include it here.
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Part II

Operating systems
Steve

Attempting direct contact
would have resulted in me
saying “I’ve just patched
my kernel”, vomiting and
then fainting.





5. Moving my mother onto
Linux (2008)

Originally published: February 2008
Publisher: Linux.com
Original URL: http://www.linux.com/feature/125799

“Excellent article by the way.”, Linux.com user.

“Excellent work there! [. . . ] It wasn’t the OS that
made your mother comfortable, it was all the work
you put in to match what she already had.”, Linux.com
user.

Introduction

To save money, I usually cobble together a computer for my mo-
ther out of cast-offs left over from my own upgrades. She doesn’t
need a cutting-edge computer because she’s not a power user, but
what she does need is a reliable machine to run a few basic appli-
cations and to access the Internet.

I have now moved my mother from Windows to Ubuntu Linux
and the experience has been a surprisingly smooth one.

The machine itself

The machine that I built for this project consists of an Intel Celeron
2.2Ghz1 CPU, 512MB of RAM and a NVIDIA MX440 graphics
card with 64MB of RAM. It’s not a cutting edge gaming rig or
server power-house, but it’s an adequate machine for basic tasks.

1An amazingly slow processor, given the rate it’s clocked at. To give you an
idea of how slow it is, it’s noticeably slower than an AMD 1.7Ghz processor.
Note that the AMD is actually clocked at 1.4Ghz.
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The problem defined

The basic features that my mum needs are: music and video play-
back, e-mail, web browsing, word processing, and photo manage-
ment. The challenge was to not only build a working system, but
also to maintain consistency with the old system. This meant:

• migrating all of the data across

• finding equivalents to all of her Windows applications

• adjusting the layout to one that is similar to windows

Installing Ubuntu

Ubuntu tries to make the install process as simple as possible. Ho-
wever, there are few problems that can conspire to prevent stock
Ubuntu from connecting to the Internet and that most of them re-
volve around Ubuntu’s handling of the IPv6 protocol.2

With only a partially functioning network connection, Ubuntu
will hang before the installation is complete. The solution is to
install with the network cable disconnected. When Ubuntu has
installed, the user must then manually re-enable the package repo-
sitory in the package manager.

Apart from the network problem, the installer worked as expec-
ted.

Ubuntu or Kubuntu?

Although I’m a KDE man, I know that Gnome targets non-expert
and business users, so I decided to give it a try. Having spent some
time setting it up, I must say that Gnome has impressed me. The
maxim that perfection is achieved, not when there is nothing left
to add, but when there is nothing left to take away is obviously
part of the Gnome designers’ ethos. In contrast, it sometimes feels

2I go into a bit of detail about this problem in chapter 7 “Ten sticking points
that Canonical need to unstick”.
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The rest of the desktop

like the KDE user interface designers have added every possible
feature just because they can.

To make sure that my mother would be dealing with a familiar
user interface, I had to rearrange the Ubuntu desktop a little. I
started by removing the panel from across the top of the screen. I
then added a launch and shutdown menu in the bottom left-hand
corner followed by some application quick-launch icons, a task-
switcher, and finally, a control panel and clock area.

I also added CPU and network monitors. Unlike the system
monitor applets of KDE, these were a breeze to add, automatically
configured themselves and looked attractive.

The rest of the desktop

Nautilus looks a bit bland to me, as I’m used to Konqueror in KDE,
but the Gnome developers have struck a good balance between
avoiding feature bloat and establishing an appropriate user inter-
face.

Manual file management is something that I’m trying to move
my mum away from in general, but at times, it is unavoidable. For
the non-expert, an index of content, along with modern concepts
such as tagging, can be easier to use than the hierarchical file sys-
tem3. The instant previews in thumbnails went down very well,
although thumbnailing can be a bit slow in folders that have hun-
dreds of images in them.

For desktop search, I removed Tracker Search and installed Google
Desktop Search. Some people dislike GDS because of its proprie-
tary nature, but I chose it because it offers good performance and
the boon of an already familiar interface.

Email and web access

Having settled on Thunderbird as the email application, I transfer-
red all of my mum’s Outlook Express mail into a form that could

3This concept–abandoning a hierarchical file management system in favour of
tagging–will be the subject of a future article.
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Figure 5.1: The finished Ubuntu desktop.

be used in Ubuntu. Closed, proprietary software scores yet another
victory against the user here, as the format that Outlook Express
uses to store its files is not very well understood by third parties.

The solution involved first installing Mozilla Thunderbird onto
Windows. Thunderbird, when run from within Windows, can ac-
cess Outlook Express mail files, and once set in motion, the import
procedure took about half an hour to complete. Rebooting into
Ubuntu, I located Thunderbird’s mail files and replaced them with
the files from the Windows version.

Once transferred, the emails worked beautifully in Thunderbird.
Thanks to the fact that some of my mother’s friends are not very

careful when signing people up for things, she gets a lot of spam,
and subsequently, the built in spam handling features of Thunder-
bird are a godsend. The the junk mail filter is accurate, and being
part of the Thunderbird GUI, convenient to use.

Outlook Express was probably the biggest single security short-
coming of the Windows setup, and I can sleep easier knowing that
this vulnerability has been eliminated.
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Media management: music and photos

Ubuntu comes with Firefox and there is little to say about this
as my mum was already using Firefox on Windows. As one might
expect, Firefox ran very well under Ubuntu.

Media management: music and photos

I wanted to get my mum away from directly managing her files.
For the non-expert, an index of content, along with modern concepts
such as tagging, can be easier to use than the hierarchical file sys-
tem.4

F-spot is Ubuntu’s default photo management utility. I judge
the user interface a success because, within a few minutes of loa-
ding up the software, my mother was talking about the stories be-
hind the photographs. In other words, she was interacting with
her content rather than being concerned with the mechanics of the
software.

A problem did crop up however: after a couple of days, F-Spot
refused to show photos in full-screen mode. This turned out to be
due to a clash between Compiz and F-Spot, and I resolved it di-
sabling the option "legacy fullscreen workarounds" in the Compiz
settings manager. Both Ubuntu and F-Spot developers are aware
of this problem.

As there was some redundancy within the photo collection, one
feature that was sorely missed was a facility to check for dupli-
cates. In the end, I installed a command line utility called Fdupes5

to remove duplicates.
On Windows, my mother had been using a simple media player

and I was keen to get her onto something oriented around a music
database.

One problem with Rhythmbox, the default Ubuntu music player,
is that the import music feature doesn’t copy the files to a new
location. Instead, unlike applications such as F-spot, it makes a
note of where they are. The old FAT32 Windows partitions are
password protected by default, so after a reboot, music began to

4This is an issue that I intend to expand upon in a future article.
5http://premium.caribe.net/~adrian2/fdupes.html
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gradually disappear from the database. I consider this to be an
example of inconsistent functionality as all of the default Gnome
applications should work in the same way, if at all possible.

Rhythmbox has a clean interface and my mum is starting to
readjust to a database driven music system. Another success.

Word processing: AbiWord

From time to time, my mother needs to write a letter. Although,
Ubuntu comes with Open Office as standard, I’ve added AbiWord
as the word processor. AbiWord launches much more quickly and
offers all of the basic word processing facilities.

Speed

I worried that, as Ubuntu 7.10 is a recent release, it might seem
slow compared to Windows on the same hardware. I’m happy to
report that the speed ranges from acceptable6 to extremely good.
First-time application launching is, however, slower than I would
have liked. A gigabyte of RAM will be the next upgrade for this
machine.

Somewhat surprisingly, even on a fairly modest computer such
as this one, 3D Compiz desktop effects don’t have much of an
impact upon performance.

Even here, the Gnome approach to crafting the user experience
shines through. Instead of flashy, superficially impressive effects,
the default settings tend towards the typical Gnome reserve. At
first, one might not even notice that the effects have been enabled.
But upon continued use, you begin to notice that menus smoothly
fade into place and that windows have drop shadows and swish
out of view. These default settings enhance what was already there
without getting in the way. As a result, and with maternal approval,
I’ve left 3D effects switched on.

6I later discovered that a bug in Google Desktop Search had caused some of the
disappointing performance that I encountered. See the followup article for
more detail.
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What went wrong?

Ubuntu still has a few rough edges that, armed with some previous
Linux experience, I was able to fix but that might have blocked a
novice.7 Some of these problems, that would only amount to ten
minutes spent in a search engine for a typical Linux enthusiast,
might be insurmountable to the average computer user.

I know that improving the handling of screen configuration is
high on Canonical’s list. During boot-up and shutdown, Ubuntu
selected a screen mode that resulted in the monitor shutting off.
I’ve been able to resolve this by editing some grub configuration
files. Once inside X, the Gnome screen configuration utility re-
ports, erroneously, that the monitor is operating at a refresh rate of
57Hz.

During start-up, the system occasionally likes to do a check of
the file system. Unfortunately, during the check, the screen is
blank apart from a flashing cursor in the in corner. There should
be some indication of what’s going on, as it looks as though the
computer has crashed during start-up. A novice might be tempted
to reset the machine, which will result in another apparent “crash”.

Conclusion

So, is Ubuntu Linux ready for this type of installation? My answer
is yes but with a qualification: A desktop GNU/Linux distribution
such as Ubuntu is more than ready for non-technical people to use,
provided they have someone with some Linux expertise at hand to
help them.

I’ve been impressed by Gnome but I won’t be switching over
to it myself. I want the elaborate features and I’m not intimida-
ted by the sometimes complex set of options that KDE offers. To
the more casual home or office user, Gnome and its applications
present a very slick, consistent interface.

I think that I had overestimated the difficulties that switching

7Again, see the feature that makes up Chapter 7 on page 77 for an in-depth look
at some of the more common Ubuntu problems.
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over to Linux would cause. I had planned to occasionally boot
into the new Ubuntu setup, for the first couple of weeks, gradually
building up the amount of time that my mother spends in Ubuntu.
However, the transition to Linux has been so problem free that we
both agreed that I should make the new system the default after the
first two days.

My mother likes her new setup but–and this is the proof of how
successful this project has been–I don’t think that she fully un-
derstands how big a change her computer has been through. This
is partly the result of my effort to maintain a layout that was com-
parable to her old one.

This little project has been a success. Having proved what I al-
ready knew, I now feel even more annoyed whenever I notice the
familiar Windows interface running on a reception desk or in an
office–particularly in the case of non-profit and government orga-
nisations who are spending someone else’s money.

Ubuntu Linux–it’s the operating system that I set up for my own
mother. How’s that for an endorsement?

Retrospective

This article, my first for Linux.com, was well received by the com-
menter community, both on Linux.com and elsewhere on the Inter-
net. It was referenced on LXer8, the Ubuntu Weekly Newsletter9

and Cnet10, and a few other websites and forums.
The Cnet fellow, Matt Asay, didn’t agree with my conclusion,

that Ubuntu is at a stage at which it can provide basic applications
to non-expert users. He said:

I see articles like this one–explaining the migration
of one’s mom, grandma, etc. to Linux–and I can’t

8http://lxer.com/module/forums/t/26756/
9https://wiki.ubuntu.com/UbuntuWeeklyNewsletter/Issue77

10“Why your grandma doesn’t run desktop Linux” – http://news.cnet.com/8301-
13505_3-9867494-16.html
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help but believe it’s proof positive that the migration
in question never should have happened.

Perhaps I could have emphasised more clearly that I have found the
day to day ease use of Linux to be just as good as, if not better than,
that of Microsoft Windows. The installation of Ubuntu Linux is
where the expertise is, unfortunately, still required11. Interestingly,
the 50 or so comments on the Cnet article were mostly supportive
of my position.

It’s also worth noting that he did an about-face, a month later.
In a later article12, he stated:

In this and other ways, Ubuntu demonstrated that it
is clearly ready for mainstream desktop adoption. I
would have no qualms about recommending Ubuntu
to grandmas and other normal people everywhere, people
with no love of the command line.

Good for him. I’m always happy to welcome a new Ubuntian to
the fold.

Oh, and by the way, I’m hard at work on the followup article
“Moving my mother over to Linux: ten months on”. Some parts of
the new system have continued to work brilliantly and I’ve conti-
nued to add to it. However, I did run into a few problems. Check
out the website for updates.

11This was the subject of my next article for Linux.com, ”Ten sticking points for
new Linux users (chapter 7 on page 77).

12“Yes, my grandma can run Ubuntu Linux” – http://news.cnet.com/8301-
13505_3-9889681-16.html
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6. I’m glad that IBM declined
to release the OS/2 source
(2008)

Originally published: March 2008
Publisher: OS News
Original URL: http://www.osnews.com/story/19298/

The announcement

Earlier this month, IBM made an announcement that put an end
to any hope of an open source version of OS/2. Responding to
requests from an online community that had previously collected
11,600 signatures in support of its cause, the company confirmed
that they would not be releasing the source code of their OS/2 ope-
rating system.

I used OS/2 as my main operating system for about four years,
and unlike some former users, my reaction to the news sits somew-
here between disinterest and relief.

What was OS/2?

OS/2 was a joint project between Microsoft and IBM to create
a business class operating system. Their plan was that Microsoft
Windows would be the consumer and small business operating sys-
tem and OS/2 the system of choice for power users.

Thanks to Microsoft’s acumen and signature ruthless business
approach, Windows was soon installed as the default operating
system on the majority of brand new PCs. When Windows version
3 became a huge success Microsoft decided to ditch Microsoft-
IBM OS/2 and instead create a high-end version of Windows cal-
led Windows NT. Parallel to their work on NT they continued to
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develop a low-end version of Windows. From that point onwards,
IBM continued the development of OS/2 without Microsoft.

OS/2 led the way in terms of technology. In 1992 IBM released
version 2.0 of OS/2, now a full 32 bit multitasking operating sys-
tem with many innovative GUI features. Windows NT arrived a
year later, and when it did arrive, it was arguably inferior to OS/2.

Although each new release of OS/2 had brought new leaps in
technological sophistication, by the late 90s IBM had decided that
competing in the same market space as Microsoft Windows wasn’t
worth bothering with and all but gave up on OS/2. As pulling the
plug on OS/2 in a single move would have hurt the businesses
who had invested in IBM operating system technology, IBM me-
rely maintained OS/2 from that point onwards. For this reason,
although the 1996 release of OS/2 version 4 had introduced new
features such as speech recognition, native Java support and a port
to the PowerPC architecture, subsequent releases were lacklustre,
consisting of tweaks to the kernel and driver updates.

OS/2 still has a small but loyal enthusiast community surroun-
ding it, and some members of that community have lobbied IBM to
release the source code to OS/2. IBM have a reputation for playing
nice with the open source community, and it would be difficult to
attribute their refusal to an unfriendly attitude to open source soft-
ware development.

Why they can’t release the source

At the present time, even if IBM wanted to release the OS/2 source
code it would be unlawful for them to do so. This is because they
are not the sole owners of every part OS/2. Started as a joint project
between Microsoft and IBM, OS/2 contains code that belongs to
both parties. IBM would have to convince Microsoft to also agree
to the release, and Microsoft would never do this.

It seems probable that other companies, such as Adobe, have
some of their work embedded within OS/2.

This raises the possibility of a partial source release. Obviously,
an incomplete version of the source code would be insufficient to
allow programmers to build and then distribute a working version
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of OS/2. In such a case, programmers would have to expend effort
in recreating the missing parts from scratch. This would be a lot of
work.

Even a partial release would be a lot of work for IBM. There is
probably almost no part of OS/2 that doesn’t include at least some
code that belongs to other parties. Sorting out which bits are clear
for a release would involve a code audit of every single line of the
huge OS/2 codebase. Remember, even if a whole section of OS/2
contains nothing that belongs to another company, every piece of
code must still be audited in order to check.

As much open source goodwill as IBM may have, doing it as a
favour to open source community simply isn’t on the cards.

Why they shouldn’t release the source

In its day, OS/2 was a technology leader. Right up until the mid-
90s, IBM pushed OS/2 to the forefront. But since that time, OS/2
has been allowed to languish. In all but a few, minor respects, it
has fallen behind other, contemporary operating systems.

When the last big release of OS/2 was made in 1996, some parts
of it were 10 years old. Those parts are now more than 20 years
old. Bear in mind that even the final release of OS/2 was not solely
the product of a ground-up, 32 bit design, and it still contains 16
bit code from the earlier versions.

Having first recreated all of the missing functionality that IBM
would have been forced to remove, any future developer would
then have to update OS/2. This would also be a huge undertaking.

For example, the memory management system is very old fa-
shioned. As a result, reallocating memory between user programs,
disk cache and virtual memory while the machine is in use is un-
wieldy. I’m not surprised–when OS/2 was conceived, the memory
needed to even boot would have cost nearly as much as a co-
lour monitor. For decent performance with modern applications, a
new memory management scheme would have to be reimplemen-
ted from scratch. Multimedia facilities, graphics acceleration, and
hardware support are other areas that would need to be addressed.
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Many of the features that gave it the edge 10 or 20 years ago are
no longer relevant. Take the industry-leading DOS support as an
example. If people want to run old DOS software, they would be
better off running it in an emulator such as QEMU or DOSBox.
The same can be said for OS/2’s innovative approach to running
16 bit Windows 3 programs.

I’ll make a controversial point about OS/2: the GUI has some
good features that would sit well in a modern operating system,
but it’s not as great as some enthusiasts like to make out. It’s very
old fashioned and a lot of work would need to be undertaken to
add the features that most people expect from a modern OS.

File management is a good example. On a stock OS/2 system,
if you start a file copy operation, you can monitor its progress in
a basic way, but you can’t terminate it. Similarly, there are no
tooltips or hints about the file under the cursor or file previews. An
OS/2 aficionado might be quick to counter that these things can
be added. But that’s part of my point, these add-on utilities are
already open source.

From a programmer’s perspective, some of the object orienta-
tion makes the GUI fairly extensible by third parties. I challenge
an OS/2 enthusiast to point out something that has been added to
the OS/2 GUI that could not be added to other operating systems.

If you don’t believe me, look around on the net for some screen-
shots of OS/2 in action. It’s simply not as amazing as some of the
enthusiasts claim.

In summary, it was a very neat GUI in its day but it has fallen
hopelessly behind for modern use. Apart from the GUI, every ma-
jor subsystem of OS/2 has a modern equivalent that is better and
available under a licence that is conducive to free use and open
development.

Who would benefit from a partial source
release?

Those who lobby in favour of a partial source release never state
explicitly who would benefit from such a release.
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For example, I have heard it stated on the forums that the source
code must contain some interesting information about how some
still-relevant Microsoft protocols work. Unfortunately, these are
the very parts that would have to be removed to form a completely
legal source code release.

Even if a few useful nuggets could be left in, ask any program-
mer who is working on a Microsoft interoperability project and
they will tell you that they would not want to look at such code.
Implementing ideas from such code will open them up to attacks
and threats from Microsoft–threats of a sort that have already been
directed at open source software. It’s not worth the trouble for the
slight possibility of any gain.

I have heard people on the forums conjecture that programmers
could use the source code to transfer some of OS/2’s GUI features
into other operating systems. I don’t think that this is possible. As
good as those features may be, the algorithms–and the algorithms
are what the source code would reveal–are relatively obvious from
observation. Taking a GUI feature from the OS/2 source code and
grafting it into another operating system would be nearly impos-
sible to do and far, far more work than implementing a similar
feature from scratch.

Taking ideas from the OS/2 GUI is a good idea but programmers
don’t need see the source code. Things like file formats, proto-
cols, and codecs are the type of thing that programmers appreciate
source level access to, and OS/2 doesn’t have anything of that type
that anyone would want.

Conclusion

A long time ago, OS/2 was my PC operating system of choice.
Good performance, cutting edge features, DOS and 16 bit Win-
dows compatibility (presuming that you’re living in 1996) what’s
not to like? If IBM had maintained the pace of development, it
might still be an operating system that I would want to use. Un-
fortunately, OS/2 is now ten years behind everything else, and it
would be a monumental task to update it.

Perhaps the world does need a small, client-oriented operating
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system like OS/2. For people with such a want, I would advise
them to look up the impressive efforts of something like Haiku
or Syllable. In my opinion, it would take less effort to make these
operating systems ready for modern use than to somehow resurrect
OS/2 and then rewrite most of it to make it run along more modern
lines.

Retrospective

After the iPhone article (which it followed) this has been my most
heavily criticised article. I didn’t pull my punches and made some
pretty harsh attacks on the current state of the OS/2 operating sys-
tem.

The remaining few OS/2 users are extremely loyal. I think that
stubbornness comes into it too. They remained with the sinking
ship, while everyone else fled to Windows, Linux and Mac OS.

Don’t get me wrong, this article had its share of supporters too.
This was particularly apparent in the high scores of comments that
echoed the sentiments expressed in the article. It’s also worth no-
ting that it received relatively few comments compared to my other
OS News articles.

The article was bashed on an OS/2 news site discussion forum
called “OS2 World”1. If you follow that link, beware, the conver-
sation style may hurt your brain. I’m still not sure if some of the
comments are automatically generated from a combination of ran-
dom phrases and previous forum postings. I think that it’s about
my article. Here’s one sentence of it:

this recent trend may lead to a pandoras box being
opened, ie browsers that are too smart and maybe too
smart means loss of control, when they become remo-
tely controlled from servers, who will be watching the
quarks and the kitty?

As a journalist, an experience like this is a valuable one. It’s given

1http://tinyurl.com/64m38m
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me some insight into the best approach to making an unpopular
point on a controversial subject. There is a saying that goes

“Good leadership is always in dispute”.

The sentiment is equally applicable to being a writer. To be a lea-
der, in terms of ideas, is to be controversial. If you write something
that everyone agrees with, you’re being redundant. In the introduc-
tion to the RISC OS article I make the statement (which is almost
a mantra to me) that:

I hold the opinion that if you are truly a fan of some-
thing, you can accept criticism of it. You don’t have
to be loyal to something that is genuinely good.

and I stand by that. I don’t pull my punches as a writer, or as a
thinker, and I hope that people respect that.
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7. Ten sticking points that
Canonical need to unstick
(2008)

Originally published: 27/06/08
Publisher: Linux.com as “Ten sticking points for new Ubuntu
users”
Original URL:http://www.linux.com/feature/139214

“The folks at the top need to not only take a hard, ob-
jective look at this article, they need to pay particular
attention to the comments”, a LXer.com user.

“Author makes good points that will hopefully be ad-
dressed[. . . ]”, a Linux Today user.

“A very good article, in my humble opinion[. . . ]”, Ste-
phen O’Sullivan, a blogger.

“Please.... Please.... Send a copy of this article to
Canonical.”, a Linux.com user.

Introduction

With Ubuntu, Canonical has had notable success in convincing
people to switch from other platforms, but potential switchers are
still getting stuck1. Having spent some time scouring Canonical’s
own forums, I’ve identified ten points that seem to be common
sticking points that turn potential new users off Ubuntu.

These problems span the entire Ubuntu experience but they all
have two things in common: they are all solvable and they are all
serious enough to evoke the dreaded, “I tried Linux but it didn’t
work”.

1These comments relate to Ubuntu 7.10. However, going by the comments I’ve
read, most of them still hold true for 8.04.
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Less popular distributions can be trapped with a mainstream
choice, but Ubuntu has the power to plough its own furrow to some
extent. The act of adding a technology or a piece of software to
Ubuntu constitutes an important endorsement. By shining a light
on a project, they can improve that project by attracting more users
and developers to it.

There is a difference between the identification of a genuine sti-
cking point for new users and a request for an enhancement. A
sticking point is a problem that has the potential to prevent a new
user from adopting Ubuntu in the long term. The age of having
to just put up with things that don’t work in Linux is nearing an
end. Hopefully, Linux has now reached point where we can, hand
on heart, say that it offers something better for the non-expert than
the alternatives.

Screen setup

xorg.conf, we meet again my old friend. I sometimes feel like I
ought to have my own parking space in that directory as I’ve been
there so often.

Maybe it works some of the time, but the bottom line is that
Ubuntu is still really bad at detecting and setting up the display.
Once it’s gone wrong, there isn’t much you can do from the GUI
setup tool–it either lies about your screen settings or offers inap-
propriate screen modes. Anyone for 640x480@52Hz on a 19"
CRT?

This is probably the most frequently reported complaint on the
beginner forum. Other operating systems can set up the screen,
so why can’t Linux? Come to think of it, I’m sure that this is
something that did work properly on the Linux distributions of the
late 90s. What went wrong, Canonical?

From the user perspective, the solution involves some research
and the editing of a config file. This is bad because if the user
makes a single mistake–presuming that the typical user is resour-
ceful enough to make it that far–it’s all too easy to render the whole
Ubuntu setup unusable.

This problem is so widely acknowledged as weakness of Ubuntu
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that I was surprised when Ubuntu 8.04 was still getting it wrong.
Ubuntu should use their leadership muscle in order to create a ro-
bust, reliable solution from scratch or champion an existing pro-
ject.

Booting

I’m against the idea of making things unnecessarily flashy, but
GRUB is both feature poor and complicated to configure.

Smart Boot Manager is a boot manager that has more run-time
configuration features than GRUB without being at all frivolous.
Other boot managers such as GAG offer an attractive GUI inter-
face. Both of the GRUB alternatives that I mentioned are GPL
projects.

Having the boot manager overwritten by a Windows upgrade is
another common complaint. A feature to reinstate the boot ma-
nager from the install disk menu would help people who can no
longer boot Ubuntu.

Mounting

It’s a shame that Ubuntu doesn’t come with a GUI tool to configure
the boot-time mounting of new partitions. Most advice on this
issue revolves around editing /etc/fstab. A common complaint is
that the partition can be seen but the permissions are wrong. There
are a few other gotchas that can come up when a user is trying to
make the system recognise a new partition.

Such a utility could be added to the Live CD as mounting a
partition from the command line is difficult for non-experts.

Installation

I have a pet niggle with the Ubuntu installer: it’s not very forgi-
ving of network errors, often hanging at about 92%. I suspect that
Ubuntu pings a test server, and if it receives a reply, assumes that
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the machine is connected to the Internet. The snag is that there is
a class of networking problems that only affect DNS resolution.

The work-around for this problem is very simple: disconnect
from the network before beginning the install.

Ideally, the Ubuntu installer would pop up a warning when its
attempt to perform updates has failed, and then finish the install.
I’d settle for an error box stating that the install couldn’t complete,
accompanied with advice about how to proceed. A note on the
cardboard sleeve saying, “If the installer stops at 92%, try ins-
talling without the network connected”, would be better than an
installer that stops dead with no explanation.

Sound configuration

Sound on Linux is a mess. There are a lot of different systems,
and a lot of overlapping functionality. This needn’t matter if the
system set itself up properly, but sound setup on Linux is hardly
what I would call robust. As a result, when things go wrong, its
time to hit the forums and the config files.

Some users report that sound is working but that only one pro-
gram can use it at once. In extreme situations, this may lead to
people switching off system alert sounds so that application sound
works. Sometimes people can’t get sound working in flash videos
in Firefox. The common fixes for that problem can leave them
with a system in which sound only works in Firefox.

Canonical are trying to solve the Linux sound problem by stan-
dardising on ALSA with Pulse Audio. It has the potential to be
a killer system in the long run, but at the moment a lot of people
can’t get their sound up and running.2

2It’s worth noting that this problem, in common with most of the issues covered
here, crops up under a Sun Virtual Box installation of Ubuntu 8.10. In other
words, the old, “We can’t be expected to test every possible configuration”
excuse won’t work here because a readily available reference environment
brings up the sound problem.
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Networking: IPv6 support

Version 4 of the IP protocol (the layer that connects software to the
Internet) is in the process of being superseded by version 6.3 By
default Ubuntu supports the new version, but many ISPs have not
switched over yet. When IPv6 support has not been implemented
properly by the ISP or a broadband router, the Ubuntu user can
experience slow access or even a total lack of access to the Internet.

From reading the forums it seems that Ubuntu may have defaul-
ted to IPv6 support too early. IPv4 support can be re-enabled, but
it involves editing configuration files. As Canonical have decided
to be ahead of the curve, they should make it easier for people to
switch back to IPv4.

I wonder how many people have given up on Ubuntu because
web browsing seemed slow? I suspect that some people are left
thinking that Ubuntu doesn’t support their network hardware, but
in actual fact they were running afoul of incompatibilities with the
new IP standard.

A simple check-box configuration for switching between IPv4/6
would save a lot of headaches for users who have run into pro-
blems.

Power and hibernation

Power management is vital for laptop users, and hibernating a
desktop computer can be cool approach to start-up and shutdown.

Canonical have to intensify their efforts in this area because for
most users, a laptop that doesn’t sleep properly is a broken laptop.
Ubuntu features a hardware testing and reporting application, but
it didn’t even prompt me for details about my experiences with
power management.

3Arbor Networks ran a good summary of the issues surrounding IPv6
adoption[5]. Basically adoption hasn’t yet topped 1%. So why has a no-
vice friendly distribution switched over to something so problematic at such
an early stage?
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Email migration

One of the most common things that new users want to do is to
migrate their email from their Windows setup. If they were lu-
cky enough to be using a client such as Thunderbird on Windows,
they can migrate their email with a combination research and some
quite complicated file copying. Bear in mind that they are expec-
ted to do all this within an unfamiliar interface. Transferring email
from the most popular Windows email client, Outlook Express, is
even more complicated.

This process could be made more approachable with some pro-
minent documentation, or even an email migration tool. I regard
this as a fix rather than an enhancement as it refers to such a com-
mon and vital activity.

Documentation

How about some documentation on the Ubuntu backdrop? Twenty
or so files that can help to get a new user started, covering to-
pics such as “Internet and networking problems” and “Getting the
screen set up”. The Ubuntu team could produce a list, like this
one, describing some of the most common problems that users are
likely to encounter and make some simple suggestions.

Building from source

Unfortunately, building packages from source is sometimes una-
voidable if the required package isn’t in the repositories or the ver-
sion in the repositories is out of date.

The build instructions in most source packages put the package
manager out of sync with the actual packages that are installed.
Why doesn’t Canonical standardise on one of the GUI build tools
in tandem with Checkinstall? Checkinstall installs the compiled
application but works with the package manager to keep it in sync
with the real state of the system.
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Retrospective

I was worried that the article might be negatively received because
it is critical of one of the most popular Linux distributions. Iro-
nically, it has been one of my most widely referenced and well
received articles. The next day I woke up to screenfulls of great
comments on Linux.com.

It was referenced on LXer4, a personal blog5, and got some en-
lightening comments when it was posted on the forums on Vault
Network6 and Think Digit7. It was also referenced a couple of
times on the Ubuntu forums where it sparked some long discus-
sions8. Someone kindly posted it to Ubuntu Brainstorm9, where it
got quite a few votes and comments even though it wasn’t really
eligible, as the article doesn’t constitute a singular suggestion for
an improvement. I also received a couple of nice comments via
email.

The article was well received by most people but it also had its
critics. One interesting phenomenon that I noticed was that every
single point that had its inclusion criticised also had its supporters.
For example, problematic screen setup has become almost the si-
gnature Ubuntu shortcoming, yet some people still claimed that it
wasn’t a problem. Even some of the more commonly dismissed is-
sues such as the problems that new users encounter when building
from source had their supporters.

As I might have expected, I did run into the occasional “Who
does this jerk think he is? Linux is perfect!” type comments, but
thankfully, these were very much in the minority. It is also reassu-
ring that the Linux community has moved on from the early atti-
tudes that dogged the platform. Mr It-Worked-For-Me-You-Must-
Be-Stupid, is thankfully in the minority now.

I would have liked to have gone into more detail with some of

4http://lxer.com/module/forums/t/27441/
5http://my.opera.com/sjosul/blog/2008/06/30/linux-com-ten-sticking-points-

for-new-ubuntu-users
6http://tinyurl.com/5jytma
7http://tinyurl.com/5rgx42
8http://tinyurl.com/5cktos
9http://tinyurl.com/6c2rep
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the issues. If I had spent, say, 400 words on each of the ten issues,
that would have used up 4,000 words, and most publications–and
most readers–would consider that too long for a Top Ten style ar-
ticle. I must admit that, although I was happy with the finished
article, I look forward to going further into the individual issues in
future articles.
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8. A look at OS re-creation
projects (2006)

Originally published: 22nd Nov 2006
Publisher: OS News
Original URL: http://www.osnews.com/story/16543/

“Entertaining and informative, and thanks for taking
the trouble.”, alcibiades, OS News user.

Introduction

There are a number of what I term operating system re-creation
projects (OSRs) in development at the moment. These are ope-
rating systems that attempt to re-implement an existing operating
system. In this article I’m going to explore some of the issues
surrounding projects of this type. In the second half of the article
I apply these observations and examine the current status of some
OSR projects that are focused on the re-creation of the Amiga plat-
form.

Every OSR is defined by two criteria:

1. The choice of inspiration OS (IOS) which will serve as the
inspiration to the OSR.

2. The degree of adherence to the design and implementation
of the IOS.

These re-creation efforts do not seek to create a direct facsimile of
the original OS. The reasons for this are two-fold:

Firstly, any OS which was simply a copy of another OS and that
did not vary in any way from the original, would be, by definition,
redundant. By way of example, let us say that a group of people set
out to create an open source clone of Microsoft Windows so that
they could release it as freeware. In this example, it is the licence
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and the development model which vary from the original source
OS.

This first point is dependent on the developers–why do they
want to create this new OS? Example motivations are:

• The re-creation of the best parts of an older operating system
with more modern methods of software engineering.

• The re-implementation of another OS, under a more open
development and distribution model.

Secondly, the IOS system must, logically, predate the creation of
the OSR. It is therefore natural that some advancement in the field
of operating system development would have occurred in the time
between the release of the the IOS and the start of the re-creation
project.

Omission and addition

The two ways in which a thing inspired by something else can
deviate from the original are by omission and by addition. The
creators of a clone OS would have less motive to recreate a feature
which they regard as unimportant than they would a feature which
they regard as worthy.

Also, an omission might be imposed by practical considerations.
Having the complete iBundle set of applications might be desirable
in a Mac OS X clone but its omission could be the result of practi-
cal resource limitations.

Internal and external similarity

All things can be subjected to analysis from two different stand-
points: internal and external–the way things look and the way
things work. This is an approach that can be applied to an as-
sessment of OSR projects.

Some OSRs utilise a ground up approach by recreating the in-
ternal parts of another operating system. This makes sense if the
design of the internals of the original OS were based on sound
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principles. The FAQ of the Syllable1 project states this as a design
motivation:

The BeOS API is undoubtedly a good design though.
The Syllable API does use a lot of good ideas from
the BeOS API, but we also design and add our own
classes.

Another motivation behind recreating the internal parts of another
OS would be to maintain some degree of compatibility that OS.
The OSR may be similar enough to the IOS to be able to run pro-
grams or even drivers which were created for it.

Sustainability

An appraisal of the prospects for the long term survival of an OS
must include economic assessment. In the case of a FOSS OS, the
economic factors are not monetary but concerned with the commo-
dity of manpower. To be a viable, sustainable project, the project
must be able to attract an amount of manpower equal to the amount
of work that must be carried out.

In the case of commercial OS development, the manpower that
the project requires has a monetary value. To be sustainable, such
a project must have access to an amount of money that is sufficient
to provide the amount of manpower that the project needs.

So, the question,

Is the project viable, in the long run?

could be rephrased as

Is the project sustainable?

For commercial or FOSS OS projects, any design decision that in-
creases the manpower requirement has a consequent impact upon
the sustainability of the project.

When I hear about a new OS project, I want to know what the
plan is: I want to know how the developers are going to attract the

1http://www.syllable.org/
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resources that they need. If one guy says that he is going to do all
of the work himself, can he? If the organisers of the project claim
that people are bound to join in and help, is there precedent that
supports their assertion?

Similarly, a design decision which affects the accessibility of
the project to developers will impact its sustainability. One barrier
that can be thrown up is that of tying the platform to unusual hard-
ware. In open source software development, there is a relationship
between the accessibility of the platform, the number of users and
the number of developers.

Amiga: The prospects for re-creation

Introduction to the Amiga

The history of the Amiga can be divided into three eras.
In 1985, the Commodore Amiga was, conceptually, a Unix-like

workstation that ran on inexpensive custom hardware while still
offering cutting-edge multimedia capabilities. It could be scaled
from a floppy disk based system, plugged into the TV of a lucky
teenager all the way up to a professional class graphics worksta-
tion.

For the hobbyist user, the most important element of the Amiga
design was the usage pattern that it engendered; a typical user
might read some text files, check on the rendering which was ta-
king place in the background while listening to some .mod music.
The Amiga was so far ahead of its time that it offered its users a
glimpse what would become the average geek’s computing expe-
rience twenty years later.

Although rival platforms began to catch up, the Amiga arguably
held its own throughout the middle period of its history. The plat-
form didn’t stand still: chip giant Motorola kept putting out faster
680x0 series chips while Commodore made incremental improve-
ments to the OS and hardware.

The third period is the bleakest. Pressure from the rival efforts
of Microsoft became absolutely intense while at the same time the
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Amiga suffered a series of setbacks as the result of mismanage-
ment and simple bad luck.

I would challenge any fan of the Amiga to discuss what happe-
ned to the platform next without getting angry. For the purposes
of this article, it will suffice to say that Commodore went bust, the
Amiga properties went on the market, and then a succession of
companies promised a great deal and delivered very little. The set
pattern of events became that a new company would purchase the
rights to develop the platform, and then. . . actually, I’m not quite
sure what they were doing. . . but by the end, they would have no-
thing to show for it. This pattern has continued to define the fate
of the Amiga.2

Prospects for revival - the bad

Hardware Advantage

Much of Amiga’s performance superiority came from its incredi-
bly powerful custom chip-set. Unfortunately, the capabilities that
were jaw-dropping in 1985 couldn’t hope to power a flash-based
banner advert now. If an effort were made to create a similar hard-
ware platform (one orientated around a unique graphics architec-
ture like the original Amiga) it’s difficult to see how any custom
architecture could beat the output of mainstream graphics compa-
nies like NVIDIA and ATI. In other words, the Amiga regaining
the multimedia hardware superiority that it enjoyed upon release
is unlikely.3

Memory Protection

In its current form, AmigaOS has the dubious distinction of being
one of the few OSes based around a micro-kernel while operating

2This assessment, written in 2006, pretty much brings you up to date, sadly.
3I remember hearing some fanciful speculation around the time of the PlaySta-

tion 3 release that perhaps a Cell based CPU could be used at the heart of a
new Amiga. This would give the Amiga back its unique architecture amongst
desktop computers. Seems unlikely at this point though.
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without memory protection. A typical micro-kernel implementa-
tion keeps all of the programs and all but the minimal, low-level
hardware drivers in their own protected memory. Due to the lack
of sophistication of the 68000 processor used in the first Amiga
models, AmigaOS has no memory protection. If one application
crashes, it can bring down the whole system.

Because of the way that the AmigaOS API4 is designed, a choice
has to be made between breaking source and binary compatibi-
lity with current software or simply accepting that the machine is
going to crash a bit more than average. One possible hybrid solu-
tion would be to loose standard native app compatibility yet, at the
same time run the old applications through a compatibility emula-
tion layer.

In my “My Dream OS” article (Chapter 10), I stated:

I consider stability to be an area in which most modern
operating systems have improved over the older gene-
ration. Some people seem to have a different memory
of these things than I but I seem to remember that my
RISC OS, AmigaOS and OS/2 based machines would
crash quite often.

And I stand by that. It would take a lot to convince me that a
modern AmigaOS could achieve the level of stability that most
people have to come to expect while still being based on a design
that does not feature extensive memory protection.

The Good

Over the years, the graphics and sound APIs have been updated so
that modern applications are no longer tied to the legacy hardware.
Despite these updates, AmigaOS is still small and fast compared
to other, contemporary operating systems. AmigaOS has a dedi-
cated community of users and hobbyist developers. The size of

4Application Programming Interface. The formalised specification for one
piece of software to communicate with another. For example, OpenGL is
an API designed to allow graphical programs such as games communicate
with with the graphics card drivers.
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this community and their loyalty are huge assets that should be
included in any assessment of the viability of the platform.

Like OS/2, AmigaOS includes integration of the IBM scripting
language REXX. The AmigaOS variant offers similar possibilities
in terms of user created application plug-ins and automation of
certain tasks.

In conclusion

In my opinion, the viability of a new AmigaOS hinges on its Achilles
heal, the stability and security problems raised by the lack of pro-
per memory protection. Unfortunately, this can’t be achieved wi-
thout a break with backwards compatibility. I don’t understand
why the current developers have placed such a high premium on
legacy code compatibility. Current CPUs are tens of time faster
than the original 68x00 line that powered old Amigas. Emula-
tion of old applications seems more logical than maintaining code
compatibility.

It seems quite possible that if a viable, architecturally sound
AmigaOS could be created in the near future, a substantial user-
base and developer base are guaranteed.

Re-creation attempts

AROS5

The AROS project is an attempt to create an open source, portable
implementation of AmigaOS. It aims for feature set roughly equi-
valent to that of AmigaOS 3.1. As it is largely source code com-
patible, Amiga applications can be recompiled for the OS or run
under the AROS port of the UAE Amiga emulator. This high de-
gree of compatibility at the source code level is a mixed blessing as
it means that the OS has to make some concessions towards the le-
gacy deficiencies of the original AmigaOS. For example, the FAQ
has this to say on the subject of memory protection.

5http://aros.sourceforge.net/
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Several hundred Amiga experts (that’s what they thought
of themselves at least) tried for three years to find a
way to implement memory protection (MP) for Ami-
gaOS. They failed. You should take it as a fact that
the normal AmigaOS will never have MP like Unix or
Windows NT.

However, it should be noted that they do present, in the FAQ, some
ideas to work around this lack.

MorphOS6

MorphOS is another attempt to create a Amiga-like operating sys-
tem. It aims for good source code level compatibility with Ami-
gaOS applications. The development uses a combination of open
source components with proprietary closed source development.
The OS is tied to the PPC7 platform and can run on either the
special Pegasos8 hardware or original hardware Amigas that are
equipped with PPC accelerator cards.

Retrospective

This was my second attempt at writing a tech article. The planning
stage was a bit more advanced than for the first, but it’s still primi-
tive compared to the research and planning that I employ now. A
solid plan ensures a better finished product and allows the creation
of a thorough article pitch that is more likely to be taken up by an
editor.

I was surprised how well the article has stood up, given some
trimming and updating. Back in 2006, I made some comments
about the article on my website:

6http://www.morphosppc.com/
7PowerPC, a processor architecture. Created in the early 90s, its most pro-

minent application was as the processor that powered the Apple Macintosh
range of computers for about a decade. It has also found application as niche
and embedded computing processor solution.

8http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pegasos
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I could feel myself applying what I have learnt, parti-
cular from my study of philosophy. For this reason, I
hope that it’s an article that not just anyone could have
written.

Success in a creative field requires a mastery of the basics–punctuality
is the first rule of show business, after all–but due to the level of
competition that exists, it is important to able to offer something
extra, something that differentiates you from the crowd.

Originally, the article featured some information on OS/2 as
well as the Amiga platform. I chopped out the OS/2 content for
reasons of length and because this book retreads all of the same
issues in the OS/2 article that I wrote a year later (Chapter 6).

The comments for this article were mostly good, and it sparked
some interesting discussions on the site. A few people were disap-
pointed that I focused on OS/2 and AmigaOS as the example plat-
forms rather than Haiku and ReactOS9. I stand by the points that
I made originally in my replies to these comments: I chose two
platforms that I was already very familiar with, and I was happy to
cover slightly more obscure platforms.

Having said that, expect some output from me on the subject of
Haiku and ReactOS in the future. They are both very interesting
looking operating systems.

Chris Williams, the editor of RISC OS news portal Drobe, was
kind enough to give this article a write up on the site10.

9A BEOS OSR and a Windows OSR respectively.
10http://www.drobe.co.uk/riscos/artifact1738.html
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9. What It Would Take For
Me To Consider RISC OS
Again (2006)

Originally published: 7th Dec 2006
Publisher: OS News
Original URL: http://www.osnews.com/story/16654/

“Good article, the author is honest but humble in his
opinion.”Kroc Camen, an OS News user.

RISC OS?

RISC OS is the operating system that powered a line
of workstations manufactured by British company
Acorn Computers in the 80s and 90s. The first such
computer, the Archimedes A310, shipped in 1987 with
a stop-gap operating system called Arthur. RISC OS
2.00 took over as the standard operating system in 1988.
A line of successive Archimedes workstations followed
until Acorn stopped using that name for its final line
of machines in the mid 90s. In 1998 Acorn left the
workstation manufacturing business.

RISC OS lives on today, on slightly more modern
hardware, with a strong following amongst hobbyists.

Introduction

I’m a former user of the RISC OS operating system. I don’t use
it now and that is the focus of this essay: Why did I stop using
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it and what would it take to make me use it again?1 This article
constitutes both an assessment of the current state of the RISC OS
scene in addition some speculation about its future.

Note About The RISC OS User Scene

Amongst the RISC OS faithful, there exists a minority who can see
no wrong in anything RISC OS related. I think that I can safely
say that were it discovered that RISC OS gives you cancer, a few
RISC OS users would claim that they like having cancer.

Once, when using a BBS forum in the mid 90s, I remember a
RISC OS user telling people that he liked the 77 files per directory
limit because it encouraged him to organise his files properly. I
might add that the 77 files per directory limit no longer afflicts
RISC OS. Let’s hope that user is still with the platform now that
one of his favourite features has been removed.

Some of these people probably consider themselves part of a
back-bone of loyal, patriotic, true supporters of the platform but I
hold the opinion that if you are truly a fan of something, you can
accept criticism of it. You don’t have to be loyal to something that
is genuinely good.

I remember some of the Amiga-faithful of the late 90s telling
everyone that they didn’t see the need for more 256 colours, grea-
ter than 8 bit sound or access to this new-fangled Internet thing.
To me, these users who automatically preferred anything that they
were given contributed to the decline of the platform.2

1The very premise of this article seems dated now, 2 years after it was written.
The size of the user base continued to diminish and the chances of RISC OS
making any kind of a “come back” now seem almost comical. New deve-
lopments occur from time to time and RISC OS still has a great enthusiast
scene.

2I’ve left this little rant in place, but actually, most of the community was fairly
supportive of the article. There was the occasional “Doesn’t this idiot even
know about [insert name of program]!”, as expected, but they were very much
in the minority.
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Overview

• Part 1 of the article contains an overview of RISC OS. I’ll
introduce some of the interesting features of the RISC OS
and then get into some of the current issues affecting the
OS.

• Part 2 builds on this with some investigation into the issues
that stop users such as myself from actually using RISC OS.

• Part 3 Is the most fanciful section as I propose some pos-
sible solutions that would–for me–make the platform viable
again.

Part 1: Some of the features of RISC
OS–for the uninitiated

Cooperative Multi Tasking

The method of multi-tasking that RISC OS uses is called coope-
rative multi-tasking. In such a scheme, the main program loop of
each running application progresses through a sequence of func-
tions such as checking for user input, refreshing parts of its dis-
play and processing its own data. The last function in this sequence
must always be the function call that returns control to the OS. Ha-
ving regained control, the OS then services the next application.

If you were to run:

10 PRINT “hello world!”
20 GOTO 10

on a RISC OS machine, all other running applications would freeze
until the program finished or the user terminated it by pressing
<Escape>. This approach means that if an application crashes,
there is the possibility that the OS will never regain control. In
such a situation the whole system crashes.
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In contrast, operating systems such as Microsoft Windows and
AmigaOS use preemptive multi-tasking3. Under a preemtive sys-
tem, running a perpetual hello world program leaves the rest of the
system unaffected.

Another problem inherent to cooperative multi-tasking is that
each application has to finish what it is doing before it can return
control to the rest of the OS. As a result, multi-tasking is not as
smooth as it is on more modern OSes.

Sometimes, a programmer knows that the application will need
a lot of time for processing. In such a case, on a co-op system, the
programmer can split the task up into manageable sections so that
the program can periodically relinquish control to the OS so that
other apps can be serviced.

For example, an application engaged in a task of image proces-
sing that will take 30 seconds to complete won’t necessarily tie
the entire machine up for thirty seconds; the programmer can split
the process into chunks. However, this is not always the case and
this means that, in cases of normal application usage, the hourglass
pointer can be system-wide. When using more modern operating
systems, when an application presents an hour glass, the user can
switch to another application until that locked application has fini-
shed.

It is actually possible, under RISC OS, to implement processes
that run as a background tasks. A music player would be an example
of an application that uses this technique. Most applications of this
sort split their functions between an event-driven module (see sec-
tion on relocatable modules on page 100) and a graphical front end
that controls the player module. The relocatable module operates
independently, doing the actual sound processing and periodically
filling the sound buffer. At times, the WIMP front end might ap-
pear to be interrupted, but the music will keep playing in the back-
ground.

3Microsoft Windows versions prior to Windows NT and Windows 95 and Mac
OS versions prior to Mac OS X were based on cooperative multi-tasking.
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Adding preemptive multi-tasking to RISC OS

It’s worth noting that preemptive multi-tasking could be added to
RISC OS. Existing applications can run under a preemptive system
as long as the operating system keeps sending them the messages
that they expect.4

Memory Protection

RISC OS does have a system of memory protection but it is not
comprehensive. Crashing apps can sometimes overwrite the works-
pace of another application or the operating system itself.

This lack of comprehensive memory protection also makes the
OS inherently insecure. Any app could, in theory, look within or
alter the workspace of any other application. To people shudde-
ring at this point: hold on to your tin-foil hat, it’s not as bad as
it sounds. Any exploit that takes advantage of these weaknesses
must be coded specifically for RISC OS and as with other alterna-
tive operating systems, RISC OS doesn’t have much of a problem
with spyware, trojans or viruses. In truth, RISC OS would have
to be about 100 times as popular as it is now before these pro-
blems became manifest. Even then, a ploy of some kind has to
be successfully carried out in order to get an executable onto the
machine.

The Icon Bar

Upon launching, a RISC OS application adds itself to the applica-
tion bar (the “icon bar” in RISC OS-speak). A blank document is
created by clicking on the icon on the icon bar. To open an exis-
ting document, the user can either double-click on the document,
or drop the document onto the icon bar icon. To open an .html5

4A project to add preemption to RISC OS exists. It’s called Wimp2. Drobe did
a review http://www.drobe.co.uk/riscos/artifact764.html. See also the main
project page http://www.nedprod.com/programs/RISC-OS/Wimp2/. It’s a
shame that this isn’t being added to the RISC OS core.

5Note that RISC OS uses a period character as a directory separator rather than
the forward-slash or backslash. RISC OS also uses file type metadata ra-
ther than file-extensions to denote a file’s type. This sometimes necessitates
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file in the text editor, the user simply drops the file onto the icon
bar icon that represents the text editor. To open the same file in the
web browser, drop it onto the web browser icon instead.

Drag And Drop Saving

RISC OS doesn’t feature save dialogues because the drag and drop
concept is carried over to the saving of files. The save option exists
as an entry on the main pop-up menu of an application6. To save
a file, the user first navigates, using the standard file management
features of the OS, to the intended destination directory for the file.
Then the user navigates to the save menu, edits the file name and
then drops the file into the directory.

Drag and drop saving makes sense from a usability point of
view. Often when working on a project, the user works with a
a group of related files. For this reason, the file manager will al-
ready be open in the right directory when the user wants to save
file.

Drag and drop even works between applications. Having selec-
ted some text, a user can import the text into another application by
dragging the icon in the save selection. . . menu from one applica-
tion to another. Where applicable, and supported, the applications
can establish an OLE link rather than simply transferring the data.

Relocatable Modules

Most of RISC OS is implemented as a collection of “relocatable
modules”. These modules extend the kernel with extra system
calls and these functions become available to all user and system
programs. As the entire OS is implemented in this way, it is quite
simple to upgrade a section of the OS or to add new functions.
RMs can be launched at run time from a start-up script, as part of
an application launch script, or by the user at any time.

The FP (floating point) maths module is an example of a reloca-
table module. Every time the ARM Microprocessor encounters an

some interesting workarounds when inter-operating with files and file-system
structures from other systems.

6There are no pull-down menus in RISC OS
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Figure 9.1: !Edit, the text editor that was built into the ROM of RISC OS
3 equipped computers. Note that a drag and drop save opera-
tion is in progress. The icons along the bottom of the screen
represent (left to right): floppy 1, floppy 2, built-in ROM ap-
plications folder, RAM disc, information (help), configura-
tion utility, !Edit, screen settings, and task manager.

unknown instruction it offers the instruction to any co-processor
that is present. If no co-processor can handle the instruction, the
CPU generates a software exception. In the case of a FP instruc-
tion, the software FP module intercepts these exceptions, imple-
ments the operation in software and returns the result. When a
new version of the FP module is released, the user adds it to the
“!System” folder so that all applications can invoke it when nee-
ded.

Even though much of the OS can be soft loaded in this manner,
all shipping machines can at least get as far as the desktop in a
machine without a hard drive attached.
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Efficiency

Compared to other desktop operating systems, RISC OS is very
compact and efficient. It doesn’t have a system-wide virtual me-
mory disk-paging system and consequently, all apps are designed
to fit into RAM. On the whole, they manage this very well. In
cases where data would be unable to fit into RAM, the applica-
tions themselves have to implement their own disk paging system
for the data.

Obviously, a 50MB TIFF file takes up 50MB of RAM on a RISC
OS computer, just as it would on any other computer, but on the
whole, applications are tiny in terms of memory footprint.

The efficiency of RISC OS is due to technical aspects of the
operating system in addition to a culture of anti-bloat that exists
amongst the developers. I suspect that some RISC OS developers
still like to think in terms of making a utility that can fit on a single
floppy disk.

The OS-split

The last version of RISC OS that Acorn Computers released was
version 3.71. At the time of writing, two companies are each de-
veloping their own fork of RISC OS. RISC OS 5 is the version
that Castle Technology has developed to power their own Iyonix
workstation. RISC OS Select is the version being developed by
RISC OS Ltd. Select runs on legacy hardware and on the currently
manufactured A9 range of workstations.

This split has been the cause of heated debate within the RISC
OS community. Some users argue two companies developing two
independent forks of RISC OS has resulted in an counterproduc-
tive duplication of effort.

From a developer perspective, it is possible to release software
that can run on either branch of the fork. The problems begin
when they want to release something that takes advantage of the
additional features of either branch. For example, if the program
is directly connected with USB functionality, it has to address the
two incompatible USB stacks separately. This means extra work
for the developer.
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I’m going to present neutral, if slightly controversial, position
on this point: I don’t see what harm having two companies de-
veloping RISC OS has actually done so far. Both companies are
interested in increasing the potential for RISC OS to make gains
within niche and embedded markets in addition to desktop success.
For example, Advantage 6 make a ruggedized, wall-mounted, GPS
equipped version of their A9 machine7. In a sense, RISC OS Ltd.
and Castle Technology are direct competitors, but in another, they
are running mates. They both offer RISC OS based products and
services and it doesn’t make much business sense for either com-
pany to stop making these products or to merge with the other.

RISC OS development into niche markets makes more sense
than an attempt to make RISC OS into a Windows-beater in the
commercial market. This is a point that I will develop further in
the final section of this chapter.

What It Takes To Run RISC OS

There are two different ways of running RISC OS as your desktop
OS: through emulation or by running on native hardware.

The Hardware Option

Within the native hardware option, there are two further options:
to run RISC OS on old hardware or to buy one of the workstations
which are currently being manufactured and sold.

Legacy Hardware

The legacy hardware is very old now. The highest spec “Acorn”
branded workstation to be released was the RISC PC.

Upgraded to its maximum specification, an official production
machine supports a 233mhz ARM processor with a 16MHz front
side bus8.

7Ah, the latest RISC OS development: the wall-mounted GPS. It always makes
me smile to read that. Before, you ask, it’s for use on board ships etc

8The bus that connects the CPU, the memory and the peripheral interfaces
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Many of the applications and the OS itself work remarkably well
on the old hardware. However, the machine is incapable of, wi-
thin currently acceptable standards of performance, running a full-
featured web browser, running modern 3d games or playing back
full res video.

They were great machines in their day, but for the purposes of
this overview I’m not going to pay much attention to these older
workstations.

Current Workstations

Two RISC OS capable workstations are currently available for pur-
chase.

The Processor

Both of the currently available machines use current generation
ARM processors that are not entirely backwards compatible with
older software. This might sound like a disaster, but in practice, it’s
not a huge problem. Firstly, as they run newer versions of RISC
OS, older programs can be recompiled without a huge amount of
recoding; nearly all current apps are released in a 32 bit clean ver-
sion. Secondly, a software emulator called Aemulator9 exists and
this allows a lot of legacy software to run seamlessly on the RISC
OS desktop. As the current machines are much faster than the ol-
der generation, the performance is acceptable.

The ARM processor used on these two workstations also suf-
fers another problem: lack of either multimedia extensions or a
hardware FPU unit. So, in terms of raw multimedia processing
or real-time 3d graphics power, the chip is less capable than, for
example, a Pentium III processor of the same speed in MHz.

The processor in either machine is passively cooled and draws a
remarkably low amount of power.

9It’s hidden on – http://www.spellings.net/. Naturally, Drobe.co.uk have cove-
red it http://www.drobe.co.uk/riscos/artifact1485.html
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Castle Iyonix10

The Castle Iyonix is based around a custom ATX MB with stan-
dard PCI slots, USB 2.0 and on-board IDE. The CPU is a 600mhz
Intel Xscale ARM processor. The graphics support is provided a
modest NVIDIA PCI graphics card. Unfortunately, only some of
the acceleration potential of this NVIDIA card is made available
to RISC OS.

An experimental port of the BEOS Mesa OpenGL driver has
been completed so, it would seem that there may be some hope for
3d accelerated graphics on the platform in the future11.

Complete workstation packages start at 799 UK pounds.

A9Home12

In order to avoid direct competition with the already established
Iyonix, Advantage 6 have innovated in a different direction. The
A9Home uses an unusually compact form-factor. The website lists
the case dimensions as: 6.6" x 4.1" x 2.1". That is considerably
smaller than a Mac Mini.

The machine’s compact nature has forced the manufacturer to
compromise in terms of expansion and capability. Internally, the
A9Home supports neither an optical drive or expansion via PCI
slots. The computer has external sockets for Ethernet networking
and audio input and output. Further peripheral expansion is pro-
vided by USB slots. Unfortunately the USB support is only 1.1
and there is no obvious way that this could ever be overcome. This
means that devices such as pen drives and external CD ROM drives
can be connected to the machine but that they will operate at a
greatly reduced speed. Internally, A9home is fitted with a 2.5”
40meg hard drive.

Some users of early beta versions of the hardware were met with
a surprise when they attempted to upgrade the DIMM memory in
the single available slot, as the supplied DIMM is not simply a

10http://www.iyonix.com/
11http://www.simonrules.com/iyonixmesa/
12Company website – http://www.advantage6.com/products/A9home.html. A

user review of the machine – http://www.iconbar.com/comments/news1090.html
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memory module. It’s a complete system on a chip. The DIMM
encompasses the ARM processor and 128mb of ram. To users of
other platforms, the un-upgradable 128mb of RAM might sound
like a large limitation, but due to the compact nature of the OS and
the applications, 128mb is adequate.

Software Emulation

There exists a fully licenced commercial software emulation solu-
tion for running RISC OS called VARPC13

This commercial software emulator runs on top of Windows.
The emulator employs JIT run time recompilation. On a current
PC, it is capable of exceeding the performance of either of the
hardware workstations.

The real hardware still has its place for some users through.
By running RISC OS under software emulation, the user gives
up some of the benefits of RISC OS’ ROM based nature. Firstly,
RISC OS machines boot and up shut down a bit faster than Win-
dows. Secondly, on real RISC OS hardware it is almost impossible
to corrupt the OS as it exists within ROM. In the case of running
an OS via emulation, the stability and security is only ever as good
as that of the host operating system. RISC OS may be free of mal-
ware, but if you’re running the emulator on Windows and Windows
becomes unusable for any reason, RISC OS becomes inaccessible.

There are some freeware emulators such as Red Squirrel14, Ar-
cEm15 and Arculator16. Unfortunately, the RISC OS ROMs are
still under copyright and not freely available. To actually get one
of these freeware emulators going, you have to either transfer the
ROM images from a working machine or <cough> for them on the
Internet. In my opinion this awkwardness is one of the things that
has held RISC OS back over the last several years.

13Review –http://www.drobe.co.uk/features/artifact939.html
14http://www.redsquirrel.fsnet.co.uk/redsquirrel.html
15http://arcem.sourceforge.net/
16http://b-em.bbcmicro.com/arculator/
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Part 2: Barriers To Adoption

Lack Of Essential Applications

Many classes of application that most computer users would re-
gard as essential are under-represented, if represented at all, on the
RISC OS platform.

Web Browser

There are a number of web browsers available for RISC OS. Un-
fortunately, none of the available web browsers can offer a com-
plete, feature-rich web browsing experience that would be in kee-
ping with the expectations of the modern user. One browser might
suffer from poor performance and OS integration while another
might offer reasonable performance and native OS integration but
be comparatively feature-poor. Most users who use RISC OS for
browsing do so by switching between browsers while surfing.

Peter Naulls has attempted to alleviate the browser shortcoming
by porting the popular Firefox web browser. This project is on-
going but shows promise.17

Media Player

It’s hard for me to imagine not being able to use my computer for
video playback. RISC OS lacks the multimedia processing power
and playback software needed for some modern formats. It’s pos-
sible to play some files with the existing hardware and software,
but using a RISC OS workstation as a general purpose media play-
back system is out of the question.

As a keen wild-life enthusiast it’s often gratifying to be able to
watch the latest nature documentary. OK, I admit that the pre-
ceding sentence was untruthful as I have little interest in nature
documentaries–let’s just say that it would be really inconvenient
not be able to able to watch movies on the computer. Look, I know

17http://www.drobe.co.uk/riscos/artifact1747.html. As of the middle of 2008,
Peter is sporadically updating the project.
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what I’ve been doing, you know what I’ve been doing, and you
probably do it too.18

And there are some quite legitimate uses for movie playback.
Apparently.

Others

RISC OS isn’t just an alternative OS, it’s a minority OS. This
means that it doesn’t have the rich palette of software tools that
an OS such as Linux has. A lot of the basics are there but there
are some glaring holes as well as some smaller, more subtle ones.
If RISC OS were to be my main OS, I’d have to change what I
use my computer for or switch over to another machine for certain
tasks.

In summary, RISC OS lacks applications because it isn’t popu-
lar, and its lack of applications is a barrier to more popular adop-
tion.

Cost

Entry Level Cost

The cost of entry to the platform is high. The current workstations
are very expensive when compared to Linux, Windows or Mac
workstations. This is, in part, due to the low volume nature of
native hardware production. Eight hundred pounds could buy you
a very nice Mac or PC.

And this raises another problem, the PC platform gives the use
access to a well developed second hand market. This means that a
basic Internet and multimedia workstation can be slapped together
from the parts that other people are throwing out. If someone gives
you an old Pentium III, you can make it into a machine that would
match a state of the art RISC OS work station in some capabilities
and surpass it in others.

18Oh how humorous to observe people on the forums trying to come up with
reasons for wanting fullscreen video playback for a variety of formats. “So-
metimes the BBC post up the cricket highlights on the Internet”. Yeah, sure.
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In short, there is no low-end. RISC OS workstations are prestige
workstations with a correspondingly high price tag.

I’m going to to employ some cynicism for a moment here and
make what I think might be a controversial point: I wonder why
the two currently operating workstation manufacturers have cus-
tom designed their own hardware? The developers of both RISC
OS branches have had to remove the legacy hardware dependence.
I can’t see what special RISC OS support is built into a machine
like the Iyonix as the graphics are provided by an NVIDIA card at-
tached via a PCI slot and the sound is also provided by a standard
chip. In the case of the of the A9Home, there might be some justi-
fication in the custom hardware as they have abandoned a standard
form factor to make the machine uniquely compact.

Cost Of Software

A lot of the RISC OS software is freeware but some of the big-
ger applications are shareware. This means that, in order actually
use a RISC OS powered computer, you might have to spend some
money on applications. In contrast to this, it’s hard to think of
any class of application that isn’t represented within the world of
Linux freeware.

If a programmer works to create a good quality application for
RISC OS, he is well within his rights to sell his software, and many
RISC OS users are willing to reward such an individual. This
might extend to voluntarily donating to a worthwhile software pro-
ject. Equipping a RISC OS workstation with a word processor, a
vector art package and a few other little utilities might cost over
two hundred pounds. As reasonable and noble as this might be,
this cost has to to be added to cost of actually buying into RISC
OS in the first place.

Other Costs

There are other, small areas in which being a RISC OS user might
cost you a bit more money. Just seen a MP3 player or digital ca-
mera on special offer at the supermarket? You can’t buy it unless
you’re sure that it works with RISC OS. Situations such as this
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might seem minor but having to make sure that your add-on per-
ipheral purchases work with RISC OS adds to the cost.

These are the sorts of issues that kept some people away from
the earlier versions of the Mac platform. The entry level for a
workstation was high and the software maintenance cost were si-
milarly high. Small utilities which would be free on other plat-
forms might each require a $10 registration on the Mac. Add to this
cost of a couple of shareware drivers and the total cost of owner-
ship implicit in using the platform increased still further. I wonder
if this was one was one motivations in Apple’s decision to include
a fairly comprehensive software bundle with the Mac OS X?

Part 3: What It Would Take To Drag Me
Back Onto The Platform

What would it take to drag me back to RISC OS? Personally, there
is no way that I am buying into the current model of buying a very
expensive, under-spec’d proprietary workstation or of paying quite
a lot of money for periodic OS updates. Here are some alternatives
that would make me interested again.

Open up the source code

Efforts in this direction have already begun on the part of Castle
Technology’s RISC OS Open project19.

They have not released the source code under one of the more
common licences such as the BSD or GPL. I for one welcome this
move on their part. It’s hard to see how they could hope to make
money as a company if they were to give their product away for
free. The idea seems to be that, if a developer makes an impro-
vement to a RISC OS component, the improved source has to be
made publicly available. RISC OS Open will then decide whether
or not to move this improvement back into the the source code tree.
Presumably, even if they do not, other developers will be able to
reuse and build upon this work.

19http://www.riscosopen.com/
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The second important aspect of this licence is that if you want
to commercially exploit RISC OS code in this manner, you have to
pay some royalties back to Castle. Again, this makes good sense
to me.

My hope would be that at some point in the near future, it be-
comes possible to build a complete version of RISC OS from the
sources. This means that the entire operating system could be theo-
retically ported to other hardware platforms.20 How much work
this would actually entail remains to be seen, but remember, RISC
OS 5 (the version that this release is probably going to be based
on) is already free of any dependence on legacy, custom hardware.
Some of RISC OS is very old but as RISC OS 5 has already been
modified to run on currently available ARM chips, nearly every
part of it has been at least looked at and recompiled in the last few
years.

If this were to happen, it would open up the possibility of either
community-based or commercial organisations moving the OS to
other hardware platforms. ARM powered motherboards, PDAs,
set top boxes and even phones are ubiquitous and many of these
could, in theory, serve as a platform for running RISC OS. Other
groups having access to the source code of RISC OS means that
further development of the platform can be focused around soft-
ware development rather than, usually more expensive, hardware
development.

A PDA Port Of RISC OS

One barrier to greater adoption of RISC OS stems from its orien-
tation, in the past, as a “Windows-beater”. RISC OS would have
a lot going for it in a PDA implementation. The OS could be por-
ted to run as the replacement OS for an existing ARM-based PDA.
A 64mb 400Mhz environment would be luxurious by RISC OS
standards particular as it would only be driving a small screen.

RISC OS could offer a lot as a PDA OS but a PDA port could, in
return, offer a lot to RISC OS. Suddenly, an entire class of appli-

20They now have stated that developers are not allowed to move it to CPU archi-
tectures other than ARM.
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cation becomes viable: mileage calculators, mapping applications,
PIM applications, etc. It goes without saying, that any develop-
ment of this sort feeds back into and benefits the desktop version
of RISC OS.

PDA RISC OS opens up new economic justifications from the
perspective of the user. Consider the case of a small shareware uti-
lity or a driver that requires a cash registration: does the user pay
up, in order to run the program on his desktop RISC OS worksta-
tion or does he instead download the equivalent freeware utility for
the PC sitting next to it? However, a small payment to add extra
functionality to his PDA doesn’t invoke the same dilemma.

Even more exciting, some PDAs can support an add-on VGA
output card, this means that such a PDA could be, with the addition
of a USB keyboard and mouse, a complete base unit. With such
a set-up, the user cannot only carry some of his synchronised data
around with him, he can take it the next level by being able to carry
his application around with him.

Given freer access, RISC OS could be the operating system
of the user’s PDA, desktop workstation and even supportable as
a guest operating system via emulation on a PC. When the user
wants to run his RISC OS apps on the PC, he simply establishes
a connection between the PC and the PDA and runs the emulator.
Voila, he can then access his applications and his data. Seamless.
This last point might seem fanciful, but as a freeware emulator
already exists, it can already be achieved.

The possibility of a complete port of the base operating system
to other hardware platforms opens up other intriguing possibilities
such as set-top box machines.

And there you have it, some of the thoughts of an ex-RISC OS
user.

Retrospective

This is one of my early, out-of-control-monster articles. I exceeded
6,000 words and I could have kept going. Since writing this article,
I have learnt greater discipline and to be more organised. I found
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it extremely flattering that hundreds of people had sat and read this
article, despite its minority-interest subject matter and extended
length. I know that people read the article, or a least skimmed it,
because the only link to my website was on the final page.

I think that the number of people who honestly hope for RISC
OS to make a come back as a serious desktop operating system is
down to single figures in 2008. But, back in 2006, a few people
held out a vague hope for the possibility. As with some of my other
articles, I was worried that some people would and react negatively
to the article. As ever, apart from a few die-hards, I think that
people appreciated my honest appraisal.

If nothing else, articles like this make an interesting test of a
community. From the responses that my articles have received, I
can tell that the majority of Linux users can take criticism of their
platform, as can RISC OS users.

This poses a question: why is it that if you criticise Apple pro-
ducts or OS/2, you end up with loads of “This guy’s a moron! I
can’t believe that they published this rubbish.” comments? What
do the two platforms have in common? Linux is well established
but also on the rise; OS/2 is in sharp decline and almost dead; RISC
OS is in a similar position to OS/2; Apple products are going from
strength to strength.

I’d love to write more about RISC OS but I’m finding it difficult
to find a paying outlet for articles on the subject. For example,
I’d love to write a history of the 32 bit Acorn gaming scene, but
it’s a large project and I can’t afford to invest the time without a
commission. If you know of anyone that might be interested in an
article of this sort, feel free to get in contact.

The article was reported on by the RISC OS news sites Drobe21

and The Icon Bar22.

21http://www.drobe.co.uk/riscos/artifact1750.html
22http://tinyurl.com/5zxb2a
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10. My Dream Operating
System (2006)

This was my first go at creating a tech article. I warn you, it’s
rough and ready and not reflective of my current standard of wri-
ting. After deliberation, I decided to include it here for reasons of
completion and nostalgia.

Originally published: October 2006
Publisher: OS News
Original URL: http://www.osnews.com/story.php/16147/

“I hope that the Linux developers are reading this.”,
Pavel Andronic, an OS News reader

Introduction

This is a summary of the features that I would like to see in my
dream FOSS based Operating System. Perhaps every time-served
OS-geek has a fanciful project like this in their head?

The fact that I don’t have the technical skills to actually go out
and make this OS myself should be obvious to anyone who reads
the article. There are some areas of the design which aren’t fully
explained and probably some fairly important areas that I have for-
gotten to address. Most Star Trek nit-picks can be explained away
with:

It happens for a reason which is obvious to the cha-
racters although never shown on screen.

I ask you to grant this article the same suspension of disbelief.

Design brief–specifying the fantasy

The value of a thought experiment like this one is increased if the
fantasy is forced to exist within some limits. In that spirit, let’s lay
down some boundaries.
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For the purposes of devising a fantasy with limits, let’s say that I
were to win some money. I’ve got five million Euros to do anything
I want with. No need to work. No need worry about material wants
ever again.

My days are spent sitting on an all-nude beach, with a brand new
laptop. I’m suddenly really popular with members of the opposite
sex and the rest of the chaps down at the comic shop. But then
the realisation hits me that something is missing from my life: my
new found wealth can’t buy me a decent computer.

It’s not the hardware. Current hardware is great. It’s really mo-
ved on a lot since the 8 bit BBC Micro that I started with at age 7.
Besides, I don’t have that much money.

In fact, that can be rule #1: I’m not going to do
anything about the hardware. No quantum com-
puters or anything like that.

There’s a saying that “every woman has her charms”, and while
acknowledging the exceptions of Margret Thatcher1 and most su-
per models, it’s one that I agree with. In the case of a super-turbo-
geek such as myself, I’d say that the scope of that statement could
be expanded to include computers. Every computer that I have
used had its charm. Every system had some feature that I wished
that I could transplant into the others.

How would I go about it?

So, it seems that my manifesto is beginning to achieve some de-
finition: In the fantasy dimension in which I have just won loads
of money, I have decided to devote 1 million Euros–I have to keep
some for myself, those Blake’s 7 DVDs are expensive–to the for-
mation of TMOSF (The Mike Operating System Foundation). The
purpose of TMOSF will be to, within one year, create a new ope-
rating system. This operating system will be tailored to the needs

1I’m not actually that anti-Thatcher.
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Design brief–specifying the fantasy

of Mike. It’s my gift to the world, or rather, my gift to all the
Mike-type-persons–there must be a few of us.

This can be rule #2: Mike OS is an operating sys-
tem that reflects the values, needs, preferences and
lifestyle of Mike. As it’s a media capable client OS,
it’s not going to be the world’s greatest server OS.

A million Euros sounds like a lot of cash, but being realistic, it’s
not nearly as much as other commercial operating system develo-
pers can throw at a project. However, even this can be turned to
our advantage because these limitations further focus the goals of
the project.

The most efficient use of resources can be made by reusing exis-
ting operating system technology. For example, there is no need
to create a kernel from scratch when there already exist a number
of suitable, well-supported and maintained kernels. By the same
token, there is no need to create a grep tool as it already exists in
the form of GNU Grep.

Taking the idea further, it would be nice if who could create
every application that the users are likely to want, but as we have
placed finite limits on financial resources, that isn’t possible. For
these reasons, there is a huge gain in efficiency to be made by ma-
king this OS reasonably compatible with other operating systems.
More on that later.

Rule #3: Wherever possible, reuse rather than
create components from scratch.

The second way of making the money go as far as possible
would be to make the OS itself open source. This means that if
other people like the look of Mike OS they can contribute to it.
I don’t care about personally profiting from the OS in monetary
terms–I’ve still got four million Euros, remember.
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I don’t want to get bogged down in an argument about the best
licence to use, but but it should be a licence that allows anyone to
contribute to the OS while also allowing us help ourselves to most
of the open source operating system components and applications
that are freely available.

Rule #4: The OS must be be based on an open
source licence.

Therefore, the Foundation is going start the Mike OS2 project
and get it to a state where it is usable. This will use up the first
million Euro and from that point onwards, it will have to survive
on its own.

What are the requirements?

Now it is time to define exactly what we want the OS to do. What
are Mike’s needs from an OS?

I need access to consumer-grade applications like media players,
office applications and Internet applications. It almost goes wi-
thout saying that I want to run these applications within a stable,
multitasking GUI environment. Why GUI-centric? Because it’s
what Mike likes!

Stability

Defining stability in absolute terms is not an easy thing to do, but
I can specify what I expect in terms of operating system stability.
Improving application stability is beyond the scope of this essay.
I consider stability to be an area in which most modern operating
systems have improved over the older generation. Some people
seem to have a different memory of these things, but I to remember
that my RISC OS machine crashed quite often. I’m sure that every

2Note, there is a hobbyist operating system called Mike OS. It’s a retro-
inspired 16 bit OS designed to facilitate learning about OS design.
http://mikeos.berlios.de/
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What are the requirements?

Amiga-head must shudder at the memory of the pointer going stiff,
shortly before the power light began to cycle3.

In contrast, my Windows 2000 and Ubuntu machines are very
reliable. In fact, if either of them suddenly reset the machine or
froze, my thoughts would probably turn first towards hardware fai-
lure. I regard this one complete crash per year, if that expectation
to be a realistic one.

Rule #5: Multi-tasking and designed along mo-
dern lines. It has to be as stable as reasonably
possible–about as stable as other modern opera-
ting systems.

Multimedia

Another design requirement is that I need extensive multimedia
facilities. I want to be able to watch videos and listen to music.

Rule #6: Modern multi-media facilities.

Again, the limitations can be put to out advantage as they help
us to narrow the field a little bit. For example, the open source ver-
sion of GEM[6]4 can’t be used as the basis of the project because
it’s not multitasking and it doesn’t have a powerful multimedia
subsystem.

Similarly, AROS can’t be used either. AROS is a portable, Ami-
gaOS reimplementation with freely available source code, but its
multimedia features are not complete. Another strike against it
is that, in order to maintain some backwards compatibility at the
source code level, it doesn’t support full memory protection. There
isn’t much the user can do when the MP3 player application cor-
rupts the workspace of the word processor. It seems fairly certain

3Amigas often did this before crashing.
4GEM was an early graphical operating system that powered the Atari ST and

some early PCs.
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that this design could never consistently maintain the sort of stabi-
lity that Mike OS specifies.

Other things that Mike likes to do include music production and
playing games. Unfortunately, we need to make the OS success-
ful before commercial development houses would be motivated to
port over their commercial grade games and media creation utili-
ties. For this reason, I’m willing to keep dual booting for these
two things for the time being. Don’t give up hope though, a quick
Google for

Steinberg BEOS

reveals that, in 1998, some BEOS support for VST plug-ins had
been completed and that work had begun on a BeOS port of Cu-
base, their flagship music sequencing product.

This highlights one of the advantages of making Mike OS a
FOSS project–it can’t be killed stone dead by the financial pro-
blems of a parent company. For the same reason, there is no way
a huge corporation can buy it just simply to kill it.

Single user, client-orientated, media OS

Although sporting multi-user features such as per-user /home di-
rectories, Mike OS would be be oriented around a smooth single
user experience. This emphasis leads us to rule #7.

Rule #7: One of each of the components that make
up the base installation.

This means, one shell, one GUI, one sound subsystem etc. Soft-
ware installation is discussed further down.

Implementation

Having specified, in broad terms, what I want Mike OS to be, let’s
talk about the actual implementation. We’ll start at the lowest le-
vels: The boot manager and the kernel. To these questions I say:
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GRUB plus the Linux kernel. As with all of Mike OS, exact me-
thod by which these things are going to be achieved is not a ques-
tion that I intend to answer. This is what I shall pay my team of
technicians for!

Besides, this is my fantasy; how would you l like it if I popped
up in the middle of one of your fantasies and shouted

“Where would one even get that sort of edge connec-
tor in the middle of the of night and wouldn’t the co-
oking oil cause it to short out?”

to bring you crashing back down to reality? Shut up – I’m enjoying
myself!

I specify Linux rather than the BSD kernel simply because I
presume that the Linux kernel has more native hardware support.
As with all areas of the Mike OS design stage, there exists the
possibility that my team of advisers might point out clever reasons
as to why we should go with the BSD or MACH kernel, or even
something else. If their arguments seemed reasonable, I would
allow it. Mike is kind dictator, who listens to his subjects.

It should be obvious by now that a lot of Mike OS would be built
around Linux/GNU. This is in keeping with the design philosophy
specified in rule #3: “Wherever possible, reuse rather than create
components from scratch”.

At this point, some readers might be asking themselves how
Mike OS differs from Linux. So far, Linux would seem fulfil all of
the specified criteria. This is where the Linux-bashing begins. If
you have a little model of Linus on your bedside table, you should
probably look away now.

File handling and directory layout

Case sensitivity

I can’t think of any advantage to case sensitivity in a client-orientated
media operating system. That is, I want a file system that allows
the user to specify case but that does not penalise the user if they
get the case wrong. I realise that this will annoy people who have,
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in the past, loaded up mybirthday.mpeg when they meant to
load up a file called MyBirthday.mpeg from the same folder.
[end sarcasm mode]

When using Linux, I avoid using capitalisation when naming
files and directories as I might later fail to remember the exact
combination of upper and lower case that I had used.

Sane directory structure

Secondly, the directory layout would abandon some of the Unix
conventions. For example, why not store the fonts in /fonts? I
know that some Linux people find

either, /usr/opt/etc/X11/fonts or /etc/X11/
usr/fonts depending on the phase of the moon

a bit easier to remember than /fonts but I am willing to risk
confusing a few Linux diehards–Mike OS might not be the OS for
them anyway.

AmigaOS has a directory layout that I feel contains some sen-
sible ideas. In AmigaOS, system files are located in sensibly na-
med directories which are themselves located in the root directory
of the boot drive. The fonts are in /fonts, the shared library
files are in /libs, the device drivers are in /devs and so on.
Mike OS could take this approach but at the same time improve
and update it.

As I don’t like the idea of having all of my system files in the
root directory, we could move them into a parent directory called
/system. So, the fonts would be located in /sys/fonts. Even
having some sub directories within the system directories seems
reasonable when compared to the Human Rights violating torture
which passes for Linux file location specifications. Having the sha-
red libs relating to networking located in libs:/networking/
doesn’t strike me as at all unreasonable.

Personally, I consider the idea of a completely hierarchical file
system to be a superiority of the Unix file system. Mike OS can
place actual drives beyond the system drive in drives or /media.
There would be no directory higher than / and no file system ob-
jects can exist outside of the root file system.
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Figure 10.1: A sensible directory layout

Amiga-style assign command

This leads me to another useful feature of AmigaOS. Using the
assign command, you can create an association between a va-
riable name suffixed with a colon and real directory. For example,
upon issuing the command

assign fonts: /sys/fonts/

You can subsequently copy MyFont.font to your fonts direc-
tory with the command

copy MyFont.font fonts:

It doesn’t matter where your font directory really is. Subsequently,
when the OS needs a font, it looks in the fonts: directory. This
is a feature I would love to have access to again. Again, this feature
is only practical if conventional Unix and Linux file arrangement
conventions are abandoned; you can’t specify a meaningful assi-
gnment for libs: if your library files are scattered over hundreds
of directories.
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Software installation

Here’s another area in which I would like to break with Unix
conventions. Mike OS would use RISC OS/Mac OS X style appli-
cation folders. I like to know what is on my system and where it is.
Installing a Linux application generally involves scattering the files
over 20 or so directories. This approach might seem acceptable
when the package manager works flawlessly but unfortunately, no
package manger ever does.5 What about all of the smaller utilities
which don’t update the package database following a “make ins-
tall”? I am writing this article in LYX 1.4.2 (self compiled to get
the latest version) yet according to the package manager, I only
have version 1.3.6 installed.

Once they have been compiled and then installed, Linux appli-
cations sometimes leave behind no clue as to where they went! At
this moment, I can’t remember if the Amiga emulator is even ins-
talled; the only way to find out would be to open up a CLI and type
uae (or UAE or is it e-uae for this version?). I wonder what other
things are lurking on my system, once installed but now forgotten?

As Mike OS would be a consumer-level operating system, pro-
grammers would create the packages for users to install. The
applications can be installed under /applications. Other,
not Unix-based OSes seem to be able to support an analog of
/applications/firefox/ for the Firefox install directory
(with shared libs going into a shared libs directory).

We can put command line tools into /bin. The proof that this
is feasible is that I was able to install lots of the GNU tools such
as grep and ls onto my OS/2 box without a maze of historically-
inspired directories. If, in a typical Linux application package, a
significant proportion of the files in an application directory are
shared resources, which need to be used by other programs, why
are they in the application package?

Perhaps the same approach could be taken towards drivers and
services? If it was feasible, could I drop a service that I wanted
started at boot time into /system/services/? Mac OS 7.x

5They’ve improved since 2006. See the retrospective comments at the end of
the article for more.
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had an extensions system that worked a bit like this.

Standard Tools

Being heavily based on Linux, Mike OS would make every ef-
fort to retain compatibility with standards such as POSIX . This
is because it would allow us to make the maximum reuse of stan-
dard tools. All of the GNU tools could be ported, once we had an
OS that could boot to a command line and that would be able to
support a compiler/build environment. The complete set of GNU
userland tools represents quite a head start for a new operating sys-
tem. The GNU Core Utilities6 include all of the standard tools that
one would expect of a CLI such as ls (dir), grep, cp (copy), etc.

The CLI itself, would be Bash. In keeping with the Mike OS
philosophy, there is only one choice of shell and it comes standard
with the OS installation.

Likewise, sound subsystem, peripheral device support and net-
working would, wherever possible, be provided through the reuse
of existing technology.

The GUI

The GUI would be based around X11 and a standard Window ma-
nager.

Ideally, Mike OS would have its own, custom made GUI sys-
tem; however, the independent re-creation of a GUI system would
be too draining on time and money resources. In addition, a non-
standard system greatly complicates the porting of existing soft-
ware. There exist some, mostly experimental projects which at-
tempt to create a replacement of X-Windows for Unix-like ope-
rating systems. However what none of them can offer is a gua-
rantee of continued maintenance and improvement. By using X-
Windows, every time X gets an improvement, Mike OS also gets
that improvement.

6Good summary on the Wikipedia page[7]
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In keeping with the slick, custom nature of the OS it would use
XFCE as its window manager. XFCE offers a good balance bet-
ween looks, speed and features.

Some people might conjecture at this point that this system would
face huge compatibility problems when porting standard applica-
tions. However, it’s worth pointing out that a operating systems
such as OS/2 have been able to run applications such as GIMP and
the Enlightenment window manager, even though they may not be
very Unix-like in terms of its system file layout.

On the other hand, I doubt that Mike OS would offer
./configure
make
make install
compatibility, right out of the box. As stated above, program-

mers would port the applications and users would install the pa-
ckages.

The base-install

This is another key feature of the OS. The base-install is just that–
a base system. It doesn’t include three word processors as some
Linux installs do.7 Basic tools such as a text editor and perhaps
the web browser would be allowable. The target user of Mike
OS is a geek who might not be a Unix God; they know what an
application is and have experience of installing software on other
operating systems.

When I make a fresh installation of an operating system, having
established a network connection, my next move is to gather to-
gether all of the tools and applications I want. In the case of a
fresh Linux install, I’m just as likely to start by removing some of
the junk which was installed by default. In the case of my current
Ubuntu setup, there must be a significant number of icons in the
application selector which I have never even clicked on.

7Another comment that dates this article. Some popular distributions included
loads of similar applications with overlapping functionality. Hopefully this
comment will still raise a smile amongst those who remember Linux pre-
Ubuntu.
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Conclusion

This highlights an area of difference between the philosophy of
Mike OS and that of an OS such as Ubuntu Linux. The people
behind Ubuntu have tried to standardise the entire OS experience,
with a standard choice of email program, web browser etc. You
can add your own choices of application but it is clear that they
expect most of their users to stick with Evolution as their email
client.

Instead, the emphasis of Mike OS would be on standardising the
base operating system. For this reason, the base-install would be
free of applications. The difference is that the base install could
be considered more restrictive than a typical Linux install such as
Ubuntu. There wouldn’t be any support for moving over to KDE
as your desktop and If you simply can’t do your work with Bash as
your CLI shell, Linux might be a better operating system for you.
However, the OS would be less prescriptive in terms of the apps
that you run.

Conclusion

So, there you have it–Mike’s dream operating system. It’s slick,
fast and oriented around the sort of things that I like to do (like
Helena Bonham Carter). I suspect that there must be other people
who aren’t entirely happy with the way that Linux works. This is
a class of user–the fiddler-geek– who understands tech, loves the
world of FOSS but just isn’t prepared to do what it takes to become
a Linux God.

Retrospective

This was my first go at writing a technology article. I debated
whether or not to include the article in the book but decided to as it
received a warm reception at the time of release and for the sake of
completion. It was part of the learning process for me and I hope
that people don’t hold its weaknesses against me.

It got a bit out of control because it was written before I had
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cottoned on to using mind mapping with written notes to plan ar-
ticles. In particular, the structure has problems. If I were to write
an article on this subject now, I would do something like “Five
things that I would do to improve Linux”, to put the ideas to the
forefront. As it is written, it has a structure more like that of a
story. Apart from style and readability, the harsh realities of life
as a writing hack have to be taken into account: although, utter
geeks like myself would sit through it, more casual readers would
never be hooked into giving it a go. Like some of my other early
articles, the sheer length of the article worked against me. A fair
percentage of people won’t sit and read a 3,000+ word article on a
website.

Nonetheless, the article received a fairly warm reception in the
comments section of the website and was posted to a couple of
discussion boards.

Two years is a long time in tech and I have changed some of my
views since writing this article. For example, I’m not as opposed
to centralised package management as I once was. The package
manager in a current Linux distribution such as Ubuntu Linux is
actually very reliable. I’d even go as far as recommending that
non-expert users consider switching to a system that uses package
management for the installing of software rather than the old fa-
shioned way of hunting down the installer for each individual pro-
gram.

I still think that Linux needs an overhaul. As it stands, the Li-
nux directory system layout is still riddled with legacy concessions
such as /etc, /opt and /usr. Similarly, the lack of a file sys-
tem that can store the case of a filename but ignore it is something
that continues to hold back Linux adoption in the mainstream.

I’d like to revisit some of the ideas in a more concise article in
the future, and I’m sure that I will.

There are some modern operating systems on the horizon that do
look a bit like the system that I outlined in my article. Shortly after
the article was posted, Kristian Van Der Vliet, the chief designer
of the Syllable8 operating system, dropped me an email telling me

8http://www.syllable.org/
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Retrospective

about the similarities between his OS and my outline. I’ll have to
do an article on Syllable at some point as it looks promising.

Another operating system that is developing along the lines that
I outlined is Haiku9. Haiku began as a clone of the most-loved
BEOS operating system. As with Syllable, I think that it’s in with
a real shot of becoming a usable system. Who knows, in a year
or 18 months, I might be running something close to my dream
operating system. Maybe. . .

9http://www.haiku-os.org/
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Part III

Software
Andrew

Well, Dances With Females,
I reject the women before
they have a chance to
reject me.

Steve

Yes, I’ve seen you. You
have to work fast.





11. DOSBox:An overview
(2008)

Originally published: May 2008
Publisher: Free Software Magazine
Original URL: http://www.freesoftwaremagazine.com/articles/
dosbox_multiplatform_pc_emulator
This article was edited by Tony Mobily of Free Software
Magazine

1

“Nice article, gives a good overview.”, Jan Bruun An-
dersen, DOSBox forum moderator.

Introduction

DOSBox is a freely available, cross-platform PC emulator. Ra-
ther than attempting to be the technology leader as a business-
orientated virtualization environment like VMware or QEMU, DOS-
Box instead offers a rich set of features aimed at closely recreating
the behaviour of a retro gaming PC. To this end, it offers a selec-
tion of accurate sound card emulations and facilities to throttle the
emulation speed back to vintage PC levels, along with other fea-
tures designed to make sure that the old games run properly and
accurately within a protected environment.

The problem defined

Many old PC games do not run on modern PCs. If demand is
sufficient, a new equivalent of an old productivity application will
be created. The situation for games is different because games are
artistic works, and one artistic work cannot easily be replaced by
another.

1This article is made available under the “Attribution-NonCommercial-
NoDerivs” Creative Commons License 3.0 available from
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/.
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Why run old games?

Let’s be clear: not every old game is worth revisiting. I find that
about eighty percent of everything, in all media, is so tied to the
time in which it was made that it cannot survive the transition into
a later era. For every show like The Prisoner or Star Trek there
were twenty forgettable 60s TV programmes.

However, there are games that are worth hunting down and re-
playing.

An old game might employ a gameplay style that has no mo-
dern equivalent, or a much-loved old game might have a nostalgic
attachment for a gamer. Sometimes, the gamer wishes to try out
a game that they passed over at the time of release. Finally, some
old games are simply great games and are worth playing in their
own right.

A sad aspect of computer gaming is that a lot of great content
is lost due to inaccessibility. The aspects of a great game that
make the experience meaningful–such as the characters, plots and
music–can be locked away due to technological obsolescence. This
can prevent personal re-enjoyment of the game and the potential to
share a gaming experience with someone else.

A solution: emulation

An emulator is a piece of software that simulates the functions of
another system. In theory any type of computer system could be
emulated in software. The downside of emulation is performance
because the host system must be considerably more powerful than
the target.

Most emulators are of one of two types: they are either orien-
tated towards the running of serious applications or the running of
games. Emulators designed to unlock access to the library of se-
rious applications on a foreign platform usually focus on execution
speed. Game oriented emulators tend to place greater importance
on aesthetic accuracy.

As an emulation target, the PC is a relatively straightforward
one. When IBM created the original PC, they made the decision
to build it out of off-the-shelf components. This led to the design
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being comparatively open, a fact which allowed other manufactu-
rers to create PC clones. As a result, the PC architecture is extre-
mely well documented.

Emulator vs real hardware

Anyone who wants to run old games faces a dilemma: should they
emulate with software or obtain the real hardware? For a lot of
hobbies that involve a collection, the physical object and its idio-
syncrasies are part of the fun, so running a program isn’t always as
good.

However, an emulator like DOSBox offers many conveniences
that would not be possible with a real, vintage PC:

• Cost. Unlike a real computer, the emulator is often free.

• An emulator takes up no space and requires no physical
maintenance.

• An emulator may allow the user to specify a system with
many possible add-ons, and at no extra cost

• An emulator usually allows the user to perform file mainte-
nance within the host operating system.

• Some emulators can actually enhance some aspects of the
original games, such as the graphics.

Introducing DOSBox

DOSBox attempts to recreate the character and feature-set of a
period-correct vintage PC. It’s a cross platform application and
can be run on Mac OS X, GNU/Linux and Windows, amongst
others. Users of all platforms can obtain the latest version, as a
free software download, directly from the DOSBox website2. As
it exists within the package repository of most popular distribu-
tions, GNU/Linux users might prefer to install it via their package
manager.

2http://www.dosbox.com/
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It’s worth mentioning that DOSBox has an enthusiastic and ac-
tive community behind it. People sometimes forget to check out
the associated community before investing the time needed to learn
a new piece of software. For one thing, it’s easier to get help when
you’re stuck if the community is vibrant and supported by decent
forum facilities.

The DOSBox website also hosts a searchable games database
that documents the level of success that users have had with va-
rious games.

What is emulated?

Conceptually, the components of a PC could be split into three
parts: the hardware, the operating system and the applications.
DOSBox simulates the hardware of a i486 compatible PC with a
sound card and VGA graphics. It also provides a built-in DOS-like
operating system substitute.

The CPU

The upper performance limit of DOSBox depends upon the ove-
rall processing power of the host machine. Using some subjec-
tive testing, I estimated that my modest single core 1.7GHz AMD
equipped PC allows DOSBox to emulate a PC equivalent in per-
formance to a low-end 486. This makes a game like Doom, for
example, very playable.

In theory, there is no limit to how fast the emulated PC could go
if you had a sufficiently powerful computer on which to run it.
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PC CPUs

• The original IBM PC used an Intel 8088 pro-
cessor, and later desktop PC clones used Intel
80186, 80286, 80386, i486 and then Pentium
processors.

• The 286 was the most popular chip from the
early 80s until 386 started to overtake it in the
middle of the decade. The 486 took over as
the dominant chip at the beginning of the 90s
and the Pentium took over from the mid 90s
onwards.

DOSBox has two modes of CPU emulation: “Normal” and “Dy-
namic”. Normal mode is slower but more rigorously compatible.
Dynamic mode gives the emulator a considerable speed boost but
might break compatibility with some games.

When running vintage games, a facility to slow down the emu-
lator is often important. Many older games were designed in a
short-sighted manner, and as a result, run too quickly on later ma-
chines. So for example, some games that were created for a 286
class machine ran unreasonably quickly on a 386. In DOSBox, a
key combination is used to “throttle” or slow down the emulator.

The memory game

DOS based PCs had quite a complicated memory layout, and as a
result, the DOS gamer had to become an expert in memory confi-
guration.

As DOSBox automatically simulates the different memory stan-
dards, nearly every game should find enough memory of the type
that it needs, without any manual configuration of the emulator.
This is another advantage of playing games in DOSBox rather than
on the real hardware.
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Graphics support

DOSBox emulates all of the common graphics adaptors from the
early four colour CGA all the way through VGA and up to Super-
VGA. This comprehensive graphics adaptor support means that
DOSBox can accommodate everything from the earliest PC games
to the final DOS releases.

As an aside, it’s worth noting that in the early days of PC ga-
ming, other, cheaper home computers were ahead of the PC in
terms of graphics power.

Graphics scalers

DOSBox is even able to improve upon the original graphics qua-
lity. It supports a number of methods that intelligently increase the
resolution of the original source graphics. These filters are referred
to as scalers. The choice of scaler type represents a trade-off bet-
ween performance impact and quality. These scalers are far better
than the texture blur effects of earlier technologies and honestly do
give the impression of extra detail.

This is another advantage of using emulation as opposed to run-
ning the game on the real hardware.

Sound

The first PCs had support for a simple monophonic sound gene-
rator connected to an internal speaker. As with the graphics, the
sound capabilities on early PCs were inferior to most home com-
puters of the time. Manufacturers were quick to develop add on
cards that improved the sound quality.

The most important cards emulated by DOSBox are:

• Ad Lib–A very successful early standard. This card offered
facilities for synthesised music and simple sound effects.

• Sound Blaster–This card was, effectively, the successor to
the Ad Lib sound card as the standard card for PC gaming.
It featured basic digital sample playback in addition to all of
the facilities of an Ad Lib card.
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• Sound Blaster 16–Improvements in sound quality.

• MIDI pass-through–the MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital
Interface) support of DOSBox allows you to route the sound
of a game into an external MIDI synthesiser or a high quality
software synthesiser on the host operating system.

DOSBox emulates all of these cards along with some other, obs-
cure cards so the user has to decide which card to use.

If the game supports it, any of the Sound Blaster cards are a
better pick than the Ad Lib because they have all of the facilities
of the Ad Lib. The Sound Blaster 16 was widely supported in later
games and had all of the facilities of the original Sound Blaster
and the Ad Lib. If the game supports MIDI for its musical output,
this has the potential to be of the highest quality.

Note that DOSBox emulates a PC that has all of these sound
cards installed at the same time. Most DOS games come with a
setup utility to tell the game which sound card to support. It’s up
to the user to use this utility to configure the game.

As for quality, the sound support is top notch. Back in the day,
I spent many hours using the real sound cards, and I can confirm
that the simulation offered by DOSBox is very accurate indeed.
Most of the old sound cards were quite poor from an electrical
standpoint, so it’s quite possible that DOSBox’s output through a
good quality modern card could exceed the quality of the original
device.

Tip: If the sound breaks up during gameplay, try throttling the
emulator by a few percent. This frees up some resources on your
computer for sound generation.

DOS

DOSBox provides a built-in version of DOS that is similar enough
to classic DOS to run most games. This DOS replacement provides
a considerable subset of the features of authentic DOS alongside
some extra features that directly control the emulator.
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DOSBox in use

When the emulator first starts up, it presents a familiar DOS prompt
along with some helpful start-up information.

Figure 11.1: DOSBox starting up under Kubuntu Linux

Games are loaded in the same way that they were in the old
days: using the standard DOS file management commands, the
user navigates to the directory that contains the game files and then
types the name of the program file.

Controlling the emulator

Control of the emulator itself is achieved through special DOS
commands, key combinations, and a configuration file. This is one
of the few shortcomings of DOSBox, as most emulators now offer
a more sophisticated GUI. For example, it’s possible to become a
bit stuck if one allows the emulator to grab both the keyboard and
the mouse at the same time, as there is no way of knowing the key
combination needed to release the mouse!

The developers were forced to make choices between improving
ease of use and adding features that allow more games to run, and
I wouldn’t describe DOSBox as an awkward program to use. Ho-
wever, it’s undeniable that some other emulators make DOSBox’s
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runtime control and configuration features seem old-fashioned.

Front ends

The relative terseness of the user interface experience has promp-
ted a number of third parties to develop various front-end utili-
ties. These front-ends typically give a user-friendly interface to
the configuration of DOSBox and the management of a game col-
lection. Utilities such as DOS Shell3 give simple point and click
access to game launching. In addition to global configuration and
game launching, DOS Shell can associate each game with its own
custom settings.

Figure 11.2: The DOS Shell front end running under Windows

As GUI launchers for DOSBox exist for nearly every supported
platform, some might argue that the DOSBox developers are right
to concentrate on core functionality rather than a pretty user inter-
face. Unfortunately, none of the GUI front ends can offer much
run-time control over the emulator.

The command line interface

Typing
3Not to be confused with the old MS-DOS file manager of the same name–

http://www.loonies.narod.ru/dosshell.htm
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intro

at the command prompt gives the user a few pages of helpful in-
formation about the use of DOSBox.

One of the first things most users will want to do is to point
DOSBox towards the directory that contains their DOS games.
Mapping a DOSBox virtual drive to a real directory on the host
machine is achieved by using the mount command.

Using Linux, the command sequence

mount c ~/dos_games

maps the the directory dos_games in my home directory to the C
drive in the emulator.

The command

mount

also also allows the user to setup CD ROM access from within the
emulator. This mapped CD ROM drive can be an actual, physical
CD ROM drive, a directory on your hard disk or an ISO dump of a
CD ROM. DOSBox can also mount floppy and hard disk images.

The documentation covers the use of the mount command, along
with the other DOSBox commands.

Save states

The second feature that DOSBox is missing is the ability to ma-
nage save-states. Some emulators have a facility to freeze the emu-
lation and to save the state of the emulator to a file. Later, the user
can restore the save-state and continue from where he or she left
off.

Some might argue that, as there were no practical limits on game
saving imposed by PC hardware, a game that does not allow the
player to arbitrarily save represents a deliberate design choice by
the game developer. Still, it’s a useful facility to have.
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Getting the games

Before you can make any real use of DOSBox, you must obtain
some games. Unfortunately, in nearly all cases, it is impossible
to buy brand-new copies of DOS-era games, and such games can
only be bought from suppliers of second hand goods, such as eBay.

The DOSBox documentation goes into detail4 on the subject of
mounting actual physical media from within DOSBox.

Abandonware

If you can’t source a physical, second-hand copy of a game, ano-
ther option is to search for it online. Formally commercial software
that has been made available for free download is termed abandon-
ware, and abandonware games occupy a legal grey area. However,
most software companies turn a blind eye to what are, technically,
violations of copyright when it concerns games that no longer have
any commercial value.

A Google search for the title of the game along with the word
“Abandonware” is often a good starting point when searching for
specific game.

If you’re not looking for a specific game, there are many sites,
such as The Home Of The Underdogs5 and C-DOS Abandonware6

that contain catalogued and rated collections of games for brow-
sing and direct download.

What I wouldn’t run on DOSBox

As good as DOSBox is, there are certain games that I would use
other methods to run.

4http://www.dosbox.com/wiki/MOUNT
5http://www.the-underdogs.info/
6http://www.cdosabandonware.com/
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Adventure games

ScummVM7 and Free SCI8 are two emulators dedicated to running
the point and click graphical adventure games created by Lucas
Arts and Sierra. These specialised emulators are less resource in-
tensive than DOSBox as they simulate only the functions needed
to run the game rather than emulating an entire computer. They
also have some extra features and a user interface tailored to the
running of that specific class of game.

ScummVM even has some support for games that were not made
by Lucas Arts, so if you’re thinking of running a point and click
adventure, it might be worth looking these two up before trying
the game in DOSBox.

If text adventures are your thing, it might be worth searching on
the Internet to see if there is a dedicated emulator for the game that
you want to run. The actual programming behind a text adventure
is relatively simple, and as a result, most companies used one of
a few different interpreters for their games. Most of the common
interpreters have been rewritten and updated and are available as
free software. As with the graphical adventure emulators, these
emulators are relatively lightweight and offer some enhancements
specific to the class of games that they are designed to run.

First person shooters

A number of the classic, first person shooters have had their en-
gines rewritten to make them run on modern computers. Game en-
gine updates exist for Doom, Duke Nukem 3D and Quake, amongst
others. As is the case with adventure game interpreters, reworked
game engines for first person shooters generally contain many en-
hancements over the original game.

Windows games

Some people have had success in installing Windows within DOS-
Box. However, I wouldn’t recommend using DOSBox for running

7http://www.scummvm.org/
8http://freesci.linuxgames.com/
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Windows games. To run Windows games from within an emu-
lated environment, I would recommend looking up an emulator
such as Qemu9 or VMware10. These emulators offer better per-
formance than DOSBox when it comes to running Windows. As
I stated above, DOS games need accurate emulation of real PC
hardware; Windows games don’t care about the details of the un-
derlying hardware as they benefit from hardware abstraction.

As earlier generations of Windows games are beginning to falter
under newer versions of Windows, even Windows users might be
able to make good use of emulators such as these.

Conclusion

DOSBox was created to to enable people to play DOS era games
on a modern system. Without something like DOSBox, many of
these games would only be accessible to people willing to acquire
and maintain a vintage PC.

As well as enabling the games to run, DOSBox can even en-
hance the original games while running them within a protected,
modern environment. Although speed isn’t the main focus of DOS-
Box, even computers that are a few years old should be fast enough
to run all but the final DOS-era games.

DOSBox does a nearly perfect job apart from the two, relatively
minor criticisms that I outlined above: the user interface could
be a bit more sophisticated, and save states would be a welcome
feature.

DOSBox is available from the DOSBox website11.

Retrospective

This longish article was was a lot of work but good fun to write
as retro-computing is a particular interest of mine. I managed to

9http://fabrice.bellard.free.fr/qemu/
10http://www.vmware.com/
11http://www.dosbox.com/
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go a bit deeper into the issues than a mere product review. It was
kind of Tony to commission the article at the length that he did.
Articles like this one are a tough sell to editors because it is clearly
written by an enthusiast, for fellow enthusiasts. Hopefully, retro-
gaming geeks appreciate the extra depth, but the non-obsessive
might consider it to be laboured.

Another problem with writing software reviews is that it can be
a bit thankless. As soon as you select an application to review,
you have limited your audience to people who are interested in
that area of computer use. When people come across a well writ-
ten product review, they are unlikely to pass it around much or
DIGG it up into the stratosphere. In contrast, a well-conceived,
topical top ten article can capture the current mood of the reader-
ship and result in lots of praise and feedback. As traffic analysis
becomes more sophisticated and takes a bigger role in editorial de-
cision making[8], one has to hope that editors recognise the value
of this less glamorous but equally important side of tech writing.
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document editor (2007)

Originally published: 27th Feb 2007
Publisher: OS News
Original URL: http://www.osnews.com/story/17373/

“I enjoyed the article and have bookmarked it for pas-
sing on to others. ” – John Kane, LYX user mailing
list.

Introduction

LYX1 is an open source, structured document creation system. Oc-
cupying a position somewhere between a word processor and a
mark up editor, LYX is designed to meet the needs of professional
and academic writers by allowing them to focus on their content
rather than on formatting and layout. It achieves this by eschewing
some of the WYSIWYG conventions of a word processor

The current stable version of LYX is the recently released 1.4.4.
However, on the 21st of Feb 2007, the team released the first beta
of 1.5.02. The project website supplies official builds for Linux,
Mac OS X and Windows. Other users can, of course, build from
source.

LYX is a very powerful program and contains too many features
to list here. In truth, in an article of this length, I wouldn’t even
be able to cover most of the new features of 1.5.0. Instead of an
exhaustive feature list, I’ll give you an overview of some of the
features that I make use of in my day to day usage.

1http://www.lyx.org/
2As of June 2008, they’re readying 1.6.0 for release.
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An overview of LYX

The driving concept behind LYX’s approach to structured docu-
mentation is the separation of content and formatting. LYX proba-
bly isn’t the tool for every type of writing, but where is shines is
for the creation of documents such as reports, articles and books.

The separation of content and formatting.

Hand editing mark-up such as HTML in a text editor would be an
extreme example of separation of content and formatting. When
editing markup in this way, the user uses tags to specify the format-
ting, knowing that the finished document will look very different
from the source code.

Most word processors represent the other extreme as they at-
tempt to give the user a WYSIWYG representation of the docu-
ment while the user is editing it. Ideally, the user shouldn’t be
overly concerned with layout and formatting while he or she is
creating the content.

One weakness of the WYSIWYG approach to document crea-
tion is that the writer must use the same font and layout on-screen
that they intend to use for the finished document. For example, I
prefer to use a sans-serif font with a grey background for text edi-
ting, but I prefer the look of a serif font on a printed page. This
sort of editing environment is easy to setup in LYX.

Another weakness of WYSIWYG becomes apparent on projects
in which the finished document will need to be transformed from
one format to another. In most word processors, the user is free to
add formatting that has no real meaning in relation to the content.
Such inconsistencies might not even be apparent when editing the
document. However, features such as extra spaces and carriage
returns are interpreted literally by conversion programs, with po-
tentially baffling results for the reader of the document.
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WYSIWYM

As I said earlier, LYX strikes a slightly different balance to that of
a word processor when it comes to the relationship between layout
and content.

LYX sits on top of a well-established publishing markup lan-
guage called LATEX. Don’t worry, even though it’s mark-up un-
derneath, LYX does reflect things such as font size and weight,
visually, onscreen in much the same way as word processor.

In typical LYX usage, the user need not be exposed to the raw
markup language. For example, I use LYX for all my writing, and
yet don’t know any LATEX.

The user can enter actual Latex into the document (ERT - Evil
Red Text, as LYX calls it) in order to access less common features
such as starting a numbered list with a value other than 1. LATEX
is vast and the chances are, if there is something you want to do in
terms of typesetting, there is a way of doing it within Latex.

LATEX is extensible and there exist many add-ons to do unusual
things. For example, if you were writing an academic report for a
journal with some weird formatting requirements, you’d probably
be able to find a latex class that can support it.

As the LYX editor is not focused around document layout, the
text wraps to window size. This means that you don’t have to work
full screen all of the time. This comes in handy when, for example,
I am taking notes from a web page.

I’m not much of a mathematician myself but even I have, on
occasion, made some small use of the powerful, integrated mathe-
matical editor.

The structured approach

As it sits on top of markup, LYX imposes some restrictions, in
terms of document layout. For example, in LYX, the purpose of a
carriage return is to end a paragraph and start a new one. Conse-
quently, if the user hits return a second time, nothing happens. This
is because, in LYX, a carriage return is used to mark the end of a
paragraph, rather than to create extra white space.
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This might seem restrictive at first, but like a lot of structured
approaches to creative things, it is a truism that if you can’t state
why you wanted to add an element–or in other words what its mea-
ning was–it’s usually an indication that the idea was not as well
conceived as it should have been. When you need a special piece
of formatting, impose that as part of the style of the document. It
might have been obvious, to you, what you meant by some ad hoc
formatting, but it might not be as obvious to the person who has to
use your document.

Document structure

The basic unit of composition in LYX is the paragraph. Every ele-
ment of the document is contained within a paragraph. Each para-
graph has, associated with it, a style. For example, a section title
is a paragraph with the style of “section”.

As you might expect, there are styles for things like quote, quo-
tation, bullet lists and description of terms paragraphs.

The user is able to browse the document structure in the docu-
ment overview. LYX features a drop down menu-based structure
browser that looks a bit like a dynamically generated version of
the bookmarks menu of a web browser.

Figure 12.1: The section browsers of 1.5.x. (the pop-up has been reim-
plemented as a side-bar in 1.6.x)

In addition to this, LYX offers a pop up browser dialogue. With
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the advent of 1.5.0, the developers have added the much requested
feature of allowing the user to move sections up and down in order
to move whole sections around the document. Sections can also
be promoted or demoted from within this dialogue.

If the user chooses, the chapters, parts, sections, subsections and
subsections can be automatically numbered.

Graphics and tables

When adding a table or graphic figure, you can insert directly into
the document. However, a better use of LYX functionality is to in-
sert the table or figure into a floating frame. Such a floating frame
can be moved about the document by the typesetting algorithm
when the finished document is generated. Don’t worry, the rea-
der won’t loose the table or frame as an anchor can be attached to
it so that when the text says something like “see figure #6 for an
example”, LYX can add something along the lines of “,in section
3.2 on page 32” or “on the next page” to the finished document.

Support for file formats

One of LYX’s strengths is its support for different file formats.

Output formats

Being based upon mark-up, LYX is particularly adept at expor-
ting to other mark-up based formats such as HTML. You can add
nearly any format to LYX, as a export format, as long as you have
a command line tool to convert it to a LATEX.

For example, I have my LYX setup so that I can output modern
CSS HTML or 2.0 HTML, depending on what I need. To do this
I added a “file format” that I call “HTML (modern)”. I then added
a “converter” called “latex to HTML”. I associated with this, the
command line

htlatex $$i

(htlatex is a command line tool for converting between html and
latex). I went through a similar procedure when adding an exporter
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Figure 12.2: The converter dialogue

for HTML 2.0. I use HTML 2.0 in cases in which the submission
procedure for an article specifies that only a small subset of basic
tags can be used.

If you can find a tool to convert a format from Latex, you should
be able to add it as a converter for use with LYX. As standard, LYX
is set up to export a handful of common formats such as HTML,
PDF and RTF. This is how I like to work with the program, and
personally, if the developers were to remove printing functionality
from them program, I wouldn’t miss it.

When outputting to a format such as postscript or PDF, the layout
is handled by the time-served TEX engine. This engine gives the
finished document a polished, professional look that is uncannily
like that of a text book.

Input formats

With input formats, things get even better. You can setup conver-
ters in order to allow you to import different document types. Ho-
wever, it gets better still as you can set up converters that allow
you to actually incorporate various files into LYX.
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For example, I like creating my diagrams in Inkscape. Unfortu-
nately, LYX doesn’t come with SVG support built in. To remedy
this, I added the file type and some converters. Subsequently, I can
now add SVG diagrams directly into the document. To be rendered
onscreen, LYX converts to into a bitmap format. When exporting
to PDF, it converts the source file into a vector format that the PDF
converter understands.

If you can find a tool to convert your file into EPS (encapsulated
postscript), you can work with it directly in LYX.

External tools and extensions

For some functionality, LYX requires the assistance of external
tools.

One example of this would be when making use of a BibTEX
format bibliography database. For example, if I wanted to cite the
source of a quotation, I first click on the “insert citation” icon. Ha-
ving done this, I can then search within and select an entry from
the database as my source. Different academic disciplines have
different conventions for citation format but I have LYX setup so
that it places a number within square brackets. At the end of the
document, LYX can place a key to all of the citations in the docu-
ment.

Figure 12.3: Using a bibliography manager in conjunction with LYX
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However, to actually insert an entry into the BibTEX database,
an external tool must be used. This means that the same BibTEX
database can be used between multiple documents and with any
piece of software that understands the format. There are a lot of
BibTEX tools available but I use a KDE app called KBib.

Document classes

Another way that LYX can be expanded is through the use of do-
cument classes. As supplied, LYX comes with document classes
for various types of book, report, article and some esoteric formats
such as those that adhere to various scientific and academic journal
specifications. In addition, it also comes with a screenplay and a
stage-play class.

The Community

LYX is widely used and has great community supporting it. Check
out the mailing list archive on the website. If you have a problem
that you can’t answer via the documentation, the user mailing list
should be your next stop. In addition, whenever I have interacted
with the developers, I have found them to be helpful and genuinely
interested in user opinions.

I think that the quality of a support community is an important
feature that is often overlooked when people are assessing a new
piece of software.

New in 1.5.x

LYX is so big that that it contains many features that I will pro-
bably never visit, although their omission might have been a deal-
breakers for other people. The new Unicode support would be an
example of such a feature. That said, I might benefit from Uni-
code support in the future if it enables interoperability with new
third-party tools.

As I said above, within this overview, I am only able to scratch
the surface of the new features, but the ones that I am particularly
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looking forward to exploring include: the glossary support, the
enhanced table support, the aforementioned enhancements of the
section browser and the new tabbed interface.

The GUI has had a revamp for 1.5.x and it now makes use of
QT4. The 1.4.x series had somehow lost some of its GUI speed
when compared with 1.3.x. The developers were aware of this and
have solved the performance problems that had gradually crept in.

In general, while writing this article in the 1.5.x beta, it seems
that every menu and toolbar features an enhancement of some sort.

Shortcomings

Obviously, LYX isn’t suitable for every type of document creation.

Strict formatting

LYX is designed for the creation of documents such as reports, ar-
ticles and books. I would probably use something else if I were
creating a leaflet, for example. Journals and such have been crea-
ted with Latex, but given the task of creating a print magazine,
I would be more inclined to use Open Office or perhaps even a
fully-fledged DTP package.

In general, one is often better doing things “the LYX way” rather
than working against LYX in terms of formatting.

Quirky user interface

It has to be said that LYX is a bit quirky in comparison with a
standard word processor. LYX ships with document classes such
as letter and CV but I doubt that even the most experienced word
processor veteran would be able to create documents of those types
without making use of the LYX manual.

I think that too much is made of GUI consistency these days.
For an application that is designed for occasional, casual use, a
user interface that complies with standard conventions is a must.
However, in the case of an application that is going to be used for
long periods of time, for serious work, I think that a user interface
that requires some learning time is acceptable. This is why people
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who do actual content creation favour features such as keyboard
shortcuts.

In Summary

LYX certainly isn’t a “do everything” text editor but I think that it’s
a shame that more people don’t know about it. It’s also a shame
that there isn’t more corporate interest in developing it. I’m left
wondering what tools big organisations actually use to create their
documentation. Hand written mark-up? A word processor?

A tool like LYX creates allows content creators to concentrate on
what they should be concentrating on: the creation of content. As
needed, the documents can be reliably exported to whatever format
is needed at the time. The beauty of LYX, is that you can create
all of your content from within one piece of software, regardless
of the eventual output format.

Retrospective

This article did its job as it was well received by existing LYX
users and those who had either never tried LYX or who had only
tried an outdated version. In fact, a few people mentioned, in the
comments, that they had decided to give LYX a try as a result of
the article.

It was one of my early articles and I decided to experiment with
the idea of writing an article in a morning. This unusual for me as
I’m not a particularly fast writer and I usually like to write things
in multiple passes. If you read my notes on my approach to article
writing3, you’ll see how at odds with my usual work-flow this is.
On reflection, as I didn’t have a deadline, I should have let it rest
for a day and then given it a tweak before sending it off.

LYX is one of my favourite freeware tools and I try to use for as
much of my writing as I can. If you’re wondering what its output

3See Introduction on page 11
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is like, wonder no more as this book was created entirely in LYX4.
As I write this, Linux.com have just published5 my overview

of the pre-release version of LYX 1.6. Unfortunately, it will have
to go into the next book as Linux.com require exclusive use of an
article for three months.

4See the Production Notes on page 191 for more details.
5http://www.linux.com/feature/145635
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Part IV

Gender politics
Andrew

I always say that every
four imaginary girlfriends
counts as a real one.
Using that metric, I’ve
had about an average
number of girlfriends for
someone my age.





13. Defining equality (2007)

“You think I have no feelings, and that I can do wi-
thout one bit of love or kindness; but I cannot live so:
and you have no pity.”–Jane Eyre[9]

Originally published: Feb 2007 (written)
Publisher: Self-published on website
Original URL: http://www.unmusic.co.uk/ge/article-defining-equality/

Introduction

What do I mean when I say that men are women are equal? What
do I mean by equal?

Sexual dimorphism

Are men and women physically equal? I would say, obviously not.
The scientific term for the differences between the male and female
of a species is sexual dimorphism. Although different, beyond
sexual and reproductive parts, the bodies of male and female hu-
man beings are fairly comparable; the differences between the
sexes in some animals is considerable. Believe me, men and wo-
men’s bodies are physically different–I’ve seen pictures in books
and on the Internet.

Average man (even average geek man) is a bit stronger than ave-
rage woman. In terms of an activity such as climbing Everest, men
would typically perform the job a bit better. Same goes for weight
lifting or boxing.

So, in purely physical terms, I would say that men and women
are not equal. Having said that, they are somewhat comparable in
terms of everyday tasks that fall bellow the upper limits of endu-
rance and strength. The physical aspects of operating a computer
would be an example of a practical task for which there would be
almost no difference between male and female ability.
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Mental ability

This begs the question, in what ways are men and women equal?
If not physically, are they mentally equal?

The first difficulty facing an attempt to determine if men and wo-
men are equal is that we are making a determination about quanti-
tative things. To determine if two things are equal, we must assign
a value to them first.

Another difficulty facing any investigation into the parity of male
and female mental ability is that what is being measured is not very
apparent in practical terms. Physical strength is fairly easy to mea-
sure but mental ability is more elusive.

Measuring intelligence

All mental activity can be divided into two categories: intellec-
tual and emotional. Of the two, intellectual ability is the easier to
measure. I used the word easier but there is nothing easy about
the task of measuring intelligence. Such a study is always fraught
with difficulties and the outcome controversial. And rightly so. In-
telligence testing falls within the scope of psychology and within
psychology, there is no universally accepted intelligence metric.

Before attempting to estimate intelligence, one must first define
what intelligence actually is.

For example, a person suffering from an extreme form of au-
tism might find everyday tasks difficult. However, some people,
with some types of autism, exhibit a savant capability when pre-
sented with specific types of task. Occasionally, a person with au-
tism might have, for example, a greatly developed mathematically
faculty. The abilities of such a person might even extend to being
able to do very well at the sorts of task that make up an IQ test.
So, if a person scores very well on an IQ test, demonstrates great
ability on a mathematics test but can’t dress or wash themselves or
understand the plot of a soap opera, are they intelligent?

There is a further difficulty in measuring intelligence: Even
if psychology were to solve the problem of defining what intel-
ligence is, there would be no instrument that can take a perfect
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measurement of that quality. The answers on a perfectly filled out
test are not intelligence, we would hope that they are the product
of an intelligent mind. Whatever intelligence is, it is the product
of an internal process and we can only measure the results.

What if I took such a test and when I was tired or nervous?
“Only the mediocre mind is constantly at its best”, as someone
once said. What if I wanted to get a low score, for some reason?

In summary:

• There is no universally accepted definition of what intelli-
gence actually is.

• Of the qualities that we tend to consider indicative of intel-
ligence, all measurements are indirect.

This raises the question, is there any hope of arriving at an ans-
wer to the question of whether men and women are of comparable
intellectual ability? I would say that the problem of reaching a
qualified conclusion is not insurmountable. We can start by esti-
mating the type of activity might be good indicator of intellectual
ability. Is the result of such a line of enquiry an indisputable one?
Of course not, that’s why I said that it was a qualified conclusion.

Academic achievement ought to be a good test of intellectual
ability. Examining the statistics for academic achievement in the
UK, we find that male and female results, at all levels, are broadly
comparable. Actually, the academic results for females in all age
groups now average higher than males.

Returning to the main topic of the article, this fact leads us to in-
teresting point in itself: have we already, in one fell swoop, found
the answer to the question of whether men and women have the
same level of intelligence? The answer is no.

As already stated, academic achievement is not a perfect mea-
sure of intelligence, it’s just a convenient one that seems as good as
any other. In the UK, there is a correlation between the academic
achievement of a child and his or her economic background. If I
were make the statement:

Level of academic achievement is the definitive mea-
sure of intelligence.
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I would also be asserting that rich people must therefore be more
intelligent than poor people. It would take a lot to convince me
that there is a biological, rather than environmental difference that
has caused this discrepancy. Add to this, there have been times
in history in which men did far better than women, academically;
if the above principle were to be accepted, we would also be im-
plying that men used to be more intelligent but now women are
more intelligent.

What if we had chosen something else as our measure of intel-
ligence, such as the number of technological inventions per year?
Using this as our measurement variable, it would seem that men
are far more intelligent.

By making some estimations about what intelligence is and what
might be a good indicator of intelligence we can reach a conclu-
sion that might serve as a rough, qualified answer: it would seem
that male and female human beings are probably fairly comparable
in terms of how intelligent they are. Women sometimes seem to be
ahead, and on other occasions, men seem to be ahead of women.
What differences there are seem to be dependant on social factors
and environment rather than intrinsic differences; if the differences
were biologically intrinsic, why would they alter according to so-
cial and environmental factors?

In conclusion: whatever differences there are, they must be small.

Emotional ability

Measuring emotional capacity is even more difficult than measu-
ring intelligence. In common with intelligence, emotional capacity
is the product of internal processes so cannot be directly measured.
Any observations made of emotional sensibilities are clouded by
social and cultural factors. Each day I am told, by TV programs
and magazine articles that my romantic sensibilities are curtailed
compared to those of a woman. Just like I’m told that my only
interests in life are beer, football and sex.

Being practical, there is almost no way of measuring emotion. I
am assured by most mainstream, feminist-aligned media that I am,
as a man, the lesser of a woman in terms of my emotional capa-
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city. That doesn’t tally with my own experiences of life. When I
observe other men, they seem to have emotion. They seem to do
things like falling in love and experiencing emotional pain. So the
only two reliable guides that I have, my observations of other men
and my personal experiences of life, seem to confirm that men are
not emotionally unsophisticated. Indiana Jones and James Bond
are, but they aren’t real.

Psychology

Hang on though, isn’t it a fact that we are always hearing stories
in the media about a new discovery in psychology that proves that
men and women are different on some neurological level?

The idea that there is an intrinsic difference between men and
women that determines their behaviour is called biological essen-
tialism. This is where I employ a rather non-scientific faculty: that
of faith. I’m sure that men and women are equals in all mental
things. Whenever there is a stark difference between male and
female capabilities there is always a fitting social, rather than bio-
logical, explanation that perfectly fits the facts.

If someone tells me that women can’t be as good at computer
programming as men, or that crime is the product of male biology,
I need only find an example of a single good computer programmer
or criminal who is a woman to disprove the assertion.

For example, in 1985 it would have seemed manifestly appa-
rent that men’s brains seemed more suited to technical IT work.
In 2007, a greater number of women do good work as computer
programmers. So, if the condition of women not being very good
at computer programming is brought about by some biological de-
terminer, did the biology of women change over the course of 22
years?

Psychology, neurology and the media

The media often tells us about new discoveries, ones that prove
that men and women are significantly neurologically different. On
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the whole, they are entertaining nonsense.
Psychology is not an exact, definitive science like physics. Wi-

thin psychology there are many competing schools. Each year,
thousands of papers are written by researchers. There is a saying
that “even a stopped clock tells the right time twice a day”, and
this can be readily applied to the relationship between sociological
and psychological researchers and the press.

The strange affair of the Corpus callosum

A good example of a fad discovery can be found by looking up
something called the Corpus callosum. Basically, in 1982, a set
of researchers discovered that an area of the brain, called the Cor-
pus callosum, was larger in women. This piece of neurological
material joins together the left and right hemisphere of the brain.

The media leapt on this discovery and began to conjecture on it’s
meaning. The prevailing view was that this difference might give
women an advantage in what is sometimes termed, multi-tasking,
the ability to concentrate on more than one task at once. This sup-
ported the notion that men might be better at pursuing a singular
task and that a woman’s strength might be in the pursuit of a more
eclectic agenda. Much was made of the concept of left-right brain
lateralisation. Logically, it was reasoned, the larger Corpus callo-
sum must give a woman a greater balance between emotional and
logical sides of her brain.

This folk explanation, that has never been ratified by scientific
proof, is still prevalent within the minds of much of the general
public. It’s even made it through to some text books.

In the mid 90s, another set of researchers began to re-examine
the issue of the Corpus callosum. They discovered that–wait for
it–the Corpus callosum is larger in men than in women. The bulk
of all current scientific opinion supports the view that the Corpus
callosum is (absolutely or relatively) larger in men[10].1 Perhaps

1It’s also worth noting that early discoveries about brain lateralisation have been
challenged by recent findings. Certainly, the popular conception of a com-
pletely polarised division between left and right brain functions has been de-
preciated by modern research.[11]
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this difference endows men with extra ability in certain tasks? Of
course not, that would be sexist.

I’m sure that in the 1950s the press would announce that a new
finding had been made that proved that women’s brains were more
suited to domestic work and family life. Basically, the press pick
and choose reports that back up the status quo while providing
some entertainment for their readership. Notice that differences
that they report never have a conclusion that would show that wo-
men would be less suited for any kind of activity or occupational
role.

Retrospective

Originally, this essay was the opening part of a longer article that
was not widely published. I’ve chopped the article into two (see
next article) and removed some of the theoretical work as it had
become dated.

Gender politics is a particular interest of mine and will be the
subject of my next book.
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14. A look at two gender
tech articles (2007)

Originally published: Feb 2007 (written)
Publisher: Self-published on website
Original URL: http://www.unmusic.co.uk/ge/

Background

Back in 2007, I took a look at look at two then current articles
about female involvement in software development. This is a slightly
updated and expanded version of that article.

The articles

As with a lot of feminism, both articles suffer from something that
I call a floating premise. In some parts of the article the subject is
the barriers which prevent women from entering into commercial
software development, and sometimes it’s the lack of female in-
volvement in FOSS1 development. When the switch is made, the
implication is that what is a reasonable assumption for one situa-
tion must also be applicable to the other.

My judgement of SCALE 5x: Women in Open Source is that it’s
a rant. On the other hand, in my humble opinion, The hidden engi-
neering gender gap is an interesting exploration of the issues that
ends with a conclusion that I find unsupportable. See the biblio-
graphical notes at the back of the book for the web links to the
original articles.

1Free and Open Source Software[12], a collaborative model of software deve-
lopment which is characterised by voluntary and unpaid contributions. The
Firefox web browser is a popular open source project.
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SCALE 5x: Women in Open Source2

I think that it’s fair to characterise the bias of this article[13] as
feministic. It’s an account of the (female) author’s observations
having attended some talks given by women on the subject of fe-
male involvement in open source.

One thing that this article overlooks (in common with similar ar-
ticles) is that an analysis of female involvement in FOSS provides
an opportunity to explore the broader issues of female involvement
in IT.

One of the attractive aspects of taking part in FOSS development
is the lack of barriers: there are no academic entry requirements
and you don’t have to “get the job”. So, for example, if I were to
make the following statement:

Women are less likely to choose a career in software
development because they are less likely to study com-
puter science at degree level.

we can test that statement by applying it to the world of open
source software development.

In FOSS development there exists a context in which:

1. people create software

2. there are no barriers in the form of educational entry requi-
rements

3. female involvement is minimal

In an activity for which a degree level education is not required,
female involvement is still minimal[14].

Let’s test another statement:

Male interest in IT is caused by the fact that they have
studied computer science.

Many men contribute to FOSS without a degree or with a degree in
something other than computer science[14][15]. In fact, the num-
ber of males who contribute to FOSS while under the age of 21 is

2http://www.thejemreport.com/content/view/300/
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greater than the total number of women who contribute[15]. So,
it’s reasonable to conclude that the phenomenon of female under-
involvement in open source software development cannot be cau-
sed by a lack of women studying computer science at degree level.

We could also use observations of FOSS to test a hypothesis
such as:

Men are attracted to software development careers as
they are relatively high salary compared to a job such
as being an infant school teacher.

Applied to the FOSS movement, we can see that there are lots
of men who take part in computer programming without financial
reward.

The hidden engineering gender gap3

The author of this article[16] has reached some of the same conclu-
sions as myself in regard to the problems that prevent more women
from becoming involved in IT. That is, for some reason, women (in
general) lack an interest in computer programming.

She says:

Everyone in professional or Open Source software de-
velopment has worked with countless male colleagues
who are essentially self-taught, lacking all or most
formal training in computer science, and in not a few
cases bereft of any post-secondary degree whatsoever.

and in the final paragraph of part 1, she moots some interesting
questions about the issue of women in IT:

What opportunities might be lost if we continue to do
nothing about the gender disparity in software engi-
neering, or simply wait for long-term educational ef-
forts to take root at some unspecified future date?

3http://www.venturebeat.com/contributors/2007/01/02/the-hidden-
engineering-gender-gap/
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However, no exploration of gender and the workplace has much
value if it only examines the conditions affecting one sex and not
the other. This amounts to what I term a deliberately non-inclusive
study. The real issue at hand is the problem of over or under-
representation of the two sexes in various areas of the world of
work. It is both immoral and counter productive to expend effort in
getting more women into computer programming while expending
no efforts to create more male infant school teachers, for example.

Part two of her article contains the real meat and the content that
I find more contentious.

Women seem to be disproportionately attracted to ca-
reers where they feel they can help others–for ins-
tance medicine (which of course requires rigorous,
highly competitive scientific training)–rather than ca-
reers that promise high pay or entrepreneurial possi-
bility.

Another explanation that fits the facts would be that women are not
forced into bread winning roles to the same extent as men. Most
women would feel no dishonour in taking a low hours, low respon-
sibility job. Women often demand a job that will fit around their
life aspirations. A woman might choose a career which allows her
to work a 26 hour week with flexi-time or to take a long-term sa-
batical.4 The majority of caring careers can accommodate these
demands.

It’s easy to see that a subject such as sociology is an “interes-
ting” subject compared to something like business studies. In her
book on statistics for the social sciences[18], author Frances Clegg
says:

Perhaps when you began your course in one of the
life sciences, you felt dismayed to discover that you
would have to start doing statistics.

[. . . ]

4For example, in the UK in 2007, the proportion of women working 16-30
hours a week is the same as the proportion of men working 45+ hours a
week: 30%[17]
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So why is now your bad luck that you now have to
start statistics–just when you thought that at last you
would be able to devote all your attention to a really
interesting subject?5

Many men would like to study a subject that would allow them to
pursue a career offering greater intrinsic rewards, such as working
with young children, but decide not to as such careers often don’t
guarantee a high salary.

In the final section of the article, the author begins to pursue a
course of reasoning that I find objectionable: that of affirmative
action.

She begins by stating that:

Faced with this unpalatable conclusion, we can choose
to blame the individuals; we can choose to put our
faith in long-term efforts; or we can choose to treat the
symptom without necessarily fixing the root causes.

That is a very rational assessment of the different possible ap-
proaches. Unfortunately–and surprisingly–she goes on to suggest
that we should treat the symptom without fixing the root causes.
The treatment that she moots is an affirmative action based pro-
gram of creating female orientated educational courses.

Affirmative action

Both of the articles favoured some sort of affirmative action pro-
gramme in higher education. The ploy here is the classic feminist
technique of non-inclusivity.

Women don’t need extra facilities to be put in place to encou-
rage them to study for a degree. In the academic period 2005-2006,
640,850 UK students obtained a higher education qualification at
degree level in the UK. That group consisted of a 58%-42% split
in favour of women (table 14.1 on the following page). The statis-
tics for North America are similar. In England and the US, more
women than men study at degree level.

5Emphasis hers
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women men total % fem.

1967-1968 49,598 120,012 169,610 29.2
1973-1974 68,595 135,006 203,601 33.7
1978-1979 90,937 155,056 245,993 37.0
1983-1984 103,605 148,633 252,238 41.1

1996-1997 1,756,179a 52.5

2005-2006 372,455 268,390 640,850b 58.1

Table 14.1: Higher education gender composition in the UK.[21] The to-
tals are the number of undergraduate students at that time,
apart from 1996-97 and 2005-06 (see notes).

aThis figure is all students in higher education[19]
bThis figure is number of higher education qualifications received[20]

Some people would argue that the current difference isn’t signi-
ficant. It’s worth noting that in 1984, 24 years ago at the time time
writing, the situation was the reverse of the current one (table 14.1),
as higher education students in UK were 41%-59% split in favour
of men. I wonder if the feminists of that era were willing to accept
the difference as insignificant?
The rhetoric of feminist activists on the subject of education never
begins with:

“Even though females get better results on average
than males at every level of education, and even
though more females attend university than males. . . ”

Instead, feminist polemic often makes it sound as though women
have, after years of struggle, finally won the right to start going to
university. As far back as 1969, 40 years ago, nearly 30% of all
university students were female. Statistics like that can be mislea-
ding because the numbers sound very low, but remember, we’re
talking about 30 out of 50, not 30 out of 100.

A belief in equality of the sexes and a desire for 50-50 represen-
tation in all areas and levels of education ought to go hand in hand,
but feminist rhetoric does exaggerate the difficulties that women
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Figure 14.1: Male-female representation studying social sciences at de-
gree level in UK in the year 2005-2006[22]. Note that male
representation in some social science subjects such as eco-
nomics is higher and that female representation is higher for
subjects such as social work.

have faced in the past. At the same time, such polemic typically
omits mention of the areas in which females are doing better than
males.

One counter-argument to that point would be that feminist acti-
vists only want the extra resources and privileges to reduce barriers
in subjects that are currently male-dominated. I consider that ar-
gument to be a weak one. Logically, if more women than men are
studying for a degree and women are under-represented in some
subjects, men must be under-represented in other subjects. Female
domination must be more common than male domination. Refer-
ring to the HESA website reveals that men are underrepresented
within, for example, the social sciences (see table 14.1).
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(a) Male and female involvement in pri-
mary (inc. nursery) and secondary
teaching. 1982: male involvement =
21% (pri.) and 55% (sec.) 2002: 16%
(pri.) and 45% (sec.)

(b) All teachers. 1982: 40% male 2002:
31% male

Figure 14.2: Male-female representation within teaching in the UK.
Years 1982-2002[23].

Anyone who truly believes in equality must also believe that
it would be for the betterment of society if men were better repre-
sented in jobs such as counselling and nursery school teaching (see
table 14.2). In fact, I think that this would have a greater affect on
society as a whole than getting more women to study IT. However,
I would accept as valid an initiative that identified areas in which
either sex was under-represented in an academic subject or work
role. Such a program could be extended to include race, perhaps.

It’s also worth noting that, at the time of writing, such affirma-
tive action programmes are being carried out in higher education.
Usually, the studies that justify the action are carried out by women
who are heads of female dominated subjects.

Some might say, “But, only a sociology lecturer could carry out
such a study, and they usually just happen to be feminist women.”
I would argue with that. Why not put the head of the mathematics
department in charge of such a study and see what the real gender
balance issues are?

Top geek technology site Slashdot covered a story about male-
female performance in mathematics[24]. The study featured a sub-
title of Standardized tests in the U.S. indicate that girls now score
just as well as boys in math. The Slashdot story summary read:
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For anyone who still believes that boys are better at
math than girls, a massive new study published today
in Science shows there’s no difference.[25]

The story was widely carried around the Internet. For example a
website called Feministing.com gave this summary, with the tags
“Education” and “Sexism”.

A new study, the largest of its kind, shows that girls
are equally as skilled in math as boys. (And the anti-
feminists cry.)

News site MSNBC took a similar line:

Sixteen years after Barbie dolls declared, “Math class
is tough!” girls are proving that when it comes to math
they are just as tough as boys.

[. . . ]

Parents and teachers persist in thinking boys are sim-
ply better at math, said Janet Hyde, the University
of Wisconsin-Madison researcher who led the study.
And girls who grow up believing it wind up avoiding
harder math classes.[26]

The study, carried out by five women6, and the subsequent me-
dia analysis both imply that as girls are not doing better than boys
in mathematics, the girls are being held back. The media cove-
rage forgets to mention girls do better than boys in the majority of
school subjects. Girls have averaged better than boys in the UK
school system for quite some time, for example7. Why do I get
the feeling that when girls start to do markedly better than boys in
mathematics, we will be told that girls’ brains are innately suited
for that type of activity in a way that boys’ brains are not?

6see bibliographical note[24] at the back of this book
7see table 14.3 on the following page
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Figure 14.3: Percentage of GCSE students obtaining five A grades or
more. Gender composition in the academic years 1994-95
and 2005-06.[27]

Feminism in the forums

A point that was raised in the SCALE 5x: Women in Open Source
article was that women apparently face barriers within the FOSS
development communities themselves. I quote:

Not only did the majority of the predominantly female
attendance agree with Peters’ compilations of data,
but several had appalling stories about men behaving
terribly toward them on free software mailing lists, in
IRC channels, and indeed even in real life at Linux
User Groups (LUGs).

[...]

One woman, close to tears, told a story of how she
was turned away from her first LUG meeting because
some jerk there told her that it was a Linux-related
gathering, not a singles event.

I’m certainly not going to call any of the women who related anec-
dotes lairs. However, the implication is that those experiences are
typical. The first thing that strikes me about those accounts is that
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they are not in keeping with my own experience. Indeed, I have
often observed women in technical forums receiving what I consi-
dered to be partial treatment.

Perhaps the anecdotes related by the conference attendees were
the product of misunderstanding? I don’t think that I’m being un-
fair when I say that feminists can sometimes be a bit, shall we say,
over-sensitive.

Surely, everyone has witnessed a user of a forum who makes a
fool of themselves and then storms off because no one else seems
to get it. I bet that most of us have at one time or another in our
online lives been the fool in that situation.

As with much feminism, her report isn’t very useful in scientific
terms. The data gathering method was that of “asking people”8.
At such an event, there would be an air of expectation that would
encourage a certain type of response. A question such as “Whom
here has been the victim of sexism in a technical forum?”, when
asked at a mini-convention about women’s issues in IT, is a leading
one.

Had I been sitting in the audience, would I have raised my hand,
stood up and said:

“Contributing to FOSS is often noble and altruistic.
Women benefit from this sort of work and yet contri-
bute very little. Given that there are no real barriers,
why don’t more women contribute or even start their
own projects? The only requirement for getting star-
ted is a computer with an Internet connection.”

Of course not. I would have been afraid of being booed out of the
room for being a sexist.

You can make some observations for yourself. Do you often
witness women being treated badly in technical forums? In the
case of such forums that have a rating system for comments, do
women normally have a lower score than men? Along these lines,
it’s worth noting that when the link to the SCALE 5x: Women in
Open Source article was published on the OS News website, some

8Self reporting in social science speak.
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women took part in the debate in the comments section. One thing
that I noticed about those women is that the average comment
score associated with each of their accounts was conspicuously
high. Surely, if women were always abused, ignored and overru-
led on tech forums, their average comment scores would be low
rather than high? Far from being a definitive study, such an ad-hoc
approach does at least contain a numerical element.

In the article, it is reported that Jean T. Anderson, an attendee of
the conference, stated that these were the main barriers to female
involvement in FOSS development:

• Women frequently don’t know how to get started with a pro-
ject.

• They are afraid of looking stupid.

• They don’t want to be flamed on the public mailing lists or
IRC.

• The feel that they do not speak English well enough to par-
ticipate.

• They are uncomfortable with publicly accessible and archi-
ved email lists.

• They are not comfortable “selling” their ideas to the group.

• Sexist jokes and demeaning comments create a negative at-
mosphere for women.

I say that each of those points is either simply a falsehood or a
claim that could be could be countered with, “it’s the same for
men.”

Strangely, the comments of Anderson seemed a bit confused
from that point onwards. The article first states that:

Anderson explained that these perceived barriers were
mostly unfounded fears, myths, and cultural preju-
dices, and proceeded to explain that in practice, there
were few things to fear[. . . ]
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which sounds sensible. But the article then goes on to say that:

Anderson charged us all to be intolerant of all com-
ments on free software development IRC channels and
mailing lists that demean women, reminding us that
such behaviour harms men as well as women.

So, in summary, this phenomena does not exist but it must be
confronted whenever it is encountered. It sounds to me as though
Anderson was trapped between representing the views of both fe-
minism and common sense at the same time.

Retrospective

This essay was, originally, the second half of a longer article that
I published on my website. Obviously it’s controversial stuff but
bear in mind that this article attracted less flack than the one that
argued that the iPhone wasn’t perfect. I’ve chopped the article
down and updated it for inclusion here. I would have loved to get
into salary rhetoric which forms the bulk of the counter-arguments
against a position like my own. Gender politics is the subject of
my next book, and salary rhetoric makes up the first half of the
chapter on the workplace.
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Part V

Humour
Steve

When we get back to the
dorm, we can pray to Linus
for advice. I’ve marked
the direction of Finland
on my wall.





15. Disadvantaged young
offenders given computer
crime tips (2008)

Originally published: May 2008
Publisher: TheSpoof.com
Original URL: http://www.thespoof.com/magazine/index.cfm?eID=2816

Disadvantaged young offenders given
computer crime tips

Police in Cambridgeshire are
backing a new scheme that they
hope will teach young offenders
the value of information techno-
logy. The project, called Com-
puters In Your Future, is the
brainchild of local social worker
Susan Grolies.

“I wanted to work with young
offenders because they tend
to be the people who need
the most help. But actually
being effective when helping
these people turn their fortunes
around is difficult. They’re very
defencive, and often find that
people are against them from
the start.”

“One of my first cases concer-
ned two young lads, two bro-
thers as it happens. They

were charged with breaking into
the house of an elderly couple.
While they were beating up the
couple, the woman unfortuna-
tely died.”
It wasn’t long before the police
got involved, and this is just the
sort of situation that piques Su-
san’s interest. She tried to help.
“I tried to set up a meeting with
the elderly gentleman. My plan
was to get everyone sat down
together in order to teach the
man that there was fault on both
sides.”
Unfortunately, Susan encounte-
red the kind of closed-minded
attitude that she has become
used to.
“The man told me that I was
mad and to get stuffed!”, she
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adds with a weary laugh.
This is typical of the uphill
struggle that a social worker
like Susan has to deal with
every day.
“You have to build up a thick
skin in this line of work. You
can just imagine what a rejec-
tion like that did to the self-
esteem of the two lads.”
There was some justice to be
had however as, before long, the
shoe was on the other foot. Su-
san was quick to report the man
for being so rude.
“I enjoyed reading his letter of
apology, but I knew that he was
only doing it because the police
made him. I do like to think that
he learnt a lesson on some level
though. Everyone likes telling
someone else off, but it’s a bit
different when you’re the one
who’s in trouble for a change.”
One has to wonder if, having fa-
ced so much resistance, Susan
sometimes thinks of throwing in
the towel?
“Sometimes I do feel like giving
up. Society has developed an
us and them mentality. People
don’t want to accept that when
something goes wrong with one
part of society, it means that
there is something going wrong
with the whole. People get very
hung up on who stole something

from them without wondering
why?”
Surely, there has to be some ac-
countability when a crime has
been committed? Susan disa-
grees.
“It’s labelling activities as good
and bad that causes a lot of
the problems in the first place.
These lads all suffer from low
self-esteem and come from im-
poverished backgrounds.”
After months of feeling like she
was getting nowhere, Susan had
an epiphany.
“The types of crime that these
kids are involved in are very ba-
nal – they steal a handbag or
vandalise a lift. In other words,
the crimes that they commit are
limited to their world. I wanted
to change that.”
The link that Susan made –
one that most politicians and
social policy makers overlook
– was that these kids had al-
most no involvement in white
collar crime. In other words,
by analysing the type of crime
that these young people were
excluded from, Susan was sud-
denly able to gain an insight
into the limitations they face.
She became determined to in-
volve young offenders in IT.
“The changes were immediate
and seemed almost too good to
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be true. I can think of one
young man who saw the po-
tential of the brand new com-
puter and Internet connection
almost straight away. Within
three weeks he went from so-
meone who had given up hope
of ever having a decent life to
being able to take his girlfriend
and three of his kids on holiday
for the first time. That was very
gratifying for me.”
An employee of the local coun-
cil, who did not wish to be na-
med, is less impressed with the
scheme.
“Those people love this scheme
because as soon as they get a
computer, they sell it to their
mates. It’s a right scam.”
Putting this to Susan, I once
again see a sigh that must be the
product of nearly two years of
having to champion her clients’
right to participate in the hi-tech
world.
“Attitudes like that are not very
helpful. These kids love their
free computers. Due to the
conditions that they live in, a
bigger problem is that the com-
puters keep getting stolen. This
happens all the time, and our
resources are strained, but we
usually manage to get them ano-
ther one.”
I was curious to know what

these people do with their com-
puter and Internet setup, so I as-
ked one of the kids. Susan’s
enthusiasm for the program is
matched only by his own.
“It’s great. Before, I was always
getting into trouble because I
had nothing to do all day – there
is nothing to do around here.
Now I spend most of my time
online, learning about the In-
ternet”, he says with a satisfied
smile.
I asked a local community Po-
lice officer, who also declined to
be identified, what he thought of
the program. He was also a sup-
porter.
“Already we’ve noticed a big
difference on the street. Susan’s
program helps us a lot. The
crimes that the kids are commit-
ting are now technically fraud,
so no longer our responsibility.
It’s freed up a lot of resources.”
The possibility of the kids using
the computers to transition over
to other, more serious types of
crime is another point that I put
to Susan, and I’m rewarded with
another knowing smile.
“I’m not going to get drawn into
labelling their activities as good
or bad. I don’t do that. It’s
not what the kids need, and it’s
not my job. What I do know
for sure is that many of them
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have started to think in much
bigger terms, when before, they
were only interested in petty
crime. Even if they are com-
mitting some crimes over the
Internet, once they have learnt
the computer skills they need,
they don’t get caught as often.
This actually helps because it
breaks the cycle of doing some-
thing wrong and getting blamed
for it.”
With so many people seemingly
unwilling to listen to her mes-
sage, I wonder who she counts
on to be her most constant sup-
porters?
“Apart from the kids themselves
and the local police? Many seg-
ments of the local community

have shown their appreciation
for what we’re trying to do. For
example, the local IT compa-
nies were fighting each other for
the contract to supply us with
the new computers. Obviously,
they wanted to make money, but
that was far from their primary
motivation.”
It seems that Susan is a wo-
man who wont be stopped in
her pursuit of her clients’ right
to dignity and opportunity. As
we were packing up, her mobile
phone rings, and she doesn’t
even notice when I say good-
bye. “Listen, I’m afraid that I’d
rather help them than tell them
off!”, is the last thing I hear her
shout.

Retrospective

I submitted this to the spoof news site The Spoof. It wasn’t a
paying job, but I thought it might be a useful exercise. On re-
flection, the project was badly conceived as I made the mistake of
writing it before studying the style of the other submissions. The
first strike against my article was that it was about twice as long
as the others. Secondly, it wasn’t written in the style of a news
paper article, so I couldn’t add it to the front page. This meant less
people saw the article and that people couldn’t comment on the
article.

I might have another go at one of these, but forearmed with more
knowledge about the site that I’m sending it to.
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LYX

This book was not created using desktop publishing software. Ins-
tead, I used LATEX front-end called LYX. See chapter 12 for an
introduction to LYX. Basically, LATEX is an ancient typesetting
system and LYX is a piece of software that makes makes LATEX
easier to use and more like a traditional word processor. LYX can
be a bit more complicated to use than a word processor, but geeky
people like me seem to get on with. Writing with LYX was a great
experience, and I’ll certainly be writing the next book using it. Ho-
wever, customising the page layout and document style was a bit
of a headache and meant learning a bit about LATEX. I’ll leave it
the reader to judge if the results of this approach are as good as
desktop publishing.

The articles themselves were all written in various versions of
LYX. They were gathered together into one document using LYX
1.5 but I have finished the book using an early version of LYX 1.6.

Other software used

At the end of some of the articles, I’ve included the mind map that
I used to plan the article. I did this as they attracted some positive
comments when I posted them on my website.

The early mind maps were done in a piece of software called
Kdissert. These diagrams look good on screen but have suffered
when printed out because the software could only output low qua-
lity bitmap versions of the maps. This is one reason that I moved
away from Kdissert. Apparently, the author of Kdissert1 is wor-
king on a successor, called Semantik, that aims to solve some of
these shortcomings. See his page for details.

These days I use a piece of software called Freemind2 for my

1http://freehackers.org/t̃nagy/kdissert.html
2http://freemind.sourceforge.net/wiki/index.php/Main_Page
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mind mapping. While creating the mind maps, I created some new
words. These new words are © me and not to be used without per-
mission. Freemind is multi-platform and can produce high quality
output. Freemind was also used to generate a couple of the other
diagrams used in the book.

The book cover and the diagrams that were not generated using
Freemind were created using Inkscape3, a free illustration pro-
gram. Other graphics, including some elements of the cover were
done in GIMP4, a free bitmap editor. The barcode was generated
using an online bar code generator5.

There are some sitcom script excerpts scattered around the book.
These are from a sitcom pilot that I wrote and that the BBC had the
impertinence to reject. I used the excellent Celtx6 pre-production
media suite to write the script.

All of these programs have in common the fact that they are Free
and Open Source Software (FOSS). They are also cross platform
applications, so you have no excuse for not trying them.

Citation style

This book makes use of a mixed citation style. For accessibility, I
have added URLs in the footnotes where applicable. In addition,
I have also used a more traditional citation style. When citing a
reference work as a source, I use numbers in brackets and a sum-
mary of sources at the end of the book. Naturally, this is handled
by LYX alongside Jabref7, the citation database manager.

As this isn’t a textbook, although sometimes frowned upon, I
have cited sources that are readily accessible on the Internet, such
as online encyclopedias and news reports. For example, if I feel
that a Wikipedia page is well-written and researched and cites cre-
dible sources, I’ll link to it in preference a print resource that the
general reader is unlikely to have access to.

3http://www.inkscape.org/
4http://www.gimp.org/
5http://www.tux.org/ milgram/bookland/
6http://www.celtx.com/
7http://jabref.sourceforge.net/
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Future publications

Now that the book you are reading is complete, it’s back to work on
my other projects. Compiling, typesetting, re-editing and writing
the remarks for this book has been surprisingly time consuming,
but I’ve learnt a lot from this project and the next book, self publi-
shed or published by someone else, should go a lot more smoothly.

Tech Book 2

I’ve already started to collect the articles needed for Tech Book
2. The current crop of articles couldn’t be included because most
publications request that you don’t republish the article for a set
period (normally three months). Besides, this book is fairly full.

I hope to be announcing Tech Book 2 in about 18 months or two
years time.

Gender equivalence: Gender politics for
the average geek

Are you a geek? Are you interested in gender politics? At the time
of writing, I’ve been working on my gender politics book for more
than two years. The project has entered its second phase, and now
I have to turn about 50,000 words of notes into a book. It’s my
goal to be finished, or nearly finished by the end of the year.

The driving force behind the book is a philosophy of gender po-
litics that I call Gender Equivalence (GE). I don’t like to classify
GE as anti-feminism because the term sounds hostile, but many of
the theories are opposed to feminist dogma. Although I am concer-
ned with male rights issues, I don’t like to call myself a masculi-
nist. I believe that any theory of gender politics that explores the
issues from the perspective of single sex is an unreasonable one.

The central premise behind Gender Equivalence is that men and
women are extremely mentally comparable, to the extent that they
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Figure 15.1: Printout of the book notes. If you know of a piece of soft-
ware than can turn this into finished book, I’d like to buy
it.

are effectively equal in real-life situations. It is scientifically de-
monstrable that there are some small neurological differences bet-
ween men and women, but I argue that apparent mental and emo-
tional differences between the sexes are overwhelmingly caused by
social rather than biological factors. This is particularly true in a
technologically advanced society because tiny differences play a
lesser part in defining roles. On the other hand, clinical experi-
mental methods tend to isolate and magnify small differences.

The book is a mixture of factual reporting of gender politics
issues and original theoretical methods that I have developed such
as applying game theory, graph theory and commodity theory to
sexual politics issues such as mate selection. It’s far from a geek-
only book but many of the issues use geek culture reference points.

If you’re interested in this sort of thing, keep an eye the website
for updates towards the end of 2008. I have also created a sub-site
dedicated to the GE book8.

8http://www.unmusic.co.uk/ge/
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